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Abstract
Based on the collinear factorization approach, we present a comprehensive perturbative next-
to-leading (NLO) analysis of deeply virtual meson production (DVMP). Our representation in
conformal Mellin space can serve as basis for a global fitting procedure to access generalized parton
distributions from experimental measurements of DVMP and deeply virtual Compton scattering
(DVCS). We introduce a rather general formalism for the evaluation of conformal moments that
can be developed further beyond the considered order. We also confirm previous diagrammatical
findings in the pure singlet quark channel. Finally, we use the analytic properties of the hard
scattering amplitudes to estimate qualitatively the size of radiative corrections and illustrate
these considerations with some numerical examples. The results suggest that global NLO GPD
fits, including both DVMP and DVCS data, could be more stable than often feared.
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1 Introduction
Besides DVCS [1, 2, 3], exclusive electroproduction of mesons in the deeply virtual regime (DVMP),
belongs to the class of hard exclusive processes that allows us to access GPDs from experimental
measurements [4]. One of the main goals of such fits is to resolve the transverse distribution of
partons inside the nucleon [5, 6, 7]. Triggered by the link of GPDs to the partonic spin decompo-
sition of the nucleon [8], GPDs have been intensively studied for some time in theory and a whole
framework is now build up around them, see the reviews [9, 10]. The heart of this framework is
the phenomenological access to GPDs, based on factorization theorems which ensure that unob-
servable transverse degrees of freedom can be integrated out if the exchanged photon in DVMP
(DVCS) is longitudinally (transversally) polarized. This factorization property of DVMP ampli-
tudes has been shown by diagrammatical considerations for light (pseudo)scalar and longitudinal
vector mesons [4]. Thereby, it has been stated that in leading order of 1/Q the DVMP amplitude
factorizes into a hard scattering part and two non-perturbative and process independent distri-
butions. The formation of the meson is described by the corresponding leading twist-two meson
distribution amplitude (DA) while the transition from the initial nucleon to the final hadronic
state is encoded in twist-two GPDs. Various DVMP channels have been considered to leading
order (LO) accuracy of perturbation theory in numerous papers [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18].
Knowing that these hard scattering amplitudes are only classified by a flavor non-singlet or singlet
label and a signature factor, one can easily extend the processes of phenomenological interest to
the level of next-to-leading order (NLO) perturbation theory [19, 20] (for DVCS related processes
see[21, 22, 23, 24, 25]). Note that the naive calculation of so-called ‘power-corrections’ [26] is
maybe not consistent with the idea that one integrates out transverse degrees of freedom, yielding
both perturbative and power-suppressed contributions. Thus, such a simple minded treatment
can not be used if one likes to stay with a systematic field theoretical framework. We add that a
calculation of kinematical power-corrections to DVMP, as it is feasible in DVCS [27, 28, 29, 30],
is a challenging task which has not been studied so far.
Furthermore, much effort has been spend during the last decade to measure the exclusive pro-
cesses in question in the collider experiments H1 and ZEUS [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37], fixed target
experiments HERMES [38, 39, 40, 41] and at JLAB [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. Unfortunately, on
the phenomenological side – apart from some earlier model dependent estimates as well as more
recent data descriptions for π+ [49] and light vector mesons [50] at leading order accuracy – the
collinear framework has still not been confronted to the increasing amount of experimental DVMP
data. However, we like to emphasize here that a GPD inspired hand-bag model approach has been
used to link GPD models to DVMP measurements [51, 52, 53]. On the other hand some effort has
been spent to analyze DVCS data with flexible GPD models [54, 55, 56], while the idea to describe
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present DVCS data with some given class of models might be not considered as an appropriate
approach [57], see the review [58]. Furthermore, it has been shown that utilizing the model for
the dominant H GPD, based on the popular Radyushkin ansatz [59], from the hand-bag approach
provides predictions for DVCS on unpolarized protons that reproduce collider DVCS data and
are roughly compatible with fixed target DVCS data [60, 50]. Very similar results are obtained if
one utilizes the complete GPD content of this model for polarized proton DVCS data [61]. This
together with the above mentioned DVMP LO description provides a hint that a global analysis
of DVMP and DVCS data might be possible.
In particular in the small-xB region flexible GPD models are needed and used to control both
the size and the evolution flow of Compton form factors (CFFs). This was realized when GPDs
were directly parameterized in terms of (conformal) Mellin moments [54] rather than in momentum
fraction representation. Apart from providing an easy possibility to parameterize GPDs, this
technique allows also to set up robust and fast numerics [54, 55]. To apply this technique for
a global DVCS and DVMP analysis, the NLO corrections to DVMP are needed, which we will
provide in this paper. We will also present explicit formulae for the evaluation of the imaginary part
of DVMP amplitudes to NLO accuracy in the momentum fraction representation. Combined with
dispersion relation technique, this may offer an alternative possibility for an efficient numerical
treatment at least for the purpose to confront some given GPD models in momentum fraction
representation with experimental measurements.
In this article we systematize the perturbative framework for DVMP at NLO in such a manner
that it can be utilized in a straightforward manner in existing fitting routines for a global analysis
of DVCS and DVMP processes. To do so, we will first define transition form factors (TFFs), which
allow for a clear separation of observables and the perturbative evaluation procedure on amplitude
level. We also complete the set of observables for a DVMP process from two to four. This allow at
least in principle for an disentanglement of the imaginary and real parts of TFFs in longitudinal
photoproduction if in future the polarization of the final state proton is experimentally measurable,
which would provide an additional handle for the access of twist-two GPDs. We also give for the
first time a generic discussion of radiative corrections for TFFs and compare them with those of
CFFs. The detailed outline of our presentation is as follows.
In Sec. 2 we introduce our nomenclature for TFFs. We parameterize then the longitudinal
photon helicity amplitudes in terms of intrinsic parity even and odd TFFs and calculate the lon-
gitudinal photon cross section for all possible target polarizations, as well as for the longitudinal
polarization of the outgoing nucleon. Furthermore, we perform the charge and flavor decomposi-
tion of these TFFs for some important DVMP channels. This allows us in return to present the
perturbative corrections in the flavor non-singlet and singlet channel in a compact manner. In
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Sec. 3 we recall the collinear framework for DVMP in momentum fraction representation, point
out the general analytic properties of hard scattering amplitudes, and introduce our conventions.
We then explain the evaluation of TFFs from GPDs by means of both the dispersion relation
integral and the Mellin–Barnes integral, and shortly discuss mixed representations. Moreover, we
develop a method that allows to evaluate the conformal moments by means of a standard Mellin
transform. In Sec. 4 we introduce first building blocks for the NLO hard scattering amplitudes in
momentum fraction representation, calculate their imaginary parts and their conformal moments.
We confirm the result for the pure singlet part at NLO in momentum fraction space [20], present
the whole NLO corrections in a more economical manner in this space. From these results we
derive compact expressions, so far not listed in the literature, for the imaginary parts of the hard
scattering amplitudes and their conformal moments. In Sec. 5 we set up GPD models in Mellin
space, discuss the size of radiative NLO corrections from the generic point of view, and provide
some numerical examples for the size of radiative corrections. Finally, we give our conclusions
and an outlook for the application of this work. Appendix A contains our GPD conventions as
well as the conventions for evolution kernels and anomalous dimensions. In App. B we list the
expressions for the real part of NLO building blocks and in App. C we discuss some properties of
the non-separable building block for the hard scattering amplitude.
2 Preliminaries
Although we are primary interested to use DVMP to access GPDs, we prefer to distinguish clearly
between observables and their partonic description, which are conventionally defined w.r.t. a light-
cone direction (since momentum is transferred in the t-channel in DVMP, one has great liberty to
define the light-cone direction in which partons travel). In the following we define first a form factor
decomposition of the γ∗LN → MN amplitude, where for the goal of accessing twist-two GPDs it
is sufficient to restrict ourselves to longitudinal polarized photons and scalar components, e.g.,
longitudinally polarized vector mesons. Note that due to helicity conservation the contributions
of transversally polarized mesons connected to quark transversity GPDs vanish to all orders in the
strong coupling constant [62, 63, 9]. For the two TFFs of each channel1 the same nomenclature
will be adopted that is used for twist-two GPDs. Hence, one can immediately read off from cross
section expressions which information can be accessed in an experiment. To our best knowledge
polarization measurements of the recoiled nucleon have not been much discussed with respect
to GPD phenomenology, except for J/Ψ electroproduction in [65]. We will fill this gap and
show that in a complete measurement, the number of observables matches twice the number of
1Alternatively, (light-cone) helicity amplitudes are adopted to describe the nucleon states in DVCS/DVMP [64].
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TFF FAM TFF FM in Eq. (MF,DR,MB) σ(FA)
HS
V0
L
, ES
V0
L
HV0
L
, EV0
L
(2.24) (3.6,3.33,3.62) +1
HNS(+)VL , ENS
(+)
VL
HVL, EVL (2.24,2.26) (3.2,3.32,3.61) +1
Hq(−)
V±
L
, E q(−)
V±
L
HV±
L
, EV±
L
(2.26) (3.2,3.32,3.61) −1
H˜q(−)PS , E˜ q
(−)
PS H˜PS, E˜PS (2.28,2.29) (3.2,3.32,3.61) +1
H˜NS(+)
PS±
, E˜NS(+)
PS±
H˜PS±, E˜PS± (2.29) (3.2,3.32,3.61) −1
Table 1: Nomenclature of flavor dependent TFFs (first column) appearing in the parametrization of
the γ∗LN → MN amplitude for longitudinal vector (VL) and pseudo scalar (PS) mesons M with JPC
quantum numbers 1−− and 0−+, respectively. The references to the decomposition in which particular
TFFs appear are given next. In the third column we refer to formulae which allow to evaluate TFFs from
the corresponding GPD FA in momentum fraction (MF), dispersion relation (DR), and Mellin-Barnes
integral (MB) representations, depending on the signature factor σ(FA) that is given next. The label
A ∈ {NS(+),S ≡ S(+), q(−)} encodes information about flavor decomposition (non-singlet, singlet, quark
species) with definite (t-channel) charge parity C = ±1, given by a superscript (C).
complex valued TFFs. If one can measure these transition form factors, one has the most complete
experimental information to access twist-two GPDs. One may, however, employ other frameworks
to facilitate their interpretation. Moreover, we will classify the TFFs with respect to parity and
t-channel charge conjugation parity and decompose them according to t-channel flavor flow. Such
decomposition can be also used in (GPD) phenomenology as a flavor filter.
In Sec. 2.1 we introduce the aforementioned TFFs, e.g., usable for longitudinal photoproduction
of (pseudo)scalar and longitudinal polarized (axial)vector mesons. Furthermore, we calculate the
longitudinal photoproduction cross section in terms of these TFFs exactly, including the polariza-
tion state of the outgoing nucleon. In Sec. 2.2 we give our conventions for the flavor decomposition
of TFFs including their parity and charge conjugation parity assignments. This is exemplified for
longitudinal vector and pseudoscalar meson production, which are the phenomenologically most
important DVMP processes. The reader, who is only interested in our conventions and defining
equations, can find them in Tab. 1, which lists our TFF nomenclature, DVMP processes of inter-
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est, and GPD factorization formulae (given in the next section for three different representations).
We add that in the twist-two approximation the name of the quark TFFs matches the name of
the GPDs.
2.1 Longitudinal photoproduction cross section
Let us first introduce our reference frame for exclusive electroproduction, which is the same as
in [66]. The incoming electron momentum has a positive x-component, the longitudinal photon
with momentum q1 travels in the direction of the negative z-axis and the nucleon with momentum
p1 = (MN , 0, 0, 0) and polarization vector s1, is at rest. The outgoing nucleon has momentum
p2 and may be polarized along the direction s2. Finally, the momentum of the produced meson
is called q2. The longitudinal polarization vector of the photon can be expressed in terms of the
incoming nucleon p1 and photon q1 momenta
εµ1(0) = −
1
Q√1 + ǫ2 q
µ
1 −
2xB
Q√1 + ǫ2 p
µ
1 , ǫ =
2xBMN
Q . (2.1)
We parameterize the photon helicity amplitude for longitudinal photoproduction of a (pseudo)scalar
meson M in terms of transition form factors. We are left with four TFFs or, alternatively, nucleon
helicity amplitudes, however, by parity conservation these are reduced to two independent ones.
We adopt the parametrization for helicity dependent Compton form factors from [67]. By means
of the free Dirac equation (Gordon identity) it is easy to see that for the case of even or odd
intrinsic parity the form factor basis can be chosen to be:
ǫµ1 (0)〈MN |jµ|N〉 =

u(p2, s2)
[
6mHM + iσαβ mα∆β2MN EM
]
u(p1, s1) parity even
u(p2, s2)
[
6mγ5 H˜M + γ5 m·∆2MN E˜M
]
u(p1, s1) parity odd
, (2.2)
where ∆µ = pµ2 − pµ1 = qµ1 − qµ2 is the momentum transfer in the t-channel (t ≡ ∆2). The choice
of the vector mµ is not unique. To stay close to the conventions, used by us for DVCS, as well as
to have a s ↔ u symmetric energy variable, a favored choice for dispersion relation analysis, we
choose the following vector [67]
mµ =
qµ
P · q , where q
µ =
1
2
(qµ1 + q
µ
2 ) , P
µ = pµ1 + p
µ
2 . (2.3)
The photoproduction cross sections in terms of these TFFs (2.2) is straightforwardly calcu-
lated. In fact, if the meson mass is neglected, the formulae for an unpolarized outgoing nucleon
can be read off from the expressions for DVCS [67]. For the conversion of electroproduction to
photoproduction cross section we adopt the Hand convention [68], which fixes the photon flux and
7
yields
dσγ
∗
LN→M N
dtdϕ
=
2παem
Q4√1 + ǫ2
x2B
1− xB
1
2
{
Cunp(FM ,F∗M |s2) + Λ cos(θ)CLP(FM ,F∗M |s2) (2.4)
+ Λ cos(ϕ) sin(θ) CTP+(FM ,F∗M |s2) + Λ sin(ϕ) sin(θ) CTP−(FM ,F∗M |s2)
}
.
Here, αem ≈ 1/137 is the electromagnetic fine structure constant, q21 = −Q2 is the photon virtu-
ality, xB = Q2/p1 · q1 is the Bjorken variable and ϕ = Φ − φ, where Φ appears in the transverse
part of the polarization vector
s1 = (0, cosΦ cos θ, sinΦ cos θ, sin θ)
and φ is the azimuthal angle between the electron plane and the recoiled proton. Furthermore,
the squared scattering amplitudes C are labeled by the polarization of the incoming nucleon. Note
that when summed over the final state proton polarization, the conventional factor 1/2 on the
r.h.s. will disappear.
The bilinear C-coefficients depend on the polarization direction of the outgoing nucleon, which
provides the possibility to measure various combinations of TFFs. In experiments where the
outgoing protons are unpolarized one can only access the cross section for a transversally polarized
nucleon, which contains for scalar or longitudinally polarized vector meson production the terms
Cunp(F ,F∗) =
4(1− xB)
(
1− xBm2−tQ2
)
− m2
M2
ǫ2(
2− xB − xBm2−tQ2
)2
∣∣∣∣∣H− x
2
B
(
1 + m
2−t
Q2
)2
+ 4x2B
t
Q2
4(1− xB)
(
1− xBm2−tQ2
)− m2
M2
ǫ2
E
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+
1
(1− xB)
(
1− xBm2−tQ2
)− m2
4M2
ǫ2
K˜2
4M2
|E|2 , (2.5)
CTP−(F ,F∗) = − 2
2− xB − xBm2−tQ2
K˜
M
ℑmHE∗ , (2.6)
and for pseudo scalar or longitudinal polarized axial-vector meson production the terms
C˜unp(F ,F∗) =
4(1− xB)
(
1− xBm2−tQ2
)
+ ǫ2
(
2− m2
M2
− 2m2−t
Q2
)
(
2− xB − xBm2−tQ2
)2 (2.7)
×
∣∣∣∣∣H˜ − xB
(
1 + m
2
Q2
)2 (
2− xB − xBm2−tQ2
)
4(1− xB)
(
1− xBm2−tQ2
)
+ ǫ2
(
2− m2
M2
− 2m2−t
Q2
)E∣∣∣∣∣
2
+
4
(
1 + m
2
Q2
)2
4(1− xB)
(
1− xBm2−tQ2
)
+ ǫ2
(
2− m2
M2
− 2m2−t
Q2
) K˜2
4M2
∣∣E∣∣2 ,
C˜TP−(F ,F∗) =
2
(
1 + m
2
Q2
)
2− xB − xBm2−tQ2
K˜
M
ℑmH˜E∗ . (2.8)
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Here, the kinematical factor
K˜ =
√√√√−M2x2B
[(
1− m
2 − t
Q2
)2
+
4m2
Q2
(
1− t
4M2
)]
− (1− xB)t
(
1− xBm
2 − t
Q2
)
(2.9)
vanishes at the minimal and maximal allowed value of −t,
tmin/max = −Q2
2
(
1− xB − xBm2Q2
)
+ ǫ2
(
1− m2
Q2
)
∓ 2√1 + ǫ2
√(
1− xB − xBm2Q2
)2 − m2
Q2
ǫ2
4(1− xB)xB + ǫ2 , (2.10)
where the lower and upper sign applies for tmin and tmax, respectively. The unpolarized C-
coefficients (2.5,2.7) are build from two squared terms while the square of target spin flip TFFs is
naturally accompanied by a K˜2/4M2 suppression factor. Relying on this kinematical suppression,
one can essentially extract from unpolarized cross section measurements at smaller values of xB
the modulus of the TFFs H or H˜. Having a transversally polarized proton at hand, the single
target spin asymmetry offers an access to the combinations (2.6) and (2.8), see, e.g., phenomeno-
logically discussions in [69, 53, 49]. Note that the quantity E = xB E˜/(2 − xB − xBm2−tQ2 ) absorbs
one additional power of xB, and thus has the same Regge counting as the other TFFs.
In experiments where the polarization of the outgoing proton can be measured, one can access
further TFF combinations. However, it turns out that the transverse-to-transverse proton spin
contribution does not contain new information rather it offers access to the unpolarized TFF
combinations (2.5,2.7), while the final state transverse single spin asymmetry provides again the
imaginary parts (2.6) and (2.8). The remaining terms will project on the longitudinal component
of the final state polarization vector. Hence, choosing the longitudinal magnetization direction
s
‖
2 =
1√
(p02)
2 − (p32)2
(
p32, 0, 0, p
0
2
)
provides the most appropriate handle to access two new TFF combinations. We find the following
combinations
CLP(F ,F∗|s‖2) =
√
1 + ǫ2√
1 + ǫ2 + K˜
2
M2
{
Cunp(F ,F∗)− 2K˜
2
M2
(
2− xB − xBm2−tQ2
)2 (2.11)
×
(
|H + E|2 − 1
1 + ǫ2
∣∣∣∣H + xB2 (1 + m2 − tQ2 )E
∣∣∣∣2
)}
,
CTP+(F ,F∗|s‖2) =
−K˜
M
√
1 + ǫ2
√
1 + ǫ2 + K˜
2
M2
{
Cunp(F ,F∗) + 2ǫ
2
2− xB − xBm2−tQ2
∣∣∣H + t
4M2
E
∣∣∣2
+
2(1 + ǫ2)
2− xB − xBm2−tQ2
ℜeHE∗ − K˜
2 − t (1 + ǫ2)
2M2
(
2− xB − xBm2−tQ2
) |E|2}, (2.12)
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for longitudinally polarized vector or scalar meson production and
C˜LP(F ,F∗|s‖2) =
√
1 + ǫ2√
1 + ǫ2 + K˜
2
M2
{
C˜unp(F ,F∗)− 8xBK˜
2
Q2 (1 + ǫ2)
1− xB + xBM2Q2(
2− xB − xBm2−tQ2
)2 ∣∣∣H˜∣∣∣2 (2.13)
−
2
(
1 + m
2
Q2
)(
1 + xB
2M2
Q2
)
(1 + ǫ2)
(
2− xB − xBm2−tQ2
) K˜2
M2
ℜeH˜E∗ −
(
1 + m
2
Q2
)2
1 + ǫ2
K˜2
2M2
∣∣E∣∣2},
C˜TP+(F ,F∗|s‖2) =
K˜
M
√
1 + ǫ2
√
1 + ǫ2 + K˜
2
M2
{(
1 +
2xBM
2
Q2
)
C˜unp(F ,F∗) (2.14)
+
2ǫ2
(
1 + m
2
Q2
)(
1− xB + xBM2Q2
)
(
2− xB − xB (m2−t)Q2
)2 ∣∣∣H˜∣∣∣2 + 2 + 4(1−xB)xBtQ2 +
(
2 + t
Q2
)
ǫ2
2− xB − xBm2−tQ2
×
(
1 +
m2
Q2
)
ℜeH˜E∗ +
(
1 + m
2
Q2
)2 (
t− xBM2
(
1 + m
2−2t
Q2
))
2M2
∣∣E∣∣2},
for longitudinally polarized axial-vector or pseudoscalar meson production.
In particular in the smaller-xB region we have the following combinations, e.g., for longitudi-
nally polarized vector meson production
Cunp(F ,F∗) ≃ |H|2 − t
4M2
|E|2 , CLP(F ,F∗|s‖2) ≃
√
1− t
M2
[
|H|2 + t |2H + E|
2
4 (M2 − t)
]
, (2.15)
CTP−(F ,F∗) ≃ −
√−t
M
ℑmHE∗ , CTP+(F ,F∗|s‖2) ≃
√−t
√
1− t
M2
4M
[
|E|2 − |2H + E|
2
1− t
M2
]
.
An analog formula set is also valid for pseudo scalar meson production, obtained by substituting
H → H˜ , E → (1 +m2/Q2)E , and CTP± → −C˜TP± .
Since in the CTP+ expression both kinds of TFFs enter on the same kinematical level, one clearly
realizes that transverse-to-longitudinal target spin flip measurements yield a handle on E (and E)
for −t≫ 0. One the other hand, longitudinal-to-longitudinal spin flip cross sections are expected
to be dominated for −t ≪ 4M2 by the modulus |H|. However, since E may contain a pion
pole contribution, e.g., in π+ production, the t/4M2 suppression factor can be overcompensated.
Hence, such a measurement would be helpful for a complete disentanglement of parity odd TFFs,
where of course one should bear in mind that in contrast to E the TFF E does not contain a
‘pomeron’ exchange.
2.2 Flavor decomposition of transition form factors
To perform a flavor decomposition of the TFFs (2.2) we rely on the quark picture and consider
the processes of interest from the t-channel point of view as an exchange of colorless degrees of
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Figure 1: DVMP process from the t-channel view (left) and partonic view (right).
freedom that can be associated with a quark-antiquark or gluon pair, see Fig. 1. We note that
t-channel contributions are the dominant ones for both large Q2, i.e., when partonic t-channel
exchanges are justified by (diagrammatical) power counting, and high-energy limit, e.g., in Regge
phenomenology where mesonic degrees of freedom are utilized. Based on the t-channel exchange
of quark-antiquark pairs we start by performing a flavor decomposition of the TFFs (2.2). This
more general classification scheme matches with the nomenclature in the partonic description of
DVMP amplitudes in terms of twist-two GPDs and meson DAs.
First, however, we introduce discrete t-channel quantum numbers which are used to label GPDs
and TFFs. It is instructive to see that from a partonic point of view in the t-channel reaction
γ∗qq¯(gg) → M0 in which the photon scatters on a qq¯ (gg) pair, picked up from the proton and
described by GPD, and then forms a meson. Note that corresponding crossed processes where
analyzed on similar basis in [70, 71] and [72]. From Cγ = −1 and charge parity conservation
follows that the qq (gg) state has to satisfy
C = CγCM0 = −CM0 (2.16)
or, in other words, that the t-channel charge parity is given by (−CM0). The charge parity of
the meson can be read off from the JPC nomenclature with angular momentum J , parity P ,
and charge parity C, and for vector (V0) mesons of interest is 1−− while for pseudoscalar (PS0)
mesons 0−+. Due to the fact that Cgg = 1 it follows trivially that there is no gg contribution
for PS0 production (as well as, there are no gg Fock states in V0 mesons). Furthermore, since
Pγ = −1, the CP quantum number is given by CP = CM0PM0 and it corresponds to intrinsic
GPD parity2 or, to say it in (2.2) nomenclature, the production of vector mesons is described
by TFFs F ∈ {H, E} with even intrinsic parity, while the production of pseudoscalar mesons is
described by odd intrinsic parity TFFs F ∈ {H˜, E˜}. The TFFs derived by using GPDs with well
defined charge parity will then be denoted by F (C).
2When considering qq¯ states, this terminology seems quite obvious since Cqq¯ = (−1)l+s and Pqq¯ = −(−1)l, and
thus Cqq¯Pqq¯ = −(−1)s, so this quantum number depending just on spin, i.e., intrinsic angular momentum, is the
same for different qq¯ excitations.
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Next we define the flavor content of the considered final meson state in terms of quark-antiquark
degrees of freedom. Normalizing all states to one, we expand the charged meson states in terms
of the leading quark-antiquark Fock states
|M0〉 =
∑
q
cqM0 |qq〉 and |M±〉 =
∑
qq′
cqq
′
M± |qq′〉 , (2.17)
respectively. For neutral mesons the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients are flavor diagonal, while they
are flavor off-diagonal for charged meson. The interaction of the longitudinal photon with a quark
or an antiquark gives us then a fractional quark charge factor
eq ∈
{
eu =
2
3
, ed = −1
3
, ec =
2
3
, es = −1
3
, · · ·
}
, (2.18)
which is together with the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients factorized out. This defines us the quark
decomposition of TFFs
FM0 =
∑
q
eq c
q
M0 F qM0 and FM± = eq F qq
′
M± + eq′ F q
′q
M± . (2.19a)
Assuming that isospin symmetry holds true, we may express the flavor off-diagonal nucleon
TFFs in terms of flavor diagonal TFFs ones, see, e.g., [15], yielding
FM± = eq − eq
′
2
[
F q(−C)M0 − F q
′(−C)
M0
]
+
eq + eq′
2
[
F q(C)M0 − F q
′(C)
M0
]
. (2.19b)
The information about t-channel charge parity is encoded in the quark superscript, e.g., Hu(+)
(Eu(+)) stands for a t-channel exchange of a uu pair with even charge parity and even intrinsic
parity, where loosely spoken proton helicity is (non)conserved.
Finally, in the charge even sector also gluons can be exchanged in the t-channel which may
have a flavor quark singlet admixture. Such a contribution will be denoted as FG + FpS, where
subscript pS stands for a pure singlet quark. To separate quark degrees and gluonic ones in
the most clean manner it is necessary to change from a quark/gluon basis to group theoretical
irreducible SU(nf ) multiplets, consisting out of the flavor non-singlet (NS) multiplets (F3, . . .,
Fn2f−1) and the flavor singlet one (F0). Such decomposition solves also the quark-gluon mixing
problem that appears in the perturbatively predicted evolution. For nf = 3 (nf = 4) this group
theoretical decomposition follows from the multiplets (A.9) and reads
Fu(+) = 1
2
F3(+) + 1
6
F8(+) + 1
3
F0(+) + 1
12
(
F15(+) −F0(+)
)
, (2.20a)
Fd(+) = −1
2
F3(+) + 1
6
F8(+) + 1
3
F0(+) + 1
12
(
F15(+) − F0(+)
)
, (2.20b)
F s(+) = −1
3
F8(+) + 1
3
F0(+) + 1
12
(
F15(+) −F0(+)
)
, (2.20c)
F c(+) = −1
4
(
F15(+) − F0(+)
)
. (2.20d)
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Obviously, for nf = 4 this decomposition reduces smoothly for F c(+) = 0, i.e., F15(+) = F0(+) to
the well known SU(3) one. We add that one may perform also such decomposition in the charge
odd sector, however, this is not a necessity, since a gluon pair has charge parity even and so no
quark-gluon mixing problem appears.
In the following the flavor decomposition of the longitudinal photoproduction TFFs is listed
for the phenomenologically most important processes as they appear in the exclusive light meson
electroproduction off proton. Namely, of vector mesons extensively measured in both collider and
fixed target kinematics at H1 [31, 32, 33], ZEUS [34, 35, 36, 37], HERMES [38, 39], E665 [73],
NMC [74], COMPASS [75], CLAS [42, 43, 44, 45], and CORNELL [76] as well as pseudoscalar
mesons in fixed target kinematics at HERMES [40, 41], CLAS [46, 47], and HALL-C [48].
• DVVLP: longitudinal vector meson TFFs HAVL and EAVL for γ∗L p→ V 0L p and γ∗L p→ V +L n.
For longitudinal vector meson (V= 1−−) photoproduction the TFFs are HV, EV and for neutral
ones we have definite t-channel charge parity C = +1, see (2.16). The light neutral vector mesons
have according to the (constituent) quark model the Fock state expansion
|ρ0〉 = 1√
2
(|uu 〉 − |dd¯〉) , |ω〉 = 1√
2
(|uu 〉+ |dd¯〉) , |φ〉 = |ss¯〉 . (2.21)
As already noted, a two gluon component, which has charge parity even, can not appear in these
meson states. We decompose the TFFs F ∈ {H, E} with respect to quark and gluonic t-channel
exchanges according to (2.19a),
Fρ0 = 2
3
√
2
Fu(+)ρ0 +
1
3
√
2
Fd(+)ρ0 +
1√
2
(
FGρ0 + FpSρ0
)
, (2.22a)
Fω = 2
3
√
2
Fu(+)ω −
1
3
√
2
Fd(+)ω +
1
3
√
2
(FGω + FpSω ) , (2.22b)
Fφ = −1
3
F s(+)φ −
1
3
(
FGφ + FpSφ
)
. (2.22c)
Since the t-channel exchanges of two gluons or pure singlet quark-antiquark pairs is flavor blind,
the factors in front of
(
FGV0 + FpSV0
)
are simply given as the sum over all quark coefficients in the
corresponding formulae (2.22). Here, the quark TFFs F q(+)V0 , the pure singlet TFFs FpSV0 , and the
gluon TFFs FGV0 correspond to the underlying partonic subprocesses shown on Figs. 2a, 2b, and
2c, respectively.
To overcome the quark-gluon mixing, we plug the SU(nf ) representation (2.20) for quarks into
(2.22), the TFFs FV0 for neutral vector mesons V0 ∈ {ρ0, ω, φ} are then decomposed into flavor
non-singlet multiplets and a singlet (S) one,
FSV0 = FGV0 + FΣV0 with FΣV0 =
1
nf
F0(+)V0 + FpSV0 , (2.23)
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which is given as sum of gluon and flavor singlet quark (Σ) contributions. The latter is build from
the group theoretical part (0(+)), weighted with the Clebsch–Gordon coefficient 1/nf , and the pure
singlet piece. Note that FSV0 and FΣV0 are charge even by definition and so an additional superscript
(+) is omitted. Using (2.20) the TFFs (2.22) assume in their group theoretical representation the
following form
Fρ0 = FNS(+)ρ0 +
1√
2
FSρ0 , (2.24a)
Fω = FNS(+)ω +
1
3
√
2
FSω , (2.24b)
Fφ = FNS(+)φ −
1
3
FSφ , (2.24c)
where the flavor non-singlet (NS) combinations for three (four) active quarks read as following
FNS(+)ρ0 =
1
6
√
2
F3(+)ρ0 +
1
6
√
2
F8(+)ρ0 (+
1
12
√
2
F15(+)ρ0 ) , (2.25a)
FNS(+)ω =
1
2
√
2
F3(+)ω +
1
18
√
2
F8(+)ω (+
1
36
√
2
F15(+)ω ) , (2.25b)
FNS(+)φ =
1
9
F8(+)φ (−
1
36
F15(+)φ ) . (2.25c)
Note that using (A.9) these non-singlet combinations could be directly expressed in terms of F q(+)V0 .
Charged vector meson |ρ+〉 = |ud〉 production in γ∗Lp → ρ+Ln is given in terms of flavor off-
diagonal TFF Fud. We rely on isospin symmetry, and from (2.19) we find
Fρ+ = 1
2
Fu(−)ρ0 −
1
2
Fd(−)ρ0 +
1
6
Fu(+)ρ0 −
1
6
Fd(+)ρ0 =
1
2
F3(−)ρ0 +
1
6
F3(+)ρ0 , F ∈ {H, E} . (2.26)
Note that the flavor off-diagonal quark TFFs splits then in a diagonal flavor isotriplet with charge
even (q(+)) and charge odd (q(−)), resulting the prefactors (eu−ed)/2 = 1/2 and (eu+ed)/2 = 1/6.
• DVPSP: pseudoscalar meson TFFs H˜PS and E˜PS for γ∗L p→ PS0 p and γ∗L p→ PS+ n.
The TFFs (2.2) for pseudoscalar mesons (PS−+) longitudinal photoproduction are assigned with
even parity, i.e., they are called H˜PS and E˜PS. The neutral pseudoscalar mesons have even charge
parity. Hence, we have odd (t-channel) charge parity and, consequently, a two-gluon exchange in
the t-channel can not occur. The normalized meson states read
|π0〉 = 1√
2
(|uu 〉 − |dd¯〉) , |η(8)〉 = 1√
6
(|uu 〉+ |dd¯〉 − 2|ss¯〉) ,
|η(0)〉 = 1√
3
(|uu 〉+ |dd¯〉+ |ss¯〉) . (2.27)
Note that we here do not discuss the η/η′ mixing problem and rather provide only the formulae
for the pure octet and singlet states. Furthermore, in the flavor singlet state |η(0)〉 a two gluon
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component contributes, which is also beyond the scope of our considerations here3. Reading off
the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, we find then from (2.19a)
Fπ0 = 2
3
√
2
Fu(−)π0 +
1
3
√
2
Fd(−)π0 , (2.28a)
Fη(8) =
2
3
√
6
Fu(−)η(8) −
1
3
√
6
Fd(−)η(8) +
2
3
√
6
F s(−)η(8) , (2.28b)
Fη(0) =
2
3
√
3
Fu(−)η(0) −
1
3
√
3
Fd(−)η(0) −
1
3
√
3
F s(−)η(0) . (2.28c)
Analogously to ρ+ case discussed above, for DVπ+P the quark content is flavor off-diagonal,
however, employing isospin symmetry, it can be expressed by diagonal flavor non-singlet ones
Fπ+ = 1
2
Fu(+)π0 −
1
2
Fd(+)π0 +
1
6
Fu(−)π0 −
1
6
Fd(−)π0 =
1
2
F3(+)π0 +
1
6
F3(−)π0 , F ∈ {H˜, E˜} , (2.29)
implying that both charge even (q(+)) and odd (q(−)) contributions enter.
• Exclusive longitudinal photoproduction of other mesons.
Supposing that the dominant mechanism is a quark-antiquark (or gluon pair) t-channel exchange,
the meson quantum numbers that allow to access the intrinsic parity even or odd TFFs (2.2)
in longitudinal photoproduction of neutral (pseudo)scalar and longitudinal (axial-)vector mesons
are:
Hq(+)M , E q
(+)
M , HGM , EGM 1−−L Hq
(−)
M , E q
(−)
M 0
++
H˜q(−)M , E˜ q
(−)
M 0
−+ H˜q(+)M , E˜ q
(+)
M , H˜GM , E˜GM 1+−L
(2.30)
The quantum number assignments given on the basis of parity and charge parity conservation4
are in more detail explained in [70, 71] where relevant hard processes have been discussed in the
crossed channel, as well as in [72] (see also Tabs. in [9, 77]).
The longitudinal vector mesons (1−−L ) and pseudo scalar mesons (0
−+) we have discussed. One
may also include neutral or charged kaon production, where an initial proton state transforms to
a hyperon. The flavor decomposition is straightforwardly done, however, if one likes to reduce
off-diagonal flavor TFFs to flavor diagonal ones one must rely on SU(3) flavor symmetry. Various
of these DVMP channels have been already considered and were given in terms of LO GPD
factorization formulae, see reviews [9, 10] for references therein and explicit expressions.
3Strictly speaking the factorization proof from [4] did not encompass mesons with quantum numbers which
allow the decay into two gluons, e.g., η0. We believe that such a proof should be straightforward.
4In a nutshell, since Cγ = Pγ = −1, and for qq¯ states P = (−1)l+1, C = (−1)l+s, while for gg states P = (−1)l
and C = 1, only the transitions corresponding to γ(Jodd)−− → (Jeven)++ and γ(Jeven)−+ → (Jodd)+− and
reversed are allowed in the quark model.
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On the same footing as pseudoscalar and longitudinal vector mesons, one can also consider
γ∗L p→ 0++ p process for a scalar meson (e.g., 0++ = f0) where Hq(−), E q(−) contribute. Remember
that under scalar meson one usually understands qq¯ state with l = 1, s = 1 while, of course,
J = 0 5. As in the case of pseudoscalar mesons, there also exists a scalar two-gluon component
which mixes with the quark flavor singlet component. Note that 0++ carries the same quantum
numbers as t-channel qq¯ and gg pairs described by Hq
(+)
, Eq
(+)
, HG, EG in the case of production
of longitudinal vector mesons, and similarly for Hq
(−)
, Eq
(−)
and 1−−L . This is to be expected since
these two processes are, in a sense, reversed, as well as, production of 0−+ and 1+−L (see [70, 71]
for crossed channel examples). In the production of axial-vector meson whose l + s and l are
odd γLp → 1+−L p (e.g., 1+− = h0) both H˜q
(+)
, E˜q
(+)
and H˜G, E˜G can, in principle, be accessed.
We add that in the literature there are also suggestions to analyze in the perturbative DVMP
formalism the production of exotic meson states [78, 79], for example, hybrid mesons 1−+.
3 Factorization of transition form factors
Employing power counting, it has been shown that the dominant production mechanism for lon-
gitudinal DVMP is the t-channel exchange of a quark-antiquark pair or, if it is allowed, a color
singlet gluon pair [4]. Furthermore, it has been perturbatively proved to all orders that the
hard scattering amplitude, describing the interaction of the photon with collinear partons, can
be systematically calculated as an expansion w.r.t. the strong coupling constant αs. Thereby,
the collinear singularities which appear in such a diagrammatical calculation can be factorized
out and dress the bare DAs and GPDs. This procedure provides then also a prediction how the
DVMP amplitude changes w.r.t. the variation of the photon virtuality, which is given in terms
of linear evolution equations. Beyond the leading 1/Q order, i.e., in which only twist-two GPDs
and DAs enters, the authors state that factorization is maybe broken by final state interaction. In
other words it remains questionable if one can utilize for DVMP a factorizable t-channel picture
to access GPDs in the twist-three sector6.
Based on this factorization proof, we can say that a flavor decomposed TFF FpM with F ∈
{H, E , H˜, E˜}, introduced in Sec. 2, factorizes in a elementary scattering amplitude, depicted in
Fig. 2, twist-two GPDs F p(x, ξ, t), F ∈ {H,E, H˜, E˜} describing the transition of the initial to
the final nucleon state by emitting and reabsorbing a parton p ∈ {u, d, s, · · ·G}, and a twist-two
meson distribution amplitude (DA) ϕM(v), describing the transition of a quark-antiquark pair qq¯
5Scalar states generally satisfy l + s even and l odd so that P = (−1)l+1 = 1 and C = (−1)l+s = 1 and higher
ones, i.e., with l > 1 are 2++, . . ..
6 Nevertheless, it was shown in [80] that factorization may not be violated for twist-3 helicity-flip amplitudes
for the hard meson electroproduction in the Wandzura-Wilczek approximation on a scalar pion target.
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to the meson state M . Thereby, one sums over the partonic exchanges j and integrates over the
momentum fractions x and v.
Relying on SU(nf ) symmetry and measurements in various channels, DVMP can serve to
access GPDs with definite partonic content. However, quark and gluon GPDs will mix in the
charge even sector. Thus, it is more appropriate to employ in this sector a group theoretical
SU(nf ) decomposition in flavor non-singlet and singlet contributions, which allow to solve the
quark-gluon mixing problem. In the charge odd sector it is just a question of taste if we use
partonic or group theoretical labeling. From this perspective the hard scattering amplitude has
for the considered class of processes some universal features. Namely, we have only one scattering
amplitude in all flavor non-singlet and charge odd channels. However, as we will see in the
following, different parts of this hard scattering amplitude will be projected out in the charge even
and odd sector. In principle we have two charge even sectors in which quark and gluons mix,
namely for GPD H(E) and H˜(E˜). We consider here only the former one since it is relevant for
phenomenology (1−−) and, fortunately, next-to-leading order results were calculated. We should
also mention here that for DVMP of pseudo scalar mesons in the η0 case (2.28c) a mixing of quark
and gluon DAs appears. At LO accuracy the two gluon component in the singlet DA vanishes in
the collinear factorization approach [70, 71, 81]. So far this amplitude has not be calculated at
NLO, however, the mixing of quark and gluon DA and factorization scale independence indicate
that a contribution from the gluonic meson DA enters the hard scattering amplitude at NLO.
In the following we will not consider this case. Note that charge conjugation conservation tells
us that a charge even meson DA can never appear together with a charge even GPD and so a
quark-gluon mixing can not simultaneously occur for DAs and GPDs.
In the next section we give our definitions for the hard scattering amplitudes in the common
momentum fraction representation, explain the role of symmetries, show that together with the
conventions from Sec. 2.2 we recover the known LO results, and predict then the NLO factorization
and renormalization logarithms. For the phenomenological application we consider two other
representations as more appropriate. In Sec. 3.2 we give simple convolution formulae for the
imaginary parts, while the real parts can be obtained from dispersion relations. We also show how
the hard scattering amplitude can be decomposed into two parts which have only discontinuities on
the negative or positive x-axis in the complex plane. In particular for the purpose of global fitting,
we give in Sec. 3.3 a short introduction into the Mellin-Barnes integral representation, a discussion
about the resummation of evolution effects, and spell out our conventions for conformal partial
wave amplitudes. Based on the aforementioned decomposition of the hard scattering amplitude, we
provide also a method for both the analytic and numerical evaluation of complex valued conformal
partial wave amplitudes. Finally, in Sec. 3.4 we show how mixed representations are build with
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our conventions.
3.1 Momentum fraction representation
For the sake of a compact presentation, we employ in the factorization formulae of TFF FAM only
the quark GPDs with definite charge parity
F q(C)(x, η, t) = F q(x, η, t)− σF q(−x, η, t) , (3.1a)
which by construction have definite symmetry (−σ) under x→ −x reflection
F q(C)(−x, η, t) = −σF q(C)(x, η, t) . (3.1b)
The GPDs F ∈ {Hq, Eq, H˜q, E˜q} are defined in (A.3), and σ = +1(−1) for C = +1(−1) and
intrinsic parity even GPDs Hq, Eq and for C = −1(+1) and intrinsic parity odd GPDs H˜q, E˜q.
Hence, from the table in (2.30) it is clear that for both neutral vector meson and pseudoscalar
electroproduction the signature assignment is σ = +1. We notify that we adopt here PDF
terminology, allowing us to solve the quark-gluon and also quark-antiquark mixing problem, see
e.g. [82]. The GPD choice (3.1) will assign a charge parity F (C)M or, equivalent, a signature label FσM
to our TFFs. Note that sometimes in the literature such a superscript is used to label the symmetry
of the GPD rather than the signature. Moreover, it allows us to work with an unsymmetrized
elementary hard scattering amplitude T 7, which is perturbatively given as expansion in the QCD
coupling constant αs.
For charge odd or flavor non-singlet quark GPDs it arises only from the class of Feynman
diagrams, where the flavor content of the initial quark pair can not be changed, see Fig. 2a. Thus,
stripping off the electrical quark charges, as already done in the preceding section, we have in the
non-singlet channel and/or charge odd sector the same quark amplitude T . Taking a convenient
prefactor, we write the factorization formula for A ∈ {NS(±), q(−)} as
FAM(xB, t,Q2) tw−2=
CFfM
NcQ F
A(x, ξ, t, µ2F)
x⊗ T
(
ξ + x− iǫ
2(ξ − iǫ) , v
∣∣∣αs(µR), Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
v⊗ ϕM(v, µ2ϕ) ,
(3.2)
where CF = 4/3 and NC = 3 are the common color factors, and the convolution symbols
f(x)
x⊗ g(x) ≡
∫ 1
−1
dx
2ξ
f(x)g(x) and f(v)
v⊗ g(v) ≡
∫ 1
0
dv f(v)g(v)
7The full T obtained directly from Feynman diagrams is naturally symmetrized and it mirrors the symmetry
properties of the process at hand.
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stay for the integration over the momentum fraction x ∈ [−1, 1] and v ∈ [0, 1], respectively. To
obtain the imaginary part according to Feynman‘s causality prescription, the scaling variable ξ
is decorated with an imaginary part −iǫ. This partonic scaling variable ξ ∼ xB/(2 − xB) is
conventionally defined (see also App. A.1) and here and in the following we set
ξ =
xB
2− xB or inversely xB =
2ξ
1 + ξ
. (3.3)
Since the meson decay constants fM is included in the prefactor, we can normalize the meson DAs,∫ 1
0
dv ϕM(v, µ
2) = 1 . (3.4)
Our TFFs are dimensionless, however, they are proportional to fM/Q, where the meson decay
constants fM has mass dimension. We notify that this canonical 1/Q scaling originates from the
contraction (pM + ξP )
µǫµ(λγ = 0)/Q2 with the photon polarization vector. The hard scattering
amplitude possesses besides a logarithmical Q2 dependence also a renormalization (µR), GPD
factorization scale (µF), DA factorization scale (µϕ) dependence, while the TFFs possess only a
residual renormalization and factorization scale dependence.
The SU(nf) group theoretical decomposition for DVV
0
LP from the preceding section, provided
us the form of the flavor singlet TFF (2.23), consisting of charge even quark (3.1) and gluon (A.3)
entries. Therefore, we may generally introduce the vector valued GPDs
F (· · · ) =
(
FΣ
FG
)
(· · · ) with FΣ(· · · ) =
∑
q=u,d,s,···
F q
(+)
(· · · ) and F ∈ {H,E, H˜, E˜} . (3.5)
Note that due to Bose symmetry the charge even gluon GPDs have definite symmetry under
x → −x reflection, which contrarily to quarks is σ rather −σ. Furthermore, in the DVV 0LP case,
on which we will us concentrate here, we have F ∈ {H,E}, σ = +1 and the gluon GPDs are
symmetric8. In analogy to the factorization formula (3.2), we write a flavor singlet TFF as
FSV0(xB, t,Q2) Tw−2=
CFfV0
NcQ × (3.6a)
ϕV0(v, µ
2
ϕ)
v⊗ T
(
ξ + x− iǫ
2(ξ − iǫ) , v; ξ
∣∣∣αs(µR), Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
x⊗ F (x, ξ, t, µ2F) ,
where the convolution
x⊗ includes now the forming of a scalar product, built from the GPD F in
(3.5) and the vector valued hard scattering amplitude
T (u, v; ξ| · · · ) = (ΣT (u, v| · · · ), (CF ξ)−1 GT (u, v| · · · )) , (3.6b)
8For longitudinally neutral axial-vector meson production, see table in (2.30), σ = −1 and the corresponding
gluon GPDs H˜G and E˜G are antisymmetric.
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which contains according to the decomposition (2.23) the charge even quark entry
ΣT (u, v| · · · ) = 1
nf
T (u, v| · · · ) + pST (u, v| · · · ) . (3.6c)
In the gluon entry the color factor 1/CF compensates CF from the overall factor in (3.6a), while the
factor 1/ξ stems from the peculiarity of the common gluon GPD definition, see also the forward
limits (A.4) and (A.5).
We note that TFFs (3.2,3.6) have definite symmetry properties w.r.t. ξ → −ξ reflection. For
(3.2) and the quark entry of (3.6) we find under simultaneous ξ → −ξ and x→ −x reflections:
1
ξ
T
(
ξ + x− iǫ
2(ξ − iǫ) , · · ·
)
F σ(x, ξ, t) =⇒ σ
ξ
T
(
ξ + x+ iǫ
2(ξ + iǫ)
, · · ·
)
F σ(x, ξ, t) , (3.7)
where we used that GPDs are even functions in ξ and have symmetry −σ under x-reflection.
Hence, the real part of quark TFFs with definite signature is an even and odd function for σ = +1
and σ = −1, respectively. Since under simultaneous reflection −iǫ goes into +iǫ, see (3.7), the
symmetry of the imaginary part is reversed compared to the real part. The gluonic part in the
singlet flavor TFF (3.6) has the same symmetry as the quark entry, since the sign change of the
additional factor 1/ξ in (3.6b) is compensated by the different symmetry behavior of the gluon
GPD under x-reflection. Furthermore, we can restrict the integration region in (3.2,3.6) to positive
x, where now hard scattering amplitudes with definite symmetry properties have to be taken, i.e.,
we replace
x⊗≡
∫ 1
−1
dx
2ξ
⇒
∫ 1
0
dx
2ξ
, (3.8a)
T (u, v| · · · ) ⇒ σT (u, v| · · · ) = T (u, v| · · · )− σ T (u , v| · · · ) , (3.8b)
ΣT (u, v| · · · ) ⇒ ΣT (u, v| · · · )− ΣT (u , v| · · · ) , (3.8c)
GT (u, v| · · · ) ⇒ GT (u, v| · · · ) + GT (u , v| · · · ) . (3.8d)
Here, in the flavor singlet channel we only refer to the phenomenological important DVV 0LP process,
i.e., we explicitly use σ = +1. We add that the hard scattering amplitudes for M ↔ γL crossed
exclusive (time-like) processes can be obtained from those of the corresponding DVMP ones [83].
3.1.1 Symmetry properties and leading order result
As said above, we employ in the factorization formulae (3.2,3.6) only GPDs with definite charge
parity and symmetry behavior under x→ −x reflection. The symmetry property is characterized
by the signature factor, where quark GPDs and gluon GPD have the same signature, however,
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NLO
a) b) c)
Figure 2: Representative partonic subdiagrams that contribute to DVMP of neutral vector mesons.
In context of the GPD part, i.e., partons coming from the proton, (lower ”legs”, while the upper
ones denote the meson) the contributions are organized as: a) quark contribution b) pure singlet
quark contribution c) gluon contribution.
different symmetry9
F q(C)(−x, · · · ) = −σ F q(C)(x, · · · ) and FG(−x, · · · ) = σ FG(x, · · · ) . (3.9)
The signature σ(FA) which can be considered as function of the GPD type [see discussion below
(3.1)] reads explicitly in our nomenclature as
σ(F ) =
{
+1
−1
}
for F ∈
{
HNS
(+)
, HΣ, HG, ENS
(+)
, EΣ, EG, H˜q
(−)
, E˜q
(−)
H˜NS
(+)
, H˜Σ, H˜G, E˜NS
(+)
, E˜Σ, E˜G, Hq(−), Eq(−)
}
. (3.10)
If SU(3) breaking effects are ignored, meson DAs for both vector (1−−) and pseudo scalar (0−+)
mesons are symmetric in v → v = 1 − v, except for the antisymmetric two-gluon DA that
contributes to the pseudoscalar state η0. One may include SU(3) breaking effects, which induce
then an antisymmetric component in the DA amplitude, e.g., for K mesons where according to
[84] only a small admixture appears (at leading power of 1/Q2).
Let us now discuss the symmetry properties of the hard scattering amplitudes used above,
which we will consider as functions T (u, v). To LO accuracy these amplitudes arise in the fla-
9We note that this is analogous to the symmetry properties of meson DAs, i.e., φqq¯(u) = −Pφqq¯(1 − u) and
φgg(u) = Pφgg(1−u), e.g., a qq¯ pair has intrinsic parity (−1) and P = (−1)l+1 with l being its angular momentum.
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vor non-singlet channel from four Feynman diagrams, where a representative one is depicted in
Fig. 2a). Here the initial quark and antiquark q1(u)q¯2(u ), knocked out from the nucleon, have
momentum fractions
u =
ξ + x
2ξ
, and u ≡ 1− u = ξ − x
2ξ
(3.11)
of light-cone momentum P+1 − P+2 and the quark and antiquark q1(v)q¯2(v ), forming the meson,
have momentum fraction v ≥ 0 and v ≥ 0 of the meson light-cone momentum P+M . For x ≥ ξ the
representative LO diagram can be interpreted as a partonic s-channel scattering subprocess
γ∗L q1(u)→ [q1(v)q¯2(v )] q2(u− 1),
where a quark q1 is knocked out from the nucleon with momentum fraction (ξ+x)/2ξ and a quark
q2 with momentum fraction (x − ξ)/2ξ is reabsorbed. Exploiting the symmetry under u → v
(photon couples to the in/outgoing q1 quark line) and u → u , v → v (photon couples to the q2
quark lines) symmetries, we can obtain all four LO Feynman diagrams from the representative
one in Fig. 2 a). Generally, according to the coupling of the photon to either the q1 or q2 quark
we divide all Feynman diagrams in the quark channels in two classes:
+ eq1T (u, v| · · · ) if photon couples to q1-quark line or [γ∗Lq1(u)]q2(u )→ q1(v)q2(v ) , (3.12a)
−eq2T (u , v | · · · ) if photon couples to q2-quark line or q1(u)[γ∗Lq2(u )]→ q1(v)q2(v ) , (3.12b)
where the (fractional) quark charges eqi are not included in the hard scattering amplitude T (u, v| · · · ).
It is obvious that if the quarks q1 and q2 have different flavors, the q1 ↔ q2 exchange, i.e.,
(u, v)↔ (u , v ), goes hand in hand with an exchange of quark charge factors eq1 ↔ eq2.
To obtain the net contribution in a quark channel γ∗L q1q¯2 → q1q¯2, we obviously have to add to
the hard scattering amplitude (3.12a) the contributions from the second class (3.12b) and multiply
them with the quark charges:
eq1 T (u, v| · · · )− eq2 T (u , v | · · · ) , (3.13a)
where the struck quark q1 is exchanged with q2. We may decompose the net amplitude (3.13a) in
a charge even and odd part
eq1 + eq2
2
[T (u, v| · · · )− T (u , v | · · · )] + eq1 − eq2
2
[T (u, v| · · · ) + T (u , v | · · · )] . (3.13b)
For neutral meson production eq2 = eq1 . Hence, the second term drops out and the net amplitudes
are antisymmetric under simultaneous u → u (or x → −x) and v → v exchange. Moreover,
DAs for neutral mesons are even under v → v exchange and so the convolution with a quark
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GPD projects out their positive signature, i.e., antisymmetric parts. For charged isotriplet meson
production the DAs are also symmetric under v → v and both positive and negative signature
GPDs contribute. Employing symmetric meson DAs ϕ(v) = ϕ(v ), we can replace in a convolution
formula the hard scattering amplitude (3.13b) by
eq1 + eq2
2
[T (u, v| · · · )− T (u , v| · · · )] + eq1 − eq2
2
[T (u, v| · · · ) + T (u , v| · · · )] . (3.13c)
Hence, after decomposition into contributions of definite signature and pulling out of charge factors
in the partonic decomposition of TFFs, as already done in Sec. 2.2, we can write down for all
these cases the convolution formula (3.2) in terms of quark GPDs with definite signature. Thus,
the definition (3.1) for GPDs with definite charge parity ensures that the u → u counterparts
of T (u, v) in (3.13) are taken into account. We add that if one likes to include SU(3) symmetry
breaking effects, an anti-symmetric meson DA appears, too. Hence, the relative signs in (3.13c)
will change which implies that GPDs with reversed signature must be taken into account.
For DVV 0LP and DVPS
0P processes we have according to the table in (2.30) to take the GPDs
F q
(+) ∈ {Hq(+), Eq(+)} and F q(−) ∈ {H˜q(−), E˜q(−)},
respectively, which have different charge parity, inherited from the charge parity in the t-channel.
Obviously, only in the flavor singlet channel with even charge parity, i.e., for DVV 0LP, both a
pure singlet quark and gluon contribution can appear, taken into account by the hard scattering
amplitudes (3.6b,3.6c) and depicted in Figs. 2b) and 2c). Note that a diagrammatical evaluation
of the graphs in Figs. 2b), 2c), and other contributing ones provides scattering amplitudes with
explicit symmetry properties. Namely, the pure singlet quark contribution, which is absent at LO,
is antisymmetric under u→ u and symmetric under v → v ,
1
2
[
pST (u, v| · · · )− pST (u , v| · · · ) + pST (u, v | · · · )− pST (u , v | · · · )
]
. (3.14)
The gluon contribution being symmetric in both u→ u and v → v ,
1
4
[
GT (u, v| · · · ) + GT (u , v| · · · ) + GT (u, v | · · · ) + GT (u , v | · · · )
]
. (3.15)
The averaging factors 1/2 and 1/4 guarantee consistency with our normalization. In defining (3.6)
we have made use of the symmetry properties (3.14,3.15) of the contributing quark (antisymmetric)
and gluon (symmetric) GPDs as well as meson DA (symmetric).
We note that due to symmetry the representation of the building block AT (u, v) in a definite
signature sector is not unique. For instance, we may add to such a building block a function
f(u, v) that is (anti-)symmetrized under u→ u reflection,
AT (u, v)±AT (u , v) ⇒ [AT (u, v) + f(u, v)]± [AT (u , v) + f(u , v)] with f(u , v) = ∓f(u, v),
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which cancels in the convolution with a GPD, having the proper signature. As it will become
obvious in Sec. 3.2, the ambiguity in choosing the building block AT (u, v) can be removed if we
require that it possesses for real v with 0 ≤ v ≤ 1 only a discontinuity on the positive u-axis
[1,∞]. This allows us in the following to deal with functions that are holomorphic in the second
and third quadrant of the complex u-plane.
Let us add that our diagrammatical calculation yields
T (u, v) =
αs(µR)
u v
+O(α2s) and
GT (u, v) =
αs(µR)
u v
+O(α2s) . (3.16a)
Plugging these results into (3.2) and (3.6), we find the LO approximation of the quark TFFs with
definite charge parity and the gluonic TFF, respectively,
F q(±)M (xB, t,Q2) LO=
CFfM αs(µR)
NcQ
∫ 1
−1
dx
F q
(±)
(x, ξ, t, µ2F)
ξ − x− iǫ
∫ 1
0
dv
ϕM(v, µ
2
ϕ)
v
, (3.16b)
FGV0
L
(xB, t,Q2) LO=
fV0
L
αs(µR)
NcQ
∫ 1
−1
dx
FG(x, ξ, t, µ2F)
ξ(ξ − x− iǫ)
∫ 1
0
dv
ϕV0(v, µ
2
ϕ)
v
. (3.16c)
By means of the partonic decompositions, given in Sec. 2.2, we obtain then the well known LO
expressions for the DVMP amplitudes, see reviews [9, 10] and references to original work therein.
3.1.2 Perturbative expansion and scale dependencies
As alluded above, let us first shortly comment on the scale dependencies in the convolution
formulae (3.2,3.6), where one should bear in mind that the LO hard scattering amplitude starts
with αs(µR). Afterwards, we present the renormalization and factorization logarithms at NLO
accuracy.
• Renormalization scale independence.
The requirement that the hard scattering amplitude is independent of the renormalization scale
is nothing but the famous renormalization group equation[
µR
∂
∂µR
+ β(αs)
∂
∂αs
]
T
(
· · ·
∣∣∣αs, Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
= 0 . (3.17)
We remind that the running of αs(µ) is perturbatively controlled by the equation
10
µ
d
dµ
αs(µ) = β0
α2s(µ)
2π
+O(α3s) with β0 =
2nf
3
− 11 (3.18)
and its solution is given as a function of ln(µ2/Λ2QCD), where the QCD scale ΛQCD ≃ 0.2GeV.
However, the perturbative expansion of the hard scattering amplitude induces a residual renor-
malization scale dependence that is caused by the truncation of the perturbative series. This
10Note that the value of β0 is here negative, contrary to common definitions in the literature.
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dependence appears in the QCD running coupling constant αs(µR) and in ln(Q2/µ2R) terms, and
they partially compensate each other at any given order, see (3.17). At LO the residual depen-
dence is of order α2s while the appearance of ln(Q2/µ2R)α2s(µR) terms at NLO weakens the µR
dependence, leaving us with an uncertainty of order α3s. In general, at order n in perturbation
theory one is left with a renormalization scale uncertainty of order α
(n+1)
s .
• Factorization scale dependencies.
The hard scattering amplitude explicitly depends on factorization logarithms ln(Q2/µ2F) and
ln(Q2/µ2ϕ) (µF for GPDs and µϕ for DAs). In the convolution with the GPD and DA these
scale dependencies of the hard scattering amplitude are partially cancelled by those of GPDs and
DAs, which are perturbatively controlled by evolution equations. The factorization scale depen-
dencies of TFFs is of order α2s at LO, entirely arising from the scale dependencies of GPD and
DA, where one power of αs stems from the LO hard scattering amplitude. Going to NLO will
push the residual factorization dependence to order α3s. At order n in perturbation theory one is
left with the factorization scale uncertainties which is of order α
(n+1)
s . The independence of TFFs
of the factorization scale can be easily formulated in terms of evolution equations for the hard
scattering amplitudes w.r.t. both the factorization scale of the DA,
µ2ϕ
d
dµ2ϕ
T
(
ξ + x
2ξ
, v
∣∣∣αs, Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
= −T
(
ξ + x
2ξ
, v′
∣∣∣αs, Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
v′⊗V (v′, v|αs), (3.19a)
and the factorization scale of the GPD
µ2F
d
dµ2F
T
(
ξ + x
2ξ
, v
∣∣∣αs, Q2
µ2F
, · · ·
)
= −T
(
ξ + y
2ξ
, v
∣∣∣αs, Q2
µ2F
, · · ·
)
y⊗V
(
ξ + y
2ξ
,
ξ + x
2ξ
; ξ
∣∣∣αs) , (3.19b)
where the evolution kernels V and V are introduced in the App. A.2. Analogous equations hold
for the non-singlet hard scattering amplitude.
We add that the factorization scale dependencies are exploited to resum ln(Q2/Λ2QCD)/ ln(Q20/Λ2QCD)
contributions by means of the evolution equations, where one usually equates all scales with Q2.
Note that in the general case the evolution kernels are expanded w.r.t. αs(µR) and their renor-
malization scale independency implies then that they also logarithmically depend on the ratio of
renormalization and factorization scales.
Depending on the mathematical representation one is using, one may prefer one or the other
method/philosophy to resum renormalization and/or factorization logarithms. Results, which
are obtained in one or the other way, will formally differ by contributions that are beyond the
order one takes into account. Various proposals, e.g., called ‘optimal’ scale setting prescriptions
and scheme independent evolution, have been suggested to minimize the uncertainties due to the
unknown higher radiative order (or even power) corrections. Let us stress that the absorption
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of large radiative corrections may induce very low scales, i.e., one goes beyond the perturbative
framework and, hence, additional assumptions and/or modeling is needed, e.g., by means of
analytic perturbation theory.
• NLO contributions.
To apply consistently the perturbative framework for DVMP at NLO accuracy in αs, one needs
the one-loop corrections to the hard scattering amplitudes, entering in the partonic TFFs (3.2,3.6),
and the two-loop corrections to the evolution effects. Hence, both the hard scattering amplitudes
(T ) and the evolution kernels (V ) are expanded up to α2s accuracy, where we use as expansion
parameter αs/2π,
T
(
· · ·
∣∣∣αs(µR), Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
= αs(µR) T
(0)(· · · ) + α
2
s(µR)
2π
T (1)
(
· · ·
∣∣∣Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
+O(α3s) ,
(3.20)
V (· · · |αs(µ)) = αs(µ)
2π
V (0)(· · · ) + α
2
s(µ)
(2π)2
V (1)(· · · ) +O(α3s) . (3.21)
The NLO corrections to both of these quantities are available from the literature. To be sure, that
no confusion is left w.r.t. the underlying conventions, we derive now the explicit renormalization
and factorization scale dependencies of the NLO hard scattering amplitude from the requirement
that the TFFs are scale independent in the considered order. Let us first shortly recall the form
of the LO expressions, needed for the evaluation of (3.19), where we obviously can work without
loss of generality with the ξ = 1 case, i.e., u = (1 + x)/2.
The LO expressions of the hard scattering amplitudes ΣT = T/nf +
pST and GT can be cast
in the form
T (0)(u, v) = GT (0)(u, v) =
1
u v
and pST (0)(u, v) = 0 . (3.22)
The LO term of the flavor non-singlet evolution kernel (A.11) is well known and is written as11
V (0)(u, v) = CF θ(v − u)u
v
[
1 +
1
(v − u)+ +
3
2
δ(u− v)
]
+
{
u→ u
v → v
}
. (3.23)
The matrix valued LO expression of the flavor singlet kernel (A.14), taken with η = 1, reads
V (0)(u, v; 1) =

ΣΣV (0) ΣGV (0)/2
2 GΣV (0) GGV
(0)
(u, v) , (3.24a)
ABV
(0)
(u, v) = θ(v − u) ABv(0)(u, v)±
{u→ u¯
v → v¯
}
for
{
A = B
A 6= B ,
11Note that the terms with δ-function are understood in the following way δ(x−y) [θ(y − x) + θ(x − y)] = δ(x−y)
and the +-prescription as u
v
1
(v−u)+
τ(v) = 1
v−u
[
u
v
τ(v) − τ(u)].
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where the quark-quark entry is given by the non-singlet kernel (3.23) since, as in the hard scattering
amplitude, the pure singlet (pS) addenda is zero at LO. We take the remaining three entries from
Ref. [85],
ΣGv(0)(u, v) = nf
u
v2v
(2u− v − 1) , (3.24b)
GΣv(0)(u, v) = CF
u
v
(2v − u) , (3.24c)
GGv(0)(u, v) = CA
u2
v2
{
1
(v − u)+ + 2 [u + v(1 + 2u )]
}
− β0
2
δ(u− v) . (3.24d)
Further details on evolution equations and kernels are summarized in App. A.2.
The scale dependencies in the NLO expression for the hard scattering amplitude of the quark
TFF (3.2) follows from the NLO expansion of (3.17) and (3.19) [replace there T → T and V → V ],
T (1)(u, v| · · · ) =
[
ln
Q2
µ2F
T (0)
u′⊗ V (0) + ln Q
2
µ2ϕ
T (0)
v′⊗ V (0) + β0
2
ln
Q2
µ2R
T (0) + . . .
]
(u, v) . (3.25a)
The convolution of the LO evolution kernel with the LO hard scattering amplitudes yields[
T (0)
u′⊗ V (0)
]
(u, v) =
CF
u v
(
3
2
+ ln u
)
,
[
T (0)
v′⊗ V (0)
]
(u, v) =
CF
u v
(
3
2
+ ln v
)
, (3.25b)
which is known to be consistent with diagrammatical findings. Analogously, the scale dependencies
of the NLO corrections in the flavor singlet channel (3.6a) read in matrix notation
T (1)
(
u, v
∣∣∣Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
=
[
ln
Q2
µ2F
T (0)
u′⊗ V (0) + ln Q
2
µ2ϕ
T (0)
v′⊗ V (0) + β0
2
ln
Q2
µ2R
T (0) + · · ·
]
(u, v) ,
(3.26)
where the T (i) are row vectors (3.6b) with the quark entry (3.6c). Since (3.25) can be taken
for granted, in the quark entry a constraint appears only for the pure singlet quark part and, of
course, we have constraints for the gluon entry. To shorten the explicit expressions, we take in
the following advantage of the symmetry properties (3.14,3.15).
The pure singlet quark contribution appears at NLO due to gluon-quark mixing, which induces
a µF factorization scale dependence
pST (1)
(
u, v
∣∣∣Q2
µ2F
)
=
2
CF
ln
Q2
µ2F
[
T (0)
u′⊗ GΣV (0)
]
(u, v) + . . . . (3.27a)
The factor 2/CF follows from (3.26) and the definitions of V in (3.24) and T in (3.6). The
convolution of the gluon-quark entry (3.24c) with the gluonic hard scattering amplitude (3.22)
then gives
2
CF
[
T (0)
u′⊗ GΣV (0)
]
(u, v) = 2
u − u
uv
ln u + [. . .] . (3.27b)
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The additional terms that, due to symmetry properties, cancel in the expression for the full scat-
tering amplitude, are denoted by [. . .]. In our representation they vanish due to the antisymmetric
properties of F q(+).
The NLO corrections to the hard scattering amplitude of the gluonic entry in (3.6b) read
GT
(1)
(
u, v
∣∣∣Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
= ln
Q2
µ2F
[
T (0)
u′⊗ GGV (0) + CF
2nf
T (0)
u′⊗ ΣGV (0)
]
(u, v) (3.28a)
+ ln
Q2
µ2ϕ
[
T (0)
v′⊗ V (0)
]
(u, v) +
β0
2
ln
Q2
µ2R
T (0)(u, v) + . . . .
Note that, as in the case of the pure singlet quark contribution, the factor CF/(2nf ) can be derived
from (3.26) as a consequence of our definitions (3.6), (3.24), and (3.22). The convolution with the
LO evolution kernels then yields (3.25b) and[
T (0)
u′⊗ GGV (0) + CF
2nf
T (0)
u′⊗ ΣGV (0)
]
(u, v) (3.28b)
=
CA
u v
(
1 +
u 2
u2
)
ln u − β0
2
T (0)(u, v)− CF
2v
ln u
u2
+ [. . .] ,
where again [. . .] denotes terms that vanish due to symmetry. We note that the combination of
terms proportional to β0 in (3.28a) results in a Q2 independent (β0/2) ln(µ2F/µ2R) term.
Let us stress that the ln(Q2/µ2F) terms from Eqs. (3.25a), (3.27a), and (3.28a) enable us to
check the relative normalization between the separate contributions. The corresponding forms are
determined by demanding cancelation of collinear singularities or, in other words, factorization
scale independence of the full expression for the TFFs (where the use of evolution equations is
made).
3.2 Dispersion relations in the collinear framework
Instead of calculating the TFFs from the convolution formulae (3.2,3.6) one might equivalently
use ‘dispersion relations’ (DRs), where the standard variable, i.e., the energy variable
ν + iǫ ∝ (s− u) + iǫ ∝ 1/(ξ − iǫ) (ξ is here meant as a physical variable)
is replaced by ξ− iǫ. The quotation marks are meant to stress that the physical fixed t dispersion
relation is taken here in leading power approximation, which also changes the integration region
in the DR integral, see, e.g., the discussion for the DVCS case in Sec. 2.2 of [54]. That such a DR
is equivalent to the convolution formulae has been shown in [86, 54, 87]. Here, the polynomiality
conditions of GPDs, implemented in the spectral or double distribution representation, are needed
to establish the one-to-one correspondences. By means of the DR we can evaluate the real part
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of a TFF from its imaginary part. This has some advantages, e.g., one essentially needs only to
discuss the scale setting for the imaginary part12 [88] or one may drastically simplify the numerical
treatment in momentum fraction representation. This DR framework is introduced in the next
section. Further discussion on this subject can be found in [57]. In a second section we discuss the
dispersion relations for the hard scattering amplitudes and define their perturbative expansion.
3.2.1 Evaluation of TFFs from GPDs by means of dispersion relations
For TFFs with definite signature σ we can utilize symmetrized DR and restrict ourselves to DR
integrals over the positive region x > 0. As in (3.7), for σ = +1 (σ = −1) the real part of such
TFFs is a (anti)symmetric under ξ → −ξ. It can be evaluated by means of the principal value
integral
ℜeF(xB, t,Q2) Tw−2= P
∫ 1
0
dx
ξ2 − x2
{
2x
2ξ
}
1
π
ℑmF
(
2x
1 + x
, t,Q2
)
+ CF (t,Q2) for σ(F) =
{
+1
−1 ,
(3.29a)
where again xB = 2ξ/(1 + ξ) and the upper and lower expression applies for signature even and
odd TFFs, respectively. The signature of a TFF AF is the same as for the associated GPD and it
is explicitly specified in (3.10) (replace F → F). Based on the common Regge arguments one may
expect that for flavor non-singlet and charge odd TFFs, i.e., A ∈ {NS(±), q(−)} , unsubtracted DR
can be used, while subtraction constants CF might be needed for the flavor singlet TFFs HS and
ES, which include both quark and gluon contributions, see (3.6). This constant can be evaluated
in various manners [57], one may simply take the unphysical limit ξ →∞ in (3.29a),
CF(t,Q2) Tw−2= lim
ξ→∞
ℜeF
(
2ξ
1 + ξ
, t,Q2
)
. (3.29b)
Note that for the signature odd case a unsubtracted DR holds true [54]. However, an oversub-
traction can be performed, which yields a new DR with a subtraction constant [49],
ℜeF−(xB, t,Q2) Tw−2= P
∫ 1
0
dx
2x
ξ2 − x2
x
ξ
1
π
ℑmF−
(
2x
1 + x
, t,Q2
)
+
1
ξ
CF−(t,Q2) . (3.30a)
This subtraction constant can be again calculated from the unphysical limit ξ → ∞, which
provides the constant in terms of the imaginary part, cf. (3.29a),
CF−(t,Q2) Tw−2= lim
ξ→∞
ℜe ξF−
(
2ξ
1 + ξ
, t,Q2
)
Tw−2
= 2
∫ 1
0
dx
1
π
ℑmF−
(
2x
1 + x
, t,Q2
)
. (3.30b)
12Although, as we will see below, this is not enough in the presence of a subtraction constant.
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• Convolution integrals for the imaginary parts in the flavor non-singlet channel.
Since GPDs and DAs are real valued functions, the imaginary parts of TFFs entirely arise in the
convolution formulae (3.2,3.6) from the hard scattering amplitude, e.g., we find from (3.2),
ℑmFAM(xB, t,Q2) Tw−2=
CFfM
NcQ F
A(x, ξ, t, µ2F)
x⊗ ℑmT
(
ξ + x− iǫ
2(ξ − iǫ) , v
∣∣∣· · ·) v⊗ ϕM(v, µ2ϕ) . (3.31)
From the analytic properties of the hard scattering amplitudes, which are real valued for
0 ≤ u = ξ + x
2ξ
≤ 1,
it follows that only the outer GPD regions ξ ≤ x ≤ 1 and −1 ≤ x ≤ −ξ contribute in this
convolution integral (3.31). Note that in the partonic interpretation the GPD can be viewed for
ξ ≤ x ≤ 1 (−1 ≤ x ≤ −ξ) as probability amplitude that an s-channel exchange of a quark (an
antiquark) occurs, which is the analog of the familiar probability interpretation for a PDF, see
(A.4,A.5). Thus, as done in (3.8), it is more appropriate to decompose the convolution integral
in positive x and negative x regions. Furthermore, motivated by the PDF convolution formulae,
well known from deep inelastic structure functions, e.g.,
F1(xB,Q2) =
∑
p
∫ 1
xB
dx
x
Cp
(
x
xB
,
Q2
µ2
)
p(x, µ2) (sum over all partons p ∈ {u, u, · · · , g}) ,
we will write the imaginary part of TFFs in this fashion, too. However, in our GPD case we
consider it as more appropriate to use on the partonic side the scaling variable ξ rather than xB.
In contrast to PDF convolution integrals the GPD depends then on the scaling variable ξ, too.
The convolution integral (3.31) in the non-singlet channel has then the following form13
ℑmFAM(xB, t,Q2) Tw−2=
π CFfM
NcQ (3.32a)
×
∫ 1
ξ
dx
x
ϕM(v, µ
2
ϕ)
v⊗ σt
(
ξ
x
, v
∣∣∣αs(µR), Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
FA(x, ξ, t, µ2F) .
The new hard scattering amplitude σt is calculated from the imaginary part of σT , given in (3.8b),
with a signature σ(FA) = ±1 that can be read off from (3.10). It is a function of the ratio r = ξ/x,
obviously, restricted14 to ξ ≤ r ≤ 1, i.e., 0 ≤ r ≤ 1. It is convenient to decompose σt in a signature
13With the transformation x → ξ/x of the integration variable, the convolution integral can be equivalently
written in two different forms, namely,
∫ 1
ξ
dx
x
t(ξ/x)F (x, · · · ) = ∫ 1
ξ
dx
x
t(x)F (ξ/x, · · · ).
14The continuation of σt(r) to negative r is done by reflection r → −r, where its symmetry is governed by the
signature σ(FA), entirely analogous as for the GPD FA, see (3.9).
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independent and dependent part,
σt(r, v| · · · ) = t(r, v| · · · )− σ(FA) t(r, v| · · · ) for 0 ≤ r = ξ/x ≤ 1 , (3.32b)
t(ξ/x, v| · · · ) = x
2ξπ
ℑmT
(
u =
ξ − iǫ+ x
2(ξ − iǫ) , v
∣∣∣ · · ·) for ℜe u ≥ 1 ,
t(ξ/x, v| · · · ) = x
2ξπ
ℑmT
(
u =
ξ − iǫ− x
2(ξ − iǫ) , v
∣∣∣ · · ·) for ℜe u ≤ 0 ,
where the condition ℜe u ≥ 1 (ℜe u ≤ 0) ensure that only r.h.s. (l.h.s.) discontinuities of T (u, v)
are picked up. For instance, for 1/u , appearing in the LO expressions (3.22), we find δ(1 − r).
Note that the t-contribution stems from a quark-antiquark mixing as it appears, e.g., in crossed
ladder diagrams. Hence, it vanishes at LO.
• Subtraction constant in the flavor non-singlet channel.
As argued above from analyticity and Regge arguments, the real part of AF for A ∈ {NS(±), q(−)}
can be calculated from an unsubtracted DR (3.29) with signature σ(FA), i.e., CFA = 0. On
the other hand, if one derives the DR (3.29) from the convolution formulae (3.2), a subtraction
constant for HNS(+) but not for the combination HNS(+) + ENS(+) is allowed. This subtraction
constant, called DA = CHA = −CEA , can be calculated from the convolution formula (3.2) by
means of the limit (3.29b). This procedure yields
DNS(+)M (t,Q2) Tw−2=
CFfM
NcQ ϕM(v, µ
2
ϕ)
v⊗ T (u, v| · · · ) u⊗ dNS(u− u , t, µ2F) , (3.32c)
where the function dNS is given by the following limit of the GPD HNS
(+)
(or −ENS(+))
dNS(x, t, µ2F) = lim
ξ→∞
HNS
(+)
(xξ, ξ, t, µ2F) . (3.32d)
This function is antisymmetric in x and vanishes for |x| > 1. Essentially, it is the so-called D-
term, introduced in [89] to complete polynomiality15, e.g., in the popular Radyushkin’s double
distribution ansatz for GPD Hq
(+)
(or Eq
(+)
). Note that alternative GPD representations in terms
of double distributions exist, see [90, 91, 92, 93], and that the limit (3.32d) projects onto the
D-term, used in the popular double distribution representation. Rather analogously, one can view
the subtraction constant of E˜3(+)π+ in the oversubtracted DR (3.30) as a pion pole contribution. On
GPD level one finds then the parametrization which was suggested in [16, 18], further details and
an alternative GPD representation of the pion pole contribution are given in [49].
15The term sign(η)θ(|x| ≤ |η|) dq(x/η, · · · ) gives for odd x-moments of Hq(+) the highest possible order in η,∫ 1
−1
dxx2n+1 sign(η)θ(|x| ≤ |η|) dq(x/η, · · · ) = η2n+2
∫ 1
−1
dxx2n+1dq(x, · · · ) for n ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · } .
In the gluonic sector |η|θ(|x| ≤ |η|)dG(x/η) completes polynomiality for even x-moments (q → G, x2n+1 → x2n).
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• Convolution integrals for the imaginary parts in the flavor singlet channel.
In analogy to (3.32), we evaluate now the flavor singlet TFF (2.23) for DVV 0LP, which possess
signature σ = +1. Its imaginary part is taken from the convolution (3.6),
ℑmFSV0(xB, t,Q2) Tw−2=
πCFfV0
NcQ (3.33a)
×
∫ 1
ξ
dx
x
ϕV0(v, µ
2
ϕ)
v⊗ t
(
ξ
x
, v; ξ
∣∣∣αs(µR), Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
· F (x, ξ, t, µ2F) ,
where the entries of the new vector valued hard scattering amplitude,
t(r, v; ξ| · · · ) = (Σt(r, v| · · · ), C−1F ξ−1 Gt(r, v| · · · )) for 0 ≤ r = ξ/x ≤ 1 , (3.33b)
Σt(r, v| · · · ) = 1
nf
+t(r, v| · · · ) + pSt(r, v| · · · ) with +t(r, v| · · · ) = t(r, v| · · · )− t(r, v| · · · ) ,
follow from (3.8c) and (3.8d):
pSt(ξ/x, v| · · · ) = x
2ξπ
ℑm
[
pST
(
u =
ξ − iǫ+ x
2(ξ − iǫ) , v
∣∣∣· · ·)− pST(u = ξ − iǫ− x
2(ξ − iǫ) , v
∣∣∣· · ·)] , (3.33c)
Gt(ξ/x, v| · · · ) = x
2ξπ
ℑm
[
GT
(
u =
ξ − iǫ+ x
2(ξ − iǫ) , v
∣∣∣· · ·)+ GT(u = ξ − iǫ− x
2(ξ − iǫ) , v
∣∣∣· · ·)] (3.33d)
with the conditions ℜe u ≥ 1 and ℜe u ≤ 0. Note that the second term in the square brackets
on the r.h.s. of (3.33c) and (3.33d) ensures that we can relax on the representation of the hard
scattering amplitude T , see (3.14, 3.15) and discussion below there16.
• Subtraction constant in the flavor singlet channel.
The real part of the TFF FSV0(xB, t,Q2) is then calculated from the DR (3.29) with signature
σ = +1. The subtraction constant in terms of GPDs is analogously calculated as in (3.32c) and
reads
DSV0(t,Q2) Tw−2=
CFfM
NcQ ϕV
0(v, µ2ϕ)
v⊗ T
(
u, v; 1
∣∣∣αs(µR), Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
u⊗ d(u− u , t, µ2F) , (3.33e)
where the limit of the vector valued GPD H (or −E) yields
d(x, t, µ2F) ≡
(
dΣ(x, t, µ2F)
dG(x, t, µ2F)
)
= lim
ξ→∞
(
HΣ(xξ, ξ, t, µ2F)
1
ξ
HG(xξ, ξ, t, µ2F)
)
. (3.33f)
Note that the gluonic entry is symmetric in x and as the antisymmetric quark entry it vanishes
for |x| > 1, see also footnote 15.
16A fully (anti)symmetrized hard scattering amplitude provides the same result as its minimal version that only
contains a [1,∞] discontinuity on the real u-axis. For instance, in the convolution with a gluon GPD HG both of
the expressions (u + u)/2 and 1/u can be taken, where in both cases (3.33d) provides δ(1− r).
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3.2.2 Properties and conventions of hard scattering amplitudes
As advocated in Sec. 3.1.1 and as the reader has maybe already realized, we can now represent
the hard scattering amplitudes with definite signature in such a manner that they possess only
discontinuities on the positive real u-axis. Thus, their imaginary parts on the [1,∞]-cut are
given for real v, restricted to 0 ≤ v ≤ 1, in (3.32,3.33). In standard manner we employ Cauchy
theorem to derive an unsubtracted single variable DR that provides the hard scattering amplitudes
in the complex u-plane. Adopting the notation of (3.32b,3.33c,3.33d) and Feynman’s causality
prescription, the desired DR reads for the hard scattering amplitudes of interest as
AT (u, v| · · · ) =
∫ 1
0
dr
2 At(r, v| · · · )
1 + r − 2ur − iǫ for A ∈ {+,−, pS,G} . (3.34)
We did not seek for a proof that a subtraction is not needed in this DR to all orders of perturbation
theory. However, it can be verified from the explicit expressions that the unsubtracted DR (3.34)
holds to NLO accuracy.
Let us quote the general structure of the perturbative expansion of the new hard coefficients,
At(r, v, | · · · ) = αs(µR) At(0)(r, v) + α
2
s(µR)
2π
At(1)(r, v| · · · ) + O(α3s), (3.35)
which is inherited from those of hard scattering amplitudes T , given in (3.20). The imaginary
parts of the LO coefficients (3.22) are trivially calculated by means of (3.32b,3.33c,3.33d),
±t(0)(r, v) = Gt(0)(r, v) =
δ(1− r)
v
and pSt(0)(r, v) = 0 , (3.36)
where the 1/u pole in (3.22) yields δ(1− r) for quarks with even and odd signature as well as for
gluons.
Consequently, formulae (3.32a,3.33a) provide the imaginary parts of quark and gluon TFFs in
agreement with the LO approximations (3.16),
ℑmF q(±)M (xB, t,Q2) LO=
π CFfM αs(µR)
NcQ F
q(±)(ξ, ξ, t, µ2F)
∫ 1
0
dv
ϕM(v, µ
2
ϕ)
v
, (3.37)
ℑmFGV0(xB, t,Q2) LO=
π fV0 αs(µR)
NcQ
1
ξ
FG(ξ, ξ, t, µ2F)
∫ 1
0
dv
ϕV0(v, µ
2
ϕ)
v
. (3.38)
The corresponding real parts are evaluated from DR (3.29a) with the signature σ(FA). The
possible subtraction constants can be easily evaluated from (3.32c,3.33e), too,
DqM(t,Q2) LO=
CFfM αs(µR)
NcQ
∫ 1
0
du
dq(u− u , t, µ2F)
u
∫ 1
0
dv
ϕM(v, µ
2
ϕ)
v
, (3.39)
DGV0(t,Q2) LO=
fV0 αs(µR)
NcQ
∫ 1
0
du
dG(u− u , t, µ2F)
u
∫ 1
0
dv
ϕV0(v, µ
2
ϕ)
v
, (3.40)
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where the d-functions follow from the limiting procedures (3.32d,3.33f). As it is now well realized,
up to these subtraction constants, the TFFs at LO arise only from GPDs on the cross-over line
(antiquarks are included in GPDs with definite charge parity). Neglecting evolution effects, these
facts drastically simplify GPD phenomenology at LO accuracy. Furthermore, if one likes (or has)
to implement evolution in momentum fraction representation, one needs only to evolve the GPD in
the outer region. This may drastically simplify the numerical treatment of the evolution operator
in the momentum fraction representation.
3.3 Mellin-Barnes integral representation
Instead of the momentum fraction representation, presented above, we may employ the conformal
partial wave expansion (CPWE) for DAs and GPDs. Before we adopt this expansion to TFFs,
let us shortly remind of the well-known case of meson form factors in which the GPD is replaced
by a DA. The reader may find an introduction to conformal symmetry, as it is used here, in [94].
The CPWE for (normalized) flavor non-singlet DAs reads as
ϕ(u, µ2) =
∞∑
k=0
even
6uuC
3/2
k (u− u )ϕk(µ2) , ϕ0 = 1 , u = 1− u , (3.41)
where 6uu C
3/2
k (u−u ) is a conformal partial wave (CPW), expressed by the Gegenbauer polyno-
mial C
3/2
k with index 3/2 and order k, and where ϕk(µ
2) are the CPW amplitudes. Furthermore,
for symmetric DAs we can restrict ourselves to even k. Utilizing the orthogonality relation for
Gegenbauer polynomials, the amplitudes in the CPWE (3.41) are evaluated from the DA by
forming integral conformal moments (k ≥ 0):
ϕk(µ
2) =
2(2k + 3)
3(k + 1)(k + 2)
∫ 1
0
dv C
3/2
k (v − v )ϕ(v, µ2) . (3.42)
Plugging the CPWE (3.41) into the factorization formulae for some meson form factor F (Q2),
given as convolution of a hard scattering amplitude T with two DAs, yields its CPWE
F ∝ ϕ(u, µ2) u⊗ T (u, v| · · · ) v⊗ ϕ(v, µ2) ⇔ F ∝ ϕn(µ2)
n⊗ Tnk(Q2, µ2)
k⊗ ϕk(µ2) . (3.43)
Here, we find it convenient to write the series over n and k symbolically, such that the transition
from the momentum fraction representation to the CPWE (or reverse) is done by the replacement
A(u)
u⊗ B(u) ≡
∫ 1
0
duA(u)B(u) ⇔ Ak
k⊗ Bk ≡
∞∑
k=0
even
AkBk .
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The new hard coefficients Tnk(· · · ) in the CPWE (3.43) are evaluated from convoluting the mo-
mentum fraction ones with the CPWs, which we write as
Tnk(· · · ) = 32 cnk(· · · ) with cnk(· · · ) = 2uuC3/2n (u− u )
u⊗ T (u, v| · · · ) v⊗ 2vv C3/2k (v − v ) .
(3.44)
For the LO hard scattering amplitude T (0)(u, v) in (3.22) we have the simple correspondence
T (0)(u, v) =
1
u
1
v
⇔ c(0)nk = 1 .
One advantage of the CPWE is that the evolution operator to LO accuracy is diagonal and so
the conformal moments (3.42) evolve autonomously,
ϕk(µ
2)
LO
= Ek(µ, µ0)ϕk(µ
2
0) , Ek(µ, µ0)
LO
=
(
αs(µ)
αs(µ0)
)γ(0)
k
/(11−2nf /3)
, (3.45)
where the anomalous dimensions,
γ
(0)
k = CF
(
4S1(k + 1)− 3− 2
(k + 1)(k + 2)
)
, (3.46)
are (up to a factor −1/2) the eigenvalues of the LO evolution kernel (3.23), which coincide with
those known from deep inelastic scattering. To LO accuracy the evolution operator (3.45) can
be directly inserted into the CPWE (3.43) of the form factor. This implies advantages for the
numerical treatment, namely, instead of solving numerically the evolution equation (A.10) and
performing then a two dimensional momentum fraction integral, one needs only to perform two
summations. Practically, models for DAs are specified by a finite number of conformal moments,
which can be also viewed as an effective parameterization of DAs. Consequently, for such popular
models the numerical evaluation of the form factor at LO gets trivial in this representation.
Beyond LO conformal moments will mix under evolution, however, the evolution operator,
given now in terms of a triangular matrix {Emn} with n ≤ m, can be perturbatively diagonalized
[95, 96]. Moreover, instead of evolving the DA conformal moments, as in (3.45), from an input scale
µ0 to the factorization scale µ, we can convolute the evolution operator with the hard coefficients.
Consequently, we write here the convolution formula (3.43) in the form
F (Q2) ∝ ϕn(Q20)
n⊗ Tnk(Q2,Q20)
k⊗ ϕk(Q20) , (3.47)
where the new hard coefficients
Tnk(Q2,Q20) = Tn+m,k+l(Q2, µ2)
l,m⊗ En+m,n(µ,Q0) Ek+l,k(µ,Q0) ,
l,m⊗≡
∞∑
l=0
even
∞∑
m=0
even
(3.48)
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are ‘evolved backwards’ from µ2 to the squared scale µ20 = Q20, which is taken to be of a few
GeV2, justifying our perturbative treatment. Consequently, the new hard coefficients possess
only a residual µ dependence, which is not indicated on the l.h.s. of (3.48). For a truncated DA
model, given at the input scale Q0, the factorization scale independent coefficients (3.48) are given
as a finite dimensional matrix. The two infinite sums which remain in (3.48) can be numerically
precalculated for some given experimental Q2 values. Hence, the CPWE allows to have fast fitting
procedures with a limited set of conformal DA moments (3.42) as fitting parameters.
Adopting this popular form factor treatment to TFFs will provide a powerful tool, as it does
already for the analysis of DVCS data [55]. To do so, GPDs and CFFs are expanded in terms of
complex CPWs by means of Mellin-Barnes integrals [97, 54]. An introduction to this representa-
tion, where we spell out our conventions, and its adoption to TFFs is given in the next section.
In Sec. 3.3.2 we introduce an efficient method for the evaluation of complex CPW amplitudes.
3.3.1 Conformal partial wave expansion of GPDs and TFFs
For a quark GPD we can use the same CPWs as for the DA, however, for integer n ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · }
their support is restricted to the inner GPD region |x| ≤ η and, moreover, for convenience the
normalization is changed. We define these integral CPWs for a quark GPD as in [97]:
pn(x, η) = η
−n−1pn
(
x
η
)
, pn(x) = θ(1− x2)
2nΓ
(
n+ 5
2
)
Γ
(
3
2
)
Γ(n+ 3)
(1− x2)C3/2n (−x). (3.49)
This normalization ensures that conformal moments of a quark GPD (3.1) with definite charge
parity
F q
(±)
n (η, t, µ
2) =
Γ
(
3
2
)
Γ(n+ 1)
2nΓ
(
n+ 3
2
) 1
2
∫ 1
−1
dx ηnC3/2n
(
x
η
)
F q
(±)
(x, η, t, µ2) , (3.50)
coincide for F = H in forward kinematics (η = 0, t = 0) with the common integral Mellin moments,
taken for positive x, of a unpolarized quark PDF with definite charge parity,
Hq
(±)
n (η = 0, t = 0, µ
2) =
∫ 1
0
dx xn
[
q(x, µ2)± q(x, µ2)] .
Thus, it is ensured that signature σ = +1 and σ = −1 GPDs (3.9) provide odd and even conformal
GPD moments, respectively, which are always even polynomials in η. Note also that compared to
the CPWs of a DA, entering in the CPWE (3.41), the normalization of (−1)npn(x, η) for η = 1
differs by the factor
(−1)n pn(u− u )
6uu C
3/2
n (u− u )
=
4
6
2nΓ
(
n+ 5
2
)
Γ
(
3
2
)
Γ(n+ 3)
=
1
3
2n+1Γ
(
n + 5
2
)
Γ
(
3
2
)
Γ(n+ 3)
, (3.51)
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where the inclusion of the factor (−1)n takes care on the negative argument −x = −(u − u ) of
the Gegenbauer polynomials in pn(x).
Since the support of integral CPWs is restricted to the interval u, v ∈ [0, 1], the convolution of
these CPWs with the hard quark amplitude,
pn(x, ξ)
x⊗T
(
ξ + x
2ξ
, v
∣∣∣· · ·) v⊗ 6vv C3/2k (v − v ) = (−1)nξ−n−1 Tnk (3.52)
is up to a factor (−1)n ξ−n−1 defined as
Tnk(· · · ) =
2n+1 Γ
(
n + 5
2
)
Γ
(
3
2
)
Γ(n + 3)
× 3× cnk(· · · ) (3.53a)
with
cnk(· · · ) = 2uuC3/2n (u− u )
u⊗T (u, v| · · · ) v⊗ 2vv C3/2k (v − v ) , (3.53b)
and where the prefactor 2n+1Γ(n + 5/2)/Γ(3/2)Γ(n + 3) is associated with the Clebsch–Gordon
coefficient in the CPWE of CFFs. The factor 3 results from the normalization of the DA. As in
the form factor coefficients (3.44), these normalization factors are pulled out in the cnk coefficients
which in LO approximation are normalized to one.
For the vector valued GPD F in the flavor singlet sector we utilize for the CPWs the vector
pn(x, η) = η
−n−1
(
pΣn
−η pGn
)(
x
η
)
, pn(x) ≡ pn(x, η = 1) , (3.54)
where pΣn ≡ pn is already defined in (3.49) and the gluonic CPWs are expressed by Gegenbauer
polynomials with index ν = 5/2
pGn (x) = θ(1− x2)
2nΓ
(
n+ 5
2
)
Γ
(
3
2
)
Γ(n+ 3)
3
n+ 3
(1− x2)2C5/2n−1(−x) . (3.55)
This implies that the gluonic entries are evaluated from
GTnk(· · · ) =
2n+2 Γ
(
n + 5
2
)
Γ
(
3
2
)
Γ(n + 4)
× 3× Gcnk(· · · ) (3.56a)
with
Gcnk(· · · ) = 12(uu )2C5/2n−1(u− u )
u⊗GT (u, v| · · · ) v⊗ 2vv C3/2k (v − v ) , (3.56b)
and where again the Gcnk coefficients are in LO approximation normalized to one. Note that the
prefactor for gluons in (3.56a) is 2/(n+3) times the prefactor for quarks in (3.53a). Passing from
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x to u, we also pulled out here, as in the quark case, an overall normalization factor (−1)nξ−n−1.
Let us add that the integral conformal GPD moments are calculated as in [54] from
F n(η, t, µ
2) =
Γ(3/2)Γ(n+ 1)
2nΓ(n+ 3/2)
1
2
∫ 1
−1
dx ηn−1

η C
3/2
n 0
0 3
n
C
5/2
n−1

(
x
η
)
F (x, η, t, µ2) . (3.57)
This definition ensures that in the forward limit (η = 0, t = 0) the entries of GPD Hn are given
by the odd Mellin moments of unpolarized quark and gluon PDFs:
Hn(η = 0, t = 0, µ
2) =
∫ 1
0
dx xn
(
Σ(x, µ2)
g(x, µ2)
)
with Σ(x, µ2) =
∑
q=u,d,···
[
q(x, µ2) + q(x, µ2)
]
for n ∈ {1, 3, · · · }. To complete the description of our conventions, let us note that the evolution
of the conformal GPD moments (3.57) reads
µ
d
dµ
F n(η, t, µ
2) =
[
αs(µ)
2π
γ(0)n +O(α
2
s)
]
· F n(η, t, µ2) for n ∈ {1, 3, 5, · · · } . (3.58)
At LO it is governed by the anomalous dimension matrix
γ(0)n =

ΣΣγ
(0)
n
ΣGγ
(0)
n
GΣγ
(0)
n
GGγ
(0)
n
 . (3.59a)
In accordance with the LO order kernel (3.24), the LO entries coincide with those known from
deep inelastic scattering. The quark-quark entry is given in (3.46) and the three other entries read
ΣGγ
(0)
n = −2nf
4 + 3n+ n2
(n+ 1)(n + 2)(n+ 3)
, (3.59b)
GΣγ
(0)
n = −2CF
4 + 3n+ n2
n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
, (3.59c)
GGγ
(0)
n = CA
(
4S1(n + 1) +
4
(n + 1)(n+ 2)
− 12
n(n + 3)
)
+ β0 , (3.59d)
More information on anomalous dimensions is given in App. A.3.
An integral CPWE for TFFs does not converge in the physical region and, thus, we need for
them a Mellin-Barns integral representation. To pass from the CPWE (3.47) for form factors to
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those of quark TFFs, we can perform a Sommerfeld-Watson transform, intuitively written as17
∞∑
n=0
even
ϕnTnk ⇒
∞∑
n=0
[
σ(−ξ)−n−1 + (ξ − iǫ)−n−1]Fn Tnk ⇒ 1
2i
∫ c+i∞
c−i∞
dj ξ−j−1
σ − e−iπj
sin(πj)
Fj Tjk .
(3.60)
Then, the CPW amplitudes (3.48), containing also the evolution operator, must be continued in
such a manner that they are bounded for j → ∞, where Carlson‘s theorem assures us that this
continuation is unique [98]. Furthermore, all singularities lie on the l.h.s. of the final integration
contour, which is parallel to the imaginary axis. Taking into account the overall normalization, we
can write in analogy to the CFF notation from [54] the TFFs (3.2,3.6) as Mellin-Barnes integrals.
Flavor non-singlet TFFs (3.2) or charge parity odd quark ones evolve autonomously. Further-
more, restricting us to those with definite signature, i.e., A ∈ {q(−), 3(±), · · · }, we can represent
them as
FAM(xB, t,Q2) Tw−2=
CFfM
NcQ
1
2i
∫ c+i∞
c−i∞
dj ξ−j−1
[
i±
{
tan
cot
}(
π j
2
)]
for σ
(
FA
)
=
{
+1
−1
}
×
[
σTjk(Q2,Q20)
k⊗ ϕM,k(Q20)
]
FAj (ξ, t,Q20) , (3.61a)
where in accordance with the signature definition (3.10) one chooses the tan(πj/2) and− cot(πj/2)
function for σ
(
FA
)
= +1 and σ
(
FA
)
= −1, respectively. The CPW amplitudes
σTjk(Q2,Q20) = σTj+m,k+l
(
αs(µR),
Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
l,m⊗ Ek+l,k(µϕ,Q0) σEj+m,j(µF,Q0) , (3.61b)
having pre-superscript σ, are obtained by analytic continuation of those where n = j is odd for
σ = +1 and where it is even for σ = −1, respectively. Here on the l.h.s. their residual factorization
and renormalization scale dependencies are again not indicated, and the input scales for DA and
GPD are chosen to be the same. In LO approximation they are trivially given as products of
LO evolution operators, valid for both signatures. At NLO the signature must be set in both the
hard coefficients and the flavor non-singlet anomalous dimensions. As mentioned in the preceding
section, the summation in (3.61b) can be numerically precalculated.
In an analogous fashion, we can write down the Mellin-Barnes integral for the flavor singlet
TFF (3.6), which has even signature:
FSV0(xB, t,Q2) Tw−2=
CFfV0
NcQ
1
2i
∫ c+i∞
c−i∞
dj ξ−j−1
[
i+ tan
(
π j
2
)]
(3.62a)
×
[
Tjk(Q2,Q20)
k⊗ ϕV0,k(Q20)
]
· F j(ξ, t,Q20)
17Here we used that Resj=n1/ sin(πj) = (−1)n/π for n = {0, 1, 2, · · · }, which generates the (−1)n factor of
σ(−ξ)−n−1. The factor 1/ sin(πj) compensates the exponential growth of the CPW for j →∞ while the continu-
ation of ξ to −ξ + iǫ yields σ−e−ipijsin(pij) = i±
{
tan
cot
} (
pi j
2
)
for σ =
{
+1
−1
}
.
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with
Tjk(Q2,Q20) =
[
T j+m,k+l
(
αs(µR),
Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
l⊗ Ek+l,k(µϕ,Q0)
]
m⊗ Ej+m,j(µF,Q0) (3.62b)
and the vector
T jk =
2j+1 Γ
(
j + 5
2
)
Γ
(
3
2
)
Γ(j + 3)
(
Σcjk,
2
CF (j + 3)
Gcjk
)
× 3 , Σcjk = 1
nf
+cjk +
pScjk . (3.62c)
Finally, for the conformal moments Acjk, appearing in the hard coefficients (3.53,3.56,3.62),
we adopt the analogous perturbative expansion as in Eqs. (3.20),
Acjk
(
αs(µR),
Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
= αs(µR)
Ac
(0)
jk +
α2s(µR)
2π
Ac
(1)
jk
(Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
+O(α3s) . (3.63)
Furthermore, the perturbative expansion of anomalous dimensions is inherited from those of the
evolution kernel (3.21), i.e., it is the same as in [54]. The conformal moments read to LO as
±c
(0)
jk =
Gc
(0)
jk = 1 and
pSc
(0)
jk = 0. (3.64a)
At NLO we have for the quark contribution
±c
(1)
jk
(Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
= −1
2
ln
Q2
µ2F
γ
(0)
j −
1
2
ln
Q2
µ2ϕ
γ
(0)
k +
β0
2
ln
Q2
µ2R
+ · · · , (3.64b)
in the pure singlet quark channel
pSc
(1)
jk
(Q2
µ2F
)
= −1
2
ln
Q2
µ2F
1
CF
2
j + 3
GΣγ
(0)
j + · · · , (3.64c)
and for the gluons
Gc
(1)
jk
(Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
= −1
2
ln
Q2
µ2ϕ
γ
(0)
k −
1
2
ln
Q2
µ2F
(
GGγ
(0)
j +
CF
nf
j + 3
2
ΣGγ
(0)
j
)
+
β0
2
ln
Q2
µ2R
+ · · · .
(3.64d)
Note that due to the change of normalization when going from pSTjk to
pScjk and
GTjk to
Gcjk in
(3.62c) the off-diagonal entries of the anomalous dimensions (3.59) are accompanied in the pure
singlet contribution by a factor 2/CF×1/(j+3) and in the gluonic one by a factor CF/2nf×(j+3).
The color factors are changed as in the corresponding momentum fraction expressions (3.27a) and
(3.28a).
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3.3.2 Analytic continuation of integral conformal moments
As mentioned in the previous section, these complex valued conformal moments must satisfy a
bound for j →∞, which implies that their continuation from integer values is unique. Most of the
conformal moments, we need in the NLO expressions, have been already evaluated in a different
context and with various methods, see Refs. [99, 54]. However, in hard DVMP amplitudes, known
at NLO accuracy, we encounter a new class of functions that calls for a more powerful method.
It is of crucial importance for us that a method exists which allows to solve this continuation
problem on general grounds. The method we propose to use is based on DR technique and allows
to perform this mapping purely numerically and, moreover, it can be utilized to link conformal
moments of certain functions via a standard Mellin transform directly to harmonic sums. This
will be used to evaluate some of our more intricate conformal moments analytically, which we
could not achieve by utilizing other methods. To our best knowledge this method has not been
used so far for the evaluation of CPW amplitudes, however, it is well known from the SO(3) PWE
of scattering amplitudes and carries there the name Froissart-Gribov projection.
For the sake of a compact presentation let us introduce integral CPWs
p̂
3
2
n (u) = 2uuC
(3/2)
n (u− u ) and p̂
5
2
n (u) = 12(uu )
2C
(5/2)
n−1 (u− u ) (3.65)
in which overall normalization factors are absorbed in the definition of Tjk , see (3.53a,3.56a,3.62c).
As already shown implicitly in the preceding section, the map from the momentum faction repre-
sentation to conformal moments (3.63) takes then the simple form
Acnk = p̂
ν(A)
n (u)
u⊗ AT (u, v) v⊗ p̂
3
2
k (v) with c
(0)
nk = 1 , (3.66)
where for quark-quark (gluon) channels Gegenbauer polynomials with index ν = 3/2 (ν = 5/2)
have to be taken. For our purpose it is now more appropriate to generate these polynomials by
differentiation w.r.t. u applied n and n − 1 times to the function (uu )n+1, respectively, i.e., we
utilize the Rodrigues formula [100],
p̂ν(A)n (u) =

(n+ 2)
(−1)n n!
dn(uu )n+1
dun
(n+ 2)2
(−1)n−1 (n− 1)! ,
dn−1(uu )n+1
dun−1
 with

ν(A) = 3/2 for quarks
ν(A) = 5/2 for gluons
, (3.67)
where the Pochhammer symbol, defined as usual as ratio of two Euler Γ functions
(m)a =
Γ(m+ a)
Γ(m)
= m× · · · × (m+ a− 1) for a ∈ {1, 2, · · · } and (m)0 = 1 , (3.68)
has the value (n + 2)2 = (n+ 2)(n+ 3).
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For the hard scattering amplitudes in (3.66) with definite signature we now utilize the single
u-variable DR (3.34). In the following we prefer the equivalent form
AT (u, v| · · · ) =
∫ 1
0
dy
1− uy
2 At
(
y
2−y
, v| · · ·
)
2− y , (3.69)
which is obtained from (3.34) by the variable transformation r = y/(2 − y). Plugging this rep-
resentation and the CPWs (3.67) into the CPW amplitudes (3.66), reshuffling the differential
operators by partial integration to act on the dispersion kernel, and symbolically performing the
u integration, yields the desired representation
Acjk(· · · ) = p˜ν(A)j (y)
y⊗
2 At
(
y
2−y
, v| · · ·
)
2− y
v⊗ pˆ
3
2
k (v) , (3.70)
where the conformal moments of the dispersion integral kernel are given as integrals over u,
p˜
ν(A)
j (y) =

(j + 2) yj
∫ 1
0
du
(uu )j+1
(1− uy)j+1
(j + 2)2 y
j−1
∫ 1
0
du
(uu )j+1
(1− uy)j
 with

ν(A) = 3/2 for quarks
ν(A) = 5/2 for gluons
. (3.71a)
The reader may recognize that these functions are nothing but hypergeometric functions,
p˜
3/2
j (y) ≡
Γ(j + 2)Γ(j + 3)
Γ(2j + 4)
yj 2F1
(
j + 1, j + 2
2j + 4
∣∣∣y) , (3.71b)
p˜
5/2
j (y) ≡
Γ(j + 2)Γ(j + 4)
Γ(2j + 4)
yj−1 2F1
(
j, j + 2
2j + 4
∣∣∣y) , (3.71c)
which can also be expressed in terms of associated Legendre functions of the second kind [100].
These functions may be viewed as the ‘dual’ CPWs that generalize the common Mellin moments.
The integral representation (3.71a) obviously tells us that in our case, i.e., 0 ≤ y ≤ 1, the CPWs
are bounded for j → ∞ and, consequently, also the conformal moments (3.70). Having at hand
a numerical routine for hypergeometric functions, the formula (3.70) can be employed for the
numerical evaluation of conformal moments for complex valued j.
A more convenient representation, is obtained if we rewrite the conformal moments (3.70) in
terms of a common Mellin transform. To do so, we insert the integral representation (3.71a) into
(3.70) and introduce the new integration variable w = yuu¯/(1− uy), which yields
Acjk(· · · ) =
∫ 1
0
dwwj Am
ν(A)
k (w| · · · ) , (3.72a)
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where the quark and gluon coefficients read
Am
3
2
k (w| · · · ) =
∫ 1
w
du
2(j + 2)uu
2uu + w(u− u )
At
(
w
2uu + w(u− u ) , v| · · ·
)
v⊗ p̂
3
2
k (v) ,
(3.72b)
Gm
5
2
k (w| · · · ) =
1
w
∫ 1
w
du
2(j + 2)2 u
2u 2
2uu + w(u− u )
Gt
(
w
2uu + w(u− u ) , v| · · ·
)
v⊗ p̂
3
2
k (v) . (3.72c)
These formulae can be utilized for the analytical evaluation of conformal moments from the imag-
inary part of the hard scattering amplitude in NLO approximation, presented in Sec. 4.2.1–4.2.3.
Otherwise, one may simply perform a two-dimensional integration.
3.4 Mixed representations
Although we will only present the NLO results in momentum fraction representation, including
the explicit expressions for the imaginary part of TFFs, and in the CPWE for complex valued
j and integral k, we should at least mention here that these representations can be combined
in various manners. There is possibly even some need for doing so, e.g., if one is interested to
provide predictions from a GPD model that is given in momentum fraction representation. Also
if the CPWE of a DA converges only slowly one may prefer to switch to the momentum fraction
representation. We will present in the next section the NLO results in such a manner that once
one is interested in a mixed representation one can easily recover it from the collection of formulae,
given below.
• Supposing that the integral CPWE for DAs can be truncated, it might be practical to
combine this expansion with the momentum fraction representation of GPDs. The hard
coefficients can be analytically calculated, e.g., for k ∈ {0, 2, 4}, from
AT̂k(u| · · · ) = 3× AT (u, v| · · · )
v⊗ p̂
3
2
k (v) . (3.73)
The analogous approach might be used directly for the evaluation of the imaginary part,
At̂k(r| · · · ) = 3× At(r, v| · · · )
v⊗ p̂
3
2
k (v) , (3.74)
which leads to simpler analytical functions.
• CPWE of GPDs and momentum fraction representation for DA,
ATj(v| · · · ) = T ν(A)j Acj(v| · · · ) , Acj(v| · · · ) = p˜ν(A)j (y)
y⊗
2 At
(
y
2−y
, v| · · ·
)
2− y , (3.75)
where T
3/2
j =
2j+1 Γ(j+ 52)
Γ( 32)Γ(j+3)
and T
5/2
j =
2j+2 Γ(j+ 52)
Γ( 32)Γ(j+4)
.
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• CPWE of GPDs and integral CPWE of DA,
ATjk(· · · ) = T ν(A)j × 3× Acjk(· · · ) , Acjk = Acj(v| · · · )
v⊗ p̂(3/2)k (v) (3.76)
= p˜
ν(A)
j (y)
y⊗
2 At̂k
(
y
2−y
)
2− y ,
where, alternatively, the Mellin transform (3.72) can be employed.
Let us add that instead of a slowly convergent integral CPWE for rather broad or narrow DAs
one may be interested to have a complex valued expansion, too, which can be alternatively used
to the momentum fraction representation. This is indeed possible, however, we will not present
technical details here.
4 Anatomy of next-to-leading order corrections
The NLO corrections to the hard DVMP amplitudes are known in momentum fraction represen-
tation. In the flavor non-singlet channel they were obtained by analytic continuation [19, 101]
from diagrammatical result for the pion form factor [102] (and references therein). This finding
in the flavor non-singlet channel can be used for all DVMP channels since the two γ5 matrices,
arising from two intrinsic parity odd operators, are irrelevant. Furthermore, the hard scattering
amplitudes for DVV 0LP to NLO accuracy in the pure singlet quark and gluon-quark channel were
diagrammatically evaluated in [20]. For the non-singlet case also the integral conformal moments
were evaluated, where the most intricate part was only given in terms of an integral [103]. The
NLO evolution kernel in the non-singlet channel was also obtained some time ago by means of the
extension rule [104] from the diagrammatical result [105, 106, 95], while the singlet kernels were
constructed from the anomalous dimensions [107], obtained from the understanding of conformal
symmetry breaking in the modified minimal subtraction scheme (MS) [96, 85]. Thus, the full NLO
formalism is available to leading twist accuracy for all flavor non-singlet and DVV 0LP processes.
In the following we present compact expressions for all the hard scattering amplitudes that
are known to NLO accuracy in the momentum fraction representation, cf. Sec. 3.1, their imag-
inary parts, cf. Sec. 3.2, and their conformal moments, cf. Sec. 3.3. For the sake of a compact
presentation, we comment in Sec. 4.1 on the general structure of NLO corrections and introduce
building blocks for all the three representations in a one-to-one correspondence. In Sec. 4.2 we
present then the NLO corrections in terms of these building blocks.
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4.1 Generic structure of NLO corrections
In our presentation of the NLO corrections in the channel A ∈ {σ = ±, pS,G} we will decompose
these channels w.r.t. color structure. In the momentum fraction representation we write the NLO
approximation of the perturbative expansion (3.20) with the LO coefficient (3.22) as
AT (u, v| · · · ) = αs 1− δA,pS
u v
+
α2s
2π
AT
(1)
(u, v| · · · ) +O(α3s) with AT (1) =
∑
c
Cc
AT (1,c) , (4.1)
where color factors (combinations) can take the values
Cc ∈ {CF, CA, CG = CF − CA/2, β0} with CF = 4
3
, CA = 3, CG = −1
6
, and β0 = −11 + 2nf
3
.
Both the imaginary and real part of the hard scattering amplitude can be easily evaluated. The
relevant terms are listed in App. B. In this section we present only the full NLO expressions for
the imaginary parts of the hard scattering amplitudes, written in the form (3.32,3.33) with the
perturbative expansion (3.35) and the color decomposition of the NLO contribution analogous to
(4.1)
At(r, v| · · · ) = αs (1− δA,pS) δ(1− r)
v
+
α2s
2π
At
(1)
(r, v| · · · ) +O(α3s) with At(1) =
∑
c
Cc
At(1,c).(4.2)
As above we use for shortness the variable r = ξ/x. The conformal moments of (4.1), see the
perturbative expansion (3.63), inherit the color decomposition,
Acjk(· · · ) = αs (1− δA,pS) + α
2
s
2π
Ac
(1)
jk (· · · ) +O(α3s) with Ac(1)jk =
∑
c
Cc
Ac
(1,c)
jk . (4.3)
At LO these moments are consistently normalized to one for both quarks and gluons.
Additionally, the NLO corrections (4.1) can be decomposed in u and v separable and non-
separable contributions,
AT (1,c)(u, v) =
∑
i,j
acij fi(u)fj(v) + ∆
AT (1,c)(u, v) with ∆AT (1,c)(u, v) =
∑
i
aci fi(u, v) , (4.4)
where fi(u) are certain single variable functions and ∆
AT (1,··· )(u, v) denotes the non-separable part
in channel A with color structure c. In the following we call such an additive term ’addendum’.
They arise, e.g., from crossed ladder Feynman diagrams, and their origin is considered in App.
C.2. They can be further decomposed into a set of functions fi(u, v), depending on two variables.
In the next two sections we introduce the building blocks for separable and non-separable functions
fi(u) and fi(u, v), respectively, give their imaginary parts, and evaluate their conformal moments.
We group theses building blocks w.r.t. their analytic properties, where the most singular terms
are removed from the non-separable building blocks. Such an ordering provides insight into the
qualitative features of NLO corrections, which is explicitly spelled out in Sec. 5.
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4.1.1 Building blocks for separable NLO terms
First we introduce the building blocks for separable contributions to the NLO hard scattering
amplitudes. The evaluation of their imaginary parts is straightforward and is together with the
evaluation of their real parts systematized for the general case in App. B, listed there in Tab. 8.
Most of the conformal moments are already known [103, 99, 54]. We will evaluate the missing
ones from the imaginary parts by means the mapping technique, discussed in Sec. 3.3.2. We will
list the building blocks, their imaginary parts, and the corresponding conformal moments in Tabs.
2–4.
• Most singular building blocks.
We recall that the LO coefficient AT (0)(u, v), given in (3.22), consist of two factorized poles 1/u v
at the cross-over point u = 1 and endpoint v = 1. Surely, the imaginary part of 1/u yields then
a Dirac delta-function in the corresponding coefficient (3.36) for the imaginary part. At higher
orders of the perturbative expansion these poles appear, too, and moreover, they are partially
accompanied by logarithmic [1,∞]-cuts along the positive real axis, starting at one and ending at
infinity. Such a logarithmical enhancement implies large perturbative corrections in the vicinity
of the cross-over point and/or the endpoint region. The most singular function that appears at
NLO is a pole that is accompanied by a squared logarithm. Thus, we consider here the building
blocks
1
u − iǫ ,
ln(u − iǫ)
u − iǫ ,
ln2(u − iǫ)
u − iǫ (analogous for u→ v), (4.5)
which we denote as the most singular ones. Their values on the cut is governed by the u − iǫ-
prescription, inherited from Feynman‘s causality prescription, and they are generalized functions
in the mathematical sense [108]. Obviously, the first term appears at LO and was treated above.
Most singular building blocks are generated for (non-negative integral) p values by differenti-
ation of lnp+1(u − iǫ) = [ln |u | − iπθ(−u )]p+1 w.r.t. u, see App. B. In particular their imaginary
parts for the cases of interest p ∈ {1, 2} read as follows
ℑmln(u − iǫ)
u − iǫ = π
dθ(−u ) ln(−u )
du
and ℑmln
2(u − iǫ)
u − iǫ = π
dθ(−u ) ln2(−u )
du
− 2πζ(2)δ(u ),
which can be also expressed in terms of more common +-prescriptions (B.8). If we switch to
momentum fraction variables, used in the convolution integrals (3.32,3.33) for the imaginary part
of TFFs, we define the +-prescriptions as in (B.13). They explicitly read as follows∫ 1
ξ
dx
x
{
f
(
ξ
x
)}
+
τ(x) =
∫ 1
ξ
dx
x
f
(
ξ
x
)
[τ(x)− τ(ξ)] + cf (ξ)τ(ξ) , (4.6a)
with the ξ-dependent subtraction terms interest
cf (ξ) = ln
1− ξ
2ξ
for f =
1
1− r and cf(ξ) =
1
2
ln2
1− ξ
2ξ
− ζ(2) for f = ln
1−r
2r
1− r . (4.6b)
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1
u
⇔ δ(1− r) ⇔

1
1
lnu
u
⇔ { 1
1−r
}
+
⇔

−2S1(j + 1) + 1(j+1)2
−2S1(j + 1) + 1 + 4(j+1)2−2(j)4
ln2 u
u
⇔
{
2 ln 1−r
2r
1−r
}
+
⇔

[
2S1(j + 1)− 1(j+1)2
]2
+ 2(j+1)2+1
[(j+1)2 ]
2
[
2S1(j + 1)− 1− 4(j+1)2−2(j)4
]2
− 1 + 2j(j+3)+9[j(j+3)]2 + 2(j+1)2+1[(j+1)2]2
Table 2: Substitution rules for the most singular building blocks (left column), their imaginary parts
(middle column), and conformal moments (right column) for quarks (upper lines) and gluons (lower
lines). The {· · · }+-definitions and first order harmonic sum are specified in (4.6) and (4.8), respectively,
and the Pochhammer symbol (· · · )a is defined in (3.68).
Note that the difference between our {· · · }+-prescription and the more common [· · · ]+-prescription,
used in inclusive processes, is just the (finite) subtraction term cf (ξ)δ(1− r).
The conformal moments of the most singular building blocks (4.5) can be easily generated
from u −β by taking derivatives w.r.t. β at β = 1. Utilizing Rodrigues formulae (3.67) one arrives
at a closed expression, see, e.g., App. B of [103],
lnp u
u
u⊗ p̂νn(u) =
Γ
(
n+ 3
2
+ ν
)
(−1)p
Γ
(
ν − 1
2
)
Γ
(
n + 5
2
− ν) dpdβp exp
{
ln
Γ
(
ν − 1
2
− β)Γ(n+ 5
2
− ν + β)
Γ(1 + β)Γ
(
n+ 3
2
+ ν − β)
} ∣∣∣∣∣
β=0
, (4.7)
which for ν ∈ {3/2, 5/2} and p = 0 is normalized to one. The analytic continuation of the r.h.s. can
be done in an obvious manner, simply replace integral n by complex valued j. For integral p ≥ 1
powers of the logarithmic derivative of Euler’s Γ function are generated. We express them by the
first order harmonic sum S1(j + 1), defined in the standard manner, e.g., for any order q as
Sq(z) =
(−1)q−1
(q − 1)!
[
ψ(q−1)(z + 1)− ψ(q−1)(1)] with ψ(q−1)(z + 1) = dq
dzq
ln Γ(z + 1) . (4.8)
Finally, the most singular building blocks (4.5), their imaginary parts, and the corresponding
conformal moments are collected as substitution rules in Tab. 2. The logarithmic enhancement
of the pole at u = 1 causes the need for +-prescriptions and is also encoded in the logarithmic
growth of the conformal moments at large j since the harmonic sum behaves for large j as
S1(j + 1) = ln(j + 1) + γE +O(1/(j + 1)) , where γE = 0.5772 · · · . (4.9)
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lnu
u
⇔ − 1
1+r
⇔

−1
(j+1)2
−2(j+1)2−2
(j)4
ln2 u
u
⇔ − 2
1+r
ln 1−r
2r
⇔

4S1(j+1)
(j+1)2
− (j+1)2+1[(j+1)2]2
8 [j(j+3)+3] S1(j+1)−6j(j+3)−22
(j)4
− 8 [j(j+3)+3] [2j(j+3)+3][(j)4]2
lnu+u
u2
⇔ − 2r
(1+r)2
⇔

(j+1)2
2
[
S2
(
j+1
2
)
− S2
(
j
2
)]
− 1
− 2(j+1)2
ln2 u
u2
⇔ − 4r
(1+r)2
ln 1−r
2r
⇔

−−
8S1(j+1)−6
(j+1)2
− 4[(j+1)2]2
Table 3: Substitution rules among subtracted log functions (left column), their imaginary parts (mid-
dle column), and conformal moments (right column) for quarks (upper lines) and gluons (lower lines),
presented in terms of Pochhammer‘s symbols (3.68) and harmonic sums (4.8).
• Building blocks with logarithmical [1,∞]-cuts.
In the NLO expressions we also encounter terms which possess only logarithmical [1,∞]-cuts.
Since the LO pole at u = 1 (or u = 0) is absent, such terms can be in general considered as
rather harmless. They can be expressed by means of the following building blocks (analogously
for u→ v)
ln(u − iǫ)
u
,
ln2(u − iǫ)
u
,
[
ln u
u2
]sub
≡ ln(u − iǫ) + u
u2
,
ln2(u − iǫ)
u2
, (4.10)
where terms proportional to 1/u2 may occur in the original NLO expressions only in the gluon-
quark channel, see the convolution formula (3.28b). Note that ln(u − iǫ)/(u− iǫ)2 possesses also a
pole at u = 0, whose imaginary part is taken according to Feynman‘s causality prescription. This
pole is removed in [ln(u − iǫ) + u]/u2 by subtraction. Thus, the imaginary part of all building
blocks (4.10) is simply determined by the logarithmical cut. Hence, from the imaginary part
of lnp(u − iǫ), see (B.5b) with a = 0 for p ∈ {1, 2}, we find the imaginary parts of subtracted
functions and setting u = (1+r)/2r as well as taking into account the prefactor 1/2πr, see (3.32b),
the following correspondences emerge
ℑm
[
lnp u
ua
]sub
= −πθ(u− 1)ln
p−1(u− 1)
ua
⇒ −θ(r)
2r
(2r)a lnp−1 1−r
2r
(1 + r)a
for p ∈ {1, 2} , (4.11)
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where the superscript sub is superfluous if no poles are present.
The conformal moments of the building blocks (4.10) can be essentially read off for the quark
channel from Appendix C in [99] and for the gluonic one from appendix C.1 in [54], where the
normalization factors 1/2Nj and 1/12N
(5/2)
j−1 , explicitly shown there, must be neglected. The quark
conformal moments of (ln u +u)/u2 were given in [103] only in terms of a hypergeometric function
3F2 with unit argument. On the other hand they can be easily evaluated from its imaginary part
by adopting the Mellin moment technique (3.72). Performing the integral (3.72b) provides the
conformal moments (3.66) in terms of Mellin moments (3.72a) 18,[
ln u
u2
]sub
u⊗ p̂
3
2
n (u) = −1 − (n + 1)2
2
∫ 1
0
dw
4 lnw
1 + w
wn+1 , (4.12a)
where the remaining integral represents the difference of two second order harmonic sums (4.8),
−
∫ 1
0
dw
4 lnw
1 + w
wn+1 = S2
(n+ 1
2
)
− S2
(n
2
)
, (4.12b)
with half integer argument. Note that it is popular to express such combinations for integer n by
a sign alternating sum S−p, i.e.,
∆Sp
(n+ 1
2
)
≡ Sp
(n+ 1
2
)
− Sp
(n
2
)
= (−1)n+12p [S−p(n+ 1) + (1− 21−p) ζ(p)] . (4.13)
Since for the analytic continuation of S−p one has to fix the signature first, which may provide
some confusion, we prefer to present our results in terms of harmonic sums with half integer
arguments, however, for shortness we will denote their difference (4.13) with the symbol ∆Sp.
Finally, we list the building blocks (4.10), the substitution rules (4.11), and the corresponding
conformal moments in Tab. 3. Compared to the LO pole 1/u , their mild logarithmical behavior in
the vicinity of u = 1 and for their imaginary parts at r = 1 implies that their conformal moments
vanish in the limit j →∞ as 1/j2 or (ln j)/j2.
• Building blocks with dilog‘s.
We also encounter in the NLO hard scattering amplitudes terms that contain the dilog (or Spence)
function Li2(u+ iǫ), where causality implies the u+ iǫ-prescription. This function behaves in the
vicinity of u = 0 as u+O(u2) and it contains a logarithmical [1,∞]-cut, i.e.,
ℑmLi2(u+ iǫ) = πθ(u− 1) lnu. (4.14)
We need the following two building blocks (analogously for u→ v)
Li2(u+ iǫ)
u
and
Li2(u+ iǫ)
u2
or
[
Li2(u+ iǫ)
u2
]sub
≡ Li2(u+ iǫ)− u
u2
, (4.15)
18Obviously, the v-convolution can be here ignored in all of these equations.
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where the single pole in Li2(u)/u
2 is subtracted. Furthermore, dilog functions appear also accom-
panied by poles at u = 1. Although u = 1 is a branch point we can nevertheless subtract these
poles. To keep track on the most singular pieces in the hard scattering amplitudes, we introduce
the following subtracted building blocks (analogously for u→ v)[
Li2(u)
u
]sub
≡ Li2(u)− ζ(2)
u
and
[
Li2(u)
u 2
]sub
≡ Li2(u)− ζ(2)− u ln u + u
u 2
, (4.16)
which possess harmless logarithmical singularities in the vicinity of u = 1 and approach a constant
at u = 0. For all of our subtracted building blocks we can easily evaluate their imaginary parts
from (4.14), yielding with u = (1 + r)/2r and the prefactor 1/2πr the substitution rules
ℑm
[
Li2(u)
ua
]sub
= πθ(1− u) ln u
ua
⇒ θ(r)
2r
(2r)a ln 1+r
2r
(1 + r)a
(4.17a)
for (4.15) and[
Li2(u)
u
]sub
⇒ −θ(r)
2r
2r ln 1+r
2r
1− r and
[
Li2(u)
u 2
]sub
⇒ θ(r)
2r
2r
[
2r ln 1+r
2r
− 1 + r]
(1− r)2
(4.17b)
for (4.16), where in the last rule also the imaginary part of the accompanying ln u function is
taken into account, cf. (4.11).
The conformal moments of the first building block in (4.15) and (4.16) for quarks can be found
in appendix C of [99]. Analogously as for (4.12), for the remaining ones in the quark sector we
obtain from the integral transformation (3.72b) of the corresponding imaginary parts (4.17) the
Mellin moments[
Li2(u)
u2
]sub
u⊗ p̂
3
2
j (u) = 1 + 2(j + 1)2
∫ 1
0
dw
[
1− 1
2
lnw + 2 ln(1+w)
]
lnw + 2Li2(−w) + ζ(2)
1 + w
wj+1,
(4.18a)[
Li2(u)
u 2
]sub
u⊗ p̂
3
2
j (u) = 1−
1
(j + 1)2
+ (j + 1)2
∫ 1
0
dw
ln2w
1− ww
j+1, (4.18b)
where we utilized integration by parts. The Mellin integrals yield third order harmonic sums∫ 1
0
dw
ln2w
1− ww
j+1 = −2S3(j + 1) + 2ζ(3) , see also (4.8),
while the remaining integral in (4.18a) can be read off from [109, 110],∫ 1
0
dw
[
1− 1
2
lnw + 2 ln(1+w)
]
lnw + 2Li2(−w) + ζ(2)
1 + w
wj+1 = (−1)j+1 (4.19)
×
{
S−3(j + 1) +
3ζ(3)
4
+ [2S1(j + 1)− 1]
[
S−2(j + 1) +
ζ(2)
2
]
− 2
[
S−2,1(j + 1) +
5ζ(3)
8
]}
,
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Li2(u)
u
⇔ ln 1+r2r
1+r
⇔

− 12
[
S2
(
j+1
2
)
− S2
(
j
2
)]
+ (j+1)2+1[(j+1)2]2
1
2
[
S2
(
j+1
2
)
− S2
(
j
2
)]
+ 18−j(j+3)2j2(j+3)2 − 2+(j+1)22[(j+1)2]2
Li2(u)−u
u2
⇔ 2r ln 1+r2r
(1+r)2
⇔

1 + (j + 1)2
{
1
4
[
S3
(
j+1
2
)
− S3
(
j
2
)]
+
[
S2
(
j+1
2
)
− S2
(
j
2
)]
× [S1(j + 1)− 12]+ 4(−1)j [S−2,1(j + 1) + 5ζ(3)8 ]}
j(j+3)
2
[
S2
(
j+1
2
)
− S2
(
j
2
)]
+ 2+3(j+1)2[(j+1)2]2 − 1
Li2(u)−ζ(2)
u
⇔ − ln 1+r2r
1−r
⇔

− (j+1)2+1[(j+1)2]2
− 18−j(j+3)2j2(j+3)2 − 2+5(j+1)22[(j+1)2]2
Li2(u)−ζ(2)−u lnu+u
u 2
⇔ 2r ln 1+r2r −1+r
(1−r)2
⇔

2(j + 1)2 [S3(j + 1)− ζ(3)] + 1− 1(j+1)2
−−
Table 4: Substitution rules among subtracted dilog functions (left column), their imaginary parts (middle
column), and conformal moments (right column) for quarks (upper line) and gluons (lower line), presented
in terms of Pochhammer‘s symbol (3.68) and harmonic sums (4.8,4.20).
represented as combination of harmonic sums with negative order. Here, we have
(−1)j+1
[
S−2,1(j + 1) +
5ζ(3)
8
]
=
∫ 1
0
dw
ζ(2)− Li2(w)
1 + w
wj+1 . (4.20)
For gluons the integral transformation (3.72c) of the corresponding imaginary parts (4.17) of
(subtracted) dilog building blocks leads after integration by parts to integral representations of
rational functions and/or second order harmonic sums (4.13).
Finally, we list our results for the building blocks (4.15,4.16), their imaginary parts (4.17),
and conformal moments as substitution rules in Tab. 4. Again we can consider them as rather
harmless. They have only logarithmical [1,∞]-cuts on the u-axis, a vanishing or constant behavior
of their imaginary parts at r = 1, and vanishing conformal moments in the limit j →∞.
• Peculiarities at u→∞ and for n = 0.
We add that only in the pure singlet quark contribution the functions
ln(u − iǫ) , ln2(u − iǫ) , and Li2(u+ iǫ)
appear, which do not vanish in the limit u→∞. Their imaginary parts are obtained from (4.10)
and (4.17a) with a = 0 and they are singular at r = 0. Their conformal moments for n ≥ 1
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are easily calculated, e.g., using Rodrigues formula, and their analytic continuation yields the
substitution rules
ln u ⇒ −1
j(j + 3)
, ln2 u ⇒ 6
j2(j + 3)2
+
4S1(j + 3) + 3
j(j + 3)
+
1
(j + 1)2
, Li2(u)⇒ 2(j + 1)2 + 2
[(j)4]2
.
(4.21)
Note that the integral conformal moments for n = 0 are finite. Nevertheless, the j = 0 poles in
(4.21) are the correct results for the analytic continuation of odd integral conformal moments.
Since the second order pole at j = 0 cancel at the end, we list specific combinations of these
building blocks in Tab. 6, given below. We add that in the gluon-quark channel such j = 0 poles
appear, too, see Tabs. 2–4, where the second order pole will also disappear in the final NLO
result.
• Exploiting symmetry.
As explained in Sec. 3.2.1, we can exploit symmetry to express the hard scattering amplitudes
with definite signature in such a manner that they are holomorphic except for discontinuities on
the positive axis. This can be achieved by means of a u→ u transformation which maps possible
terms with poles at u = 0 and logarithmical [−∞, 0]-cuts along the negative axis, e.g.,
lnp u
u
,
lnp u
u
,
[
ln u
u a
]sub
,
[
Li2(u )
u a
]sub
,
[
Li2(u )
ua
]sub
(4.22)
to those in (4.10), having poles at u = 1 and logarithmical [1,∞]-cuts along the positive axis.
According to (3.32b) and (3.33d), in such a u→ u or r → −r map a signature factor −σ and σ has
to be included in the resulting quark and gluon building blocks, respectively. Conformal moments
are getting decorated with a factor (−1)j, which is replaced in the quark-quark and gluon-quark
channel by −σ and σ, respectively. For building blocks that depend on v, the momentum fraction
of the meson DA, an additional −1 factor appears only for anti-symmetric DAs, which we do
not consider here. Note that the corresponding factor (−1)k in the conformal moments of (anti-
)symmetric DAs can be set to +1 (−1).
Obviously, we can always eliminate functions that have cuts along the positive and negative
real axes. In the NLO hard scattering amplitudes we only encounter the term ln u lnu , decorated
with some rational function. Utilizing the formula
Li2(u+ iǫ) + Li2(u + iǫ) + ln(u− iǫ) ln(u − iǫ)− Li2(1) ≃ 0 with Li2(1) = ζ(2) = π
2
6
, (4.23)
getting an identity in the limit ǫ → 0, we can split ln(u − iǫ) ln(u − iǫ) in two terms that are
expressed by dilog functions. Note that for u ≥ 1 (u < 0) the u+ iǫ (u + iǫ) prescription in the
dilog is consistent with the u − iǫ (u− iǫ) one in the log. Finally, we employ then a u→ u map
and subtract possible poles in an appropriate manner to get rid of Li2(u ) and poles at u = 0.
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4.1.2 Building blocks for non-separable NLO terms
All non-separable addenda (4.4) in the various channels will be expressed in terms of
1
uav b
× Li2(v )− Li2(u ) + ln v ln u − ln u lnu
u− v (4.24)
and its derivatives w.r.t. the v variable, where the poles at u = 0 and v = 1 are of first and/or
second order. Note that the representation of non-separable terms is not unique, since one might
use another combination of dilog and log functions. Moreover, the accompanying rational function
can be chosen differently, e.g.,
1
v
Li2(v )− · · ·
u− v =
1
u
Li2(v )− · · ·
u− v +
Li2(v )− · · ·
uv
.
To clarify the analytic properties of the building blocks (4.24) and to simplify their treatment,
yielding the representation that is given below in (4.27), we study the auxiliary function
L(u, v) = Li2(v )− Li2(u ) + ln v ln u − ln u lnu (4.25a)
and its derivatives
Lu(u, v) ≡ ∂
∂u
L(u, v) = − ln u
u
− ln v
u
, Lv(u, v) ≡ ∂
∂v
L(u, v) =
ln u
v
+
ln v
v
,
Lu,v(u, v) ≡ ∂
2
∂u∂v
L(u, v) = − 1
u v
. (4.25b)
First we note that the function L(u, v) vanishes in the vicinity of u = v as (u− v) and, thus, our
building blocks (4.24) exist also on the line u = v. Furthermore, by means of the dilog identity
(4.23) we can express the L-function (4.25a) also as
L(u, v) = Li2(v ) + Li2(u) + ln u ln v − ζ(2) . (4.25c)
Hence, this function (4.25a,4.25c) posses due to the ln u and Li2(u) terms a cut [1,∞] on the real
u-axis and due to the ln v and Li2(v ) terms a cut [−∞, 0] on the real v-axis, while it is holomorphic
in the vicinity of u = 0 and v = 1. At these points the function has the values
L(u = 0, v) = Li2(v )− ζ(2) and L(u, v = 1) = Li2(u)− ζ(2) , (4.25d)
respectively. Finally, the identity (4.23) tells us also that the representation
L(u, v) = Li2(u)− Li2(v) + ln u ln v − ln v ln v
holds true. Comparing this formula with the definition (4.25a), we realize that the u↔ v exchange
arises from a simultaneous u→ u and v → v exchange, i.e., we have the u↔ v symmetry relation
L(v, u) = L(u , v ) . (4.25e)
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More details on the L function are given in App. C.
Since the L(u, v)-function is holomorphic in the vicinity of u = 0 and v = 1, we can straight-
forwardly subtract the poles in the building blocks (4.24). We will heavily utilize, e.g., in the pure
singlet quark and gluon-quark channel, the pole subtracted expression[
1
uv
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
≡ L(u, v)
u(u− v)v +
L(u, v = 1)
uu v
+
L(u = 0, v)
uvv
− L(u = 0, v = 1)
uv
, (4.26a)
which is symmetric under u ↔ v -reflection. To shorten the notation in the flavor non-singlet
channel we also introduce the associated building blocks[
1
v
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
≡ L(u, v)
(u− v)v +
L(u, v = 1)
u v
, (4.26b)[
1
v 2
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
≡ L(u, v)
(u− v)v 2 +
(u + v )L(u, v = 1)
u 2v 2
− Lv(u, v = 1)
u v
, (4.26c)
and their u↔ v -reflected analog, see the symmetry relation (4.25e),[
1
u
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
≡ L(u, v)
u(u− v) +
L(u = 0, v)
uv
, (4.26d)[
1
u2
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
≡ L(u, v)
u2(u− v) +
(u+ v)L(u = 0, v)
u2v2
+
Lu(u = 0, v)
uv
. (4.26e)
These non-separable building blocks can now be considered as rather harmless, where the reshuffled
subtraction terms, separable in the u and v variables, contain only one pole in u or v that is
accompanied with a rather harmless function in v or u.
Finding such a representation (4.24), where the poles are now subtracted, and the associated
differential operator, which we generically call ~D··· ,abv , labeled by the (negative) powers a and
b of the accompanying u and v factors for the color structure ··· in a given channel, is now a
straightforward algebraic procedure. It leads us to the following simple form of the addenda (4.4)
∆T ···(u, v) =
∑
a,b
~D··· ,abv
[
1
ua v b
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
(4.27)
in a given channel. Note that ~D··· ,abv can be a second order differential, first order differential, or
simply a multiplication operator.
Since we have removed all poles in the subtracted building blocks (4.26), their imaginary parts
follow simply from the imaginary part of the L function (4.25c) and the associated subtraction
terms, i.e., we can simply apply the rules (4.11,4.17a) for log and dilog functions,
L(u, v)
u− v ⇒
θ(r) ln 1+r
2rv
1 + r − 2rv , ln u ⇒ −
θ(r)
2r
, ln2 u ⇒ −2θ(r) ln
1−r
2r
2r
,
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and set in the remaining rational functions u = (1+r)/2r. Plugging the explicit expressions (4.25)
into (4.26), we obtain the following substitution rule[
1
ua v b
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
⇔
[
θ(r) (2r)a
(1 + r)a v b
ln 1+r
2rv
1 + r − 2rv
]sub
(4.28a)
≡ θ(r) (2r)
a
(1 + r)a v b
[
ln 1+r
2rv
1 + r − 2rv −
b−1∑
i=0
(−v )i
i!
∂i
∂vi
ln 1+r
2rv
1 + r − 2rv
∣∣∣
v=1
]
,
where in the b = 0 case no subtraction appears and for b ∈ {1, 2} the subtraction terms read
ln 1+r
2rv
1 + r − 2rv
∣∣∣
v=1
=
ln 1+r
2r
1− r ,
∂
∂v
ln 1+r
2rv
1 + r − 2rv
∣∣∣
v=1
=
2r ln 1+r
2r
− 1 + r
(1− r)2 . (4.28b)
The substitution (4.28) provides then the imaginary part ∆t···(r, v) of the addenda ∆T ···(u, v),
where the differential operator in (4.27) remains the same.
We also write the conformal moments of the addenda (4.4) in one-to-one correspondence to
the representation (4.27) as
∆Ac···jk =
∑
a,b
∆Ac··· ,abjk with ∆
Ac··· ,abjk = p̂
A
j (u)
u⊗
[
1
ua v b
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
v⊗ ~D†··· ,abv p̂
3
2
k (v) , (4.29)
where ~D†··· ,abv is the adjoint differential (or simply a multiplication) operator. To perform the
analytic continuation in j, we can utilize the representation (3.70) of conformal moments in terms
of associated Legendre functions. Plugging the imaginary parts (4.28) into (3.70) and switching to
the variable y = 2r/(1+r) we obtain the non-separable conformal moments (4.29) of the addenda,
∆Ac···jk =
∑
a,b
p˜
ν(A)
j (y)
y⊗ y
a
v b
[
− ln(yv)
1− yv +
b−1∑
i=0
(−v )i
i!
∂i
∂vi
ln(yv)
1− yv
∣∣∣
v=1
]
v⊗ ~D†··· ,abv p̂
3
2
k (v) . (4.30)
This formula allows us to evaluate the conformal moments for complex valued j and non-negative
integer k numerically. Furthermore, we will choose the second order differential operator as the
defining one for Gegenbauer polynomials with index 3/2
vv
d2
dv2
p̂
3/2
k (v) = −(k + 1)2 p̂3/2k (v) , (4.31a)
and take the following set of first order differential operators
vv
d
dv
p̂
3/2
k (v) =
(k + 1)2
2(2k + 3)
p̂
3/2
k−1(v)−
(k + 1)2
2(2k + 3)
p̂
3/2
k+1(v) , (4.31b)
(vv )2
d
dv
p̂
3/2
k (v)
vv
=
(k + 2)2
2(2k + 3)
p̂
3/2
k−1(v)−
(k)2
2(2k + 3)
p̂
3/2
k+1(v) , (4.31c)
(v − v )vv d
dv
p̂
3/2
k (v)
vv
= 2k p̂
3/2
k (v) +
k−1∑
l=0
[
1 + (−1)k−l] (2l + 3)p̂3/2l (v) , (4.31d)
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which allows us to replace the differential operator in (4.30) by two Gegenbauer polynomials or
in the case of (4.31d) by a finite sum over them. We add that k can be analytically continued in
complete analogy to the procedure that we used for j by means of a double dispersion integral.
An example is given in App. C.1.
To improve the efficiency of the numerical evaluation, we calculated the non-separable con-
formal moments in terms of harmonic sums, where (4.29,4.31a) tells us that only those of the
building blocks (4.26) are needed. We denote these moments as
Lν,a,bnk = p̂
ν
n(u)
u⊗
[
1
ua v b
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
v⊗ p̂3/2k (v) with ν ∈ {3/2, 5/2} (4.32)
and reduce their evaluation to the a = 1, b = 1 and ν = 3/2 case. This task can be done for any
given k by a straightforward calculation, in the following we derive a closed expression for them.
To do so let us first derive a set of algebraic reduction formulae. For the quark case ν = 3/2
we can exploit the u↔ v reflection symmetry which implies the relation
L
3
2
,a,b
nk = (−1)n−kL
3
2
,b,a
kn . (4.33a)
The gluonic conformal moments are most easily obtained by decomposing the gluonic CPW in
terms of quark ones,
p̂
5
2
n (u) =
(n + 2)2
2(2n+ 3)
p̂
3
2
n−1(u)−
(n)2
2(2n+ 3)
p̂
3
2
n+1(u),
which implies that the gluonic conformal moments of (4.26a) are given as combination of two
shifted quark conformal moments,
L
5
2
,a,b
nk =
(n+ 2)2
2(2n+ 3)
L
3
2
,a,b
n−1,k −
(n)2
2(2n+ 3)
L
3
2
,a,b
n+1,k . (4.33b)
Furthermore, to link the a = 0, b = 1 case to the a = 1, b = 1 one, we might employ the algebraic
relation among the corresponding building blocks (4.26a,4.26b),[
1
v
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
= v
[
1
uv
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
+
Li2(u)− ζ(2)u
uu
+
ln u ln v
uv
,
a recurrence relation among Gegenbauer polynomials, written as
v p̂k(v) =
k + 1
2(2k + 3)
p̂k+1(v) +
1
2
p̂k(v) +
k + 2
2(2k + 3)
p̂k−1(v) ,
and the moments of the additional subtraction terms, listed in Tab. 3 and 4, which yields
L
3
2
,0,1
jk =
k + 1
2(2k + 3)
L
3
2
,1,1
j,k+1 +
1
2
L
3
2
,1,1
jk +
k + 2
2(2k + 3)
L
3
2
,1,1
j,k−1 +
(−1)k
(j + 1)2(k + 1)2
. (4.33c)
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Note that the k = 0 case deserves special considerations. It is contained in the quoted recurrence
relation, i.e., a Kronecker delta contribution δk0 does finally not appear. To evaluate the a = 0,
b = 2 case we use the algebraic relation[
1
v 2
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
=
1
v
[
1
uv
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
−
[
1
uv
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
+
Li2(u)− uζ(2)
uu v
+
ln u ln v
uv 2
and the following expansion in terms of a finite sum
1
v
p̂k(v) = 2vC
3/2
k (1) +
k∑
l=0
(2l + 3)
(l + 1)2 − (k + 1)2
(l + 1)2
p̂l(v) , C
3/2
k (1) = (k + 1)(k + 2) .
Consequently, we can evaluate L
3
2
,0,2
jk for fixed non-negative integer k as a finite sum over the
conformal moments L
3
2
,1,1
jk and some additional separable terms,
L
3
2
,0,2
nk = −
k∑
l=0
(2l + 3)
(k − l)(k + l + 3)
(l + 1)2
L
3
2
,1,1
nl − L
3
2
,1,1
nk −
(j − k)(j + k + 3)∆S2
(
j+1
2
)
2(j + 1)2
+
1 + (−1)k
(j + 1)2
−(k + 1)2
[
2S3(j + 1)− 2ζ(3)−
∆S2
(
j+1
2
)
2
+ (−1)k∆S2
(
k+1
2
)
2(j + 1)2
+
ζ(2)
(1 + j)(2 + j)
]
. (4.33d)
We come now to the remaining non-trivial task, i.e., to the evaluation of L
3
2
,1,1
jk in terms of
harmonic sums. First we mapped the symmetric building block (4.26a), i.e., a = 1, b = 1, into
the mixed representation19 (3.74) for fixed non-negative integer k, denoted as
L1,1k (r) =
∫ 1
0
dv
[
2r
(1 + r)v
ln 1+r
2rv
1 + r − 2rv
]sub
2vv C
3
2
k (v − v ) . (4.34)
In this representation it is given as linear combination of subtracted polylog functions
L1,1k (r) =
2− y
2
k∑
l=0
(−1)k−l Γ(k + l + 3)
l!(l + 1)! Γ(k − l + 1)
[
Li2(1− y)
yl+1
]sub ∣∣∣∣∣
y = 2r
1+r
. (4.35)
As a side remark we note that this new result allows us to present all NLO addenda in the mixed
representation for the imaginary parts of the hard scattering amplitudes in a closed form, while
the real parts might be restored by means of the DR. This offers an alternative method to the
‘step-by-step’ procedure [101]. From (4.35) we calculated then the quark Mellin kernels (3.72b),
which are given in closed form in terms of (integrated) ln(w)/(1+w) functions. Finally, by means
of the Mellin transform (3.72a) we find a rather simple functional form in terms of second order
harmonic sums (4.13), see also the Mellin transform (4.12),
L
3
2
,1,1
jk = −(−1)k
(j + 1)2∆S2
(
j+1
2
)− (k + 1)2∆S2(k+12 )
2(j − k)(j + k + 3) . (4.36)
19We do not include here the normalization factor 3 that ensures the normalization of the DA.
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These conformal moments can be used also for complex valued k and they are finite for j = k.
Implied by our subtraction procedure they are numerically less important, e.g., L
3
2
,1,1
00 ≈ −0.10,
and behave in the limit j →∞ or k →∞ as 1/j2 or as 1/k2.
The associated building blocks for the a = 0, b = 1 or a = 1, b = 0 cases can be now easily
calculated from the recurrence relations (4.33c) and the symmetry relation (4.33a). Thus, replacing
the factor (−1)j+k by a signature factor allows us also to give the results for complex valued n,
i.e., j, and complex valued k. The conformal moments for the a = 0, b = 2 building block can be
straightforwardly obtained from (4.33d) for complex valued j and non-negative integer k, where
the sum over k can be reduced, e.g., to
k∑
l=0
(−1)l(2l + 1) [∆S2(j+12 )−∆S2(l2)]
4(j − l + 1)(j + l + 2) .
Note that this finite sum might be represented as a (double) Mellin transform, which defines the
function for complex valued k. Such an integral can be also expressed in terms of higher order
hypergeometric functions. The integral conformal moments for the a = 2, b = 0 case follow again
from the symmetry relation (4.33a), where we can in addition utilize the identity
(−1)n [S3(k + 1)− ζ(3)]− (−1)n
n∑
l=0
(−1)l(2l + 1) [∆S2(k+12 )−∆S2(l2)]
4(k − l + 1)(k + l + 2) (4.37)
=
[
S2
(
n+1
2
)− S2(n2)] [S1(n+ 1)− S1(k + 1)] + 4(−1)n [S−2,1(n+ 1) + 5ζ(3)8 ]
2
+
S3
(
n+1
2
)− S3(n2)
8
−
k∑
l=0
(2l + 1)
[
∆S2
(
n+1
2
)−∆S2(l2)]
4(n− l + 1)(n+ l + 2) +
∆S2
(
k+1
2
)−∆S2(n+12 )
4(n− k)
to transform the finite sum over n in one over k. Finally, the non-separable conformal moments
for gluons follow from the quark ones by means of (4.33b).
We finally summarize our findings for the equivalent representations of non-separable building
blocks, obtained as described and used in the next section to express the non-separable addenda
(4.4), in Tab. 5. For shortness the conformal moments are given in terms of the function
∆S2
(j + 1
2
,
k + 1
2
)
=
∆S2
(
j+1
2
)
−∆S2
(
k+1
2
)
2(j − k)(j + k + 3) , ∆S2
(j + 1
2
,
j + 1
2
)
= −
∆S3
(
j+1
2
)
2j + 3
. (4.38)
4.2 Next-to-leading corrections
In Sec. 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 we will list the NLO corrections for the flavor non-singlet, pure
singlet quark-quark, and gluon-quark channel, respectively. We give for each channel first the
color decomposition (4.1) and list the separate terms in momentum fraction representation using
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[
1
uv
L(u,v)
u−v
]sub
⇔ −2r
1+r
2r
1−r
ln 1+r
2r
+ ln v
v
1+r−2rv
⇔

−(−1)k(k + 1)2∆S2
(
j+1
2 ,
k+1
2
)− (−1)k2 ∆S2(j+12 )
(−1)k(k+1)2
2
[
(j)2
2j+3∆S2
(
j+2
2 ,
k+1
2
)− (j+2)22j+3 ∆S2(j2 , k+12 )]
+ (−1)
k
2 ∆S2
(
j+1
2
)− (−1)k 3(j+1)2+2[(j+1)2]2
[
1
v
L(u,v)
u−v
]sub
⇔ −
2r
1−r
ln 1+r
2r
+ ln v
v
1+r−2rv
⇔
(−1)k(k+1)2
2
[
−k−3
2k+3 ∆S2
(
j+1
2 ,
k+2
2
)
+ −k2k+3∆S2
(
j+1
2 ,
k
2
)
+∆S2
(
j+1
2 ,
k+1
2
)]
+ (−1)
k
(j+1)2(k+1)2
[
1
v 2
L(u,v)
u−v
]sub
⇔
2r
1−r [
2r
1−r
ln 1+r
2r
−1]− ln v+v
v 2
1+r−2vr
⇔
ajk
[
S3(j + 1)− ζ(3)−
∑k
l=0
(−1)l(2l+1)
2 ∆S2
(
j+1
2 ,
l
2
)]
− (−1)k(k+1)22
[
2∆S2
(
j+1
2 ,
k+1
2
)− ∆S2(j+12 )−∆S2(k+12 )
k+2
− (j+1)2−1(j+1)2
(
∆S2
(
k+1
2
)− 2(k+1)2)
]
Table 5: Substitution rules among subtracted non-separable functions (4.26) [left column], their imag-
inary parts w.r.t. the u-variable (middle column), and conformal moments (right column) for quarks
(upper lines) and gluons (lower lines), presented in terms of Pochhammer‘s symbol (3.68) and harmonic
sums (4.8,4.20), where ∆S2
(j+1
2
)
= S2
(j+1
2
) − S2(j2) and ∆S2(j+12 , k+12 ) = 1ajk [∆S2(j+12 )−∆S2(k+12 )] with
ajk = 2[(j + 1)2 − (k + 1)2].
our building blocks, where we will group the leading singularities together with factorization and
renormalization logarithms. In the momentum fraction representation the factorization logarithms
are proportional to the convolution with the LO evolution kernel, see (3.25,3.27,3.28). The imagi-
nary parts, given in terms r = x/ξ, and the conformal moments of separable functions follow then
from the substitution rules that are listed in tables 2–4, where references to specific functions are
given. The non-separable terms are presented in terms of the building blocks (4.26) and differ-
ential operators, where latter are given by the adjoint operators that appear on the l.h.s. of the
differential equations (4.31). Their imaginary parts and conformal moments are obtained from
the substitution rules listed in Tab. 5, see also (4.28), where for moments we also utilize the differ-
ential equations (4.31). We add that the NLO expressions for the evolution kernels in momentum
fraction are derived in Ref. [107] and match our conventions, see App. A. The NLO expressions
for the evolution operator in terms of conformal moments can be simply taken from [54].
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4.2.1 Flavor non-singlet channel
The NLO contributions in the flavor non-singlet channel can be read off from [102]. The color
factor decomposition of the corresponding coefficient (3.25) can be chosen to be
T (1)
(
u, v
∣∣∣Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
= CF T
(1,F)
(
u, v
∣∣∣Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
)
+ β0 T
(1,β)
(
u, v
∣∣∣Q2
µ2R
)
+ CG T
(1,G)(u, v) ,
(4.39)
and as discussed in Sec. 3.1.1, they are symmetric under (u, µF) ↔ (v, µϕ) exchange. The
T (1,F)(u, v) and T (1,β)(u, v) functions are entirely expressed by separable building blocks that are
most singular, listed in Tab. 2, and those from Tab. 3. The T (1,G)(u, v) function has besides such
singularities also logarithmical cuts on the negative u- and v-axis and it contains a non-separable
piece. Due to the subtraction procedure, introduced in Sec. 4.1.2, its explicit form is rather lengthy
∆T (1,G)(u, v) =
[
uu
v
+
v v
u
+
(u− v)3
u v
]
Li2(v )− Li2(u ) + ln v ln u − ln u lnu
(u− v)3 +
u ln v + v 2
u v 2 (u− v)
+
2v ln u + 2v ln v
v (u− v)2 −
ln u ln v + Li2(v )
u v 2
− (u − u) [Li2(u)− ζ(2)] + u ln u
u 2v
. (4.40)
This addendum possesses 1/(u − v)n terms with up to n = 3, however, it is finite at u = v. As
desired, ∆T (1,G)(u, v) has only logarithmical cuts on the positive u- and negative v-axis. We write
the separate terms in the color decomposition (4.39) as follows.
Momentum fraction representation.
T (1,F)(u, v) =
[
ln
Q2
µ2F
+
1
2
ln(u v ) + 1
]
3 + 2 lnu
2u v
− 23
6u v
− ln u
2uv
+ {µF → µϕ, u↔ v}, (4.41a)
T (1,β)(u, v) =
[
1
2
ln
Q2
µ2R
+ ln u − 5
6
]
1
2u v
+ {u↔ v}, (4.41b)
T (1,G)(u, v) =
[
ln u
ln v
v
+ ln v − 7
6
− ζ(2) + 2Li2(v)− 2Li2(v )− ln u ln v
]
1
u v
(4.41c)
+
[
Li2(v )− Li2(v) + ζ(2)
v
+
ln v
v
− 1
]
1
u v
+∆T (1,G)(u, v) + {u↔ v} .
The addendum ∆T (1,G)(u, v), see (4.40), can be expressed by means of a differential operator that
acts on the non-separable building block (4.26b) and the building block (4.26c),
∆T (1,G)(u, v) =
[
~∂2
∂v2
− 2
vv
]
vv
[
1
v
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
−
~∂
∂v
v
[
1
v
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
+
[
1
v 2
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
. (4.41d)
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Note that to avoid boundary term in a partial integration, we introduced an oversubtraction for
the second order derivative. The u↔ v-reflected addendum can be conveniently written in terms
of the variables v and u as
∆T (1,G)(v , u ) =
[
~∂2
∂v2
− 2
vv
]
vv
[
1
u
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
+
~∂
∂v
v
[
1
u
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
(4.41e)
+
1
v
[
1
u
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
− Li2(u) + ln u + [ln u + u] ln v
u2v
.
Here, the last term subtracts the pole contribution at v = 0. Note that the addendum with
definite signature is then obtained from
∆σT (1,G)(u, v) = ∆T (1,G)(u, v)− σ∆T (1,G)(v, u ) . (4.41f)
Imaginary parts of (4.41) from quark exchange.
(positive momentum fraction x ≥ ξ, i.e., poles at u = 1 and u-cuts [1,∞])
t(1,F)(r, v) =
[
ln
Q2
µ2F
+
1
2
ln v + 1
][
3
2
δ(1− r) +
{
1
1− r
}
+
]
1
v
+
{ 3
4
+ ln 1−r
2r
1− r
}
+
1
v
+
[(
ln
Q2
µ2ϕ
+
1
2
ln v + 1
)
δ(1− r) + 1
2
{
1
1− r
}
+
]
3 + 2 ln v
2v
(4.42a)
−
[
23
3
+
v
2v
ln v
]
δ(1− r)
v
+
1
1 + r
1
2v
,
t(1,β)(r, v) =
[
ln
Q2
µ2R
− 5
3
+ ln v
]
δ(1− r)
2v
+
{
1
1− r
}
+
1
2v
, (4.42b)
t(1,G)(r, v) =
{
1
1− r
}
+
ln v
v 2
+
[
2ζ(2)− 7
3
+
v − v
v
[Li2(v )− Li2(v) + ζ(2)] (4.42c)
+
ln v − v
v
]
δ(1− r)
v
− 2 ln
1+r
2r
− 1 + r
(1− r)2 v +∆t
(1,G)(r, v) .
The imaginary part of the addendum (4.41d) can be written in a compact form as
∆t(1,G)(r, v) = −
[
v − v
v 2
+
∂
∂v
v ∂
∂v
] [
2rv ln 1+r
2r
+ (1− r) ln v
(1− r)(1 + r − 2rv)
]
+
2r ln 1+r
2r
− 1 + r
(1− r)2v . (4.42d)
Imaginary parts of (4.41) from antiquark exchange.
(negative momentum fraction x ≤ −ξ, i.e., u-cuts [−∞, 0])
t
(1,F)
(r, v) = t
(1,β)
(r, v) ≡ 0 (4.43a)
t
(1,G)
(r, v) = −
[
ln
1 + r
2rv
+ r ln
v
v
+ r
]
2
(1 + r)2 v
+∆t(1,G)(r, v) . (4.43b)
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The addendum, following from ∆T (1,G)(v, u) by means of (4.41e), reads
∆t
(1,G)
(r, v) =
∂
∂v
v ∂
∂v
[
2rv ln 1+r
2rv
(1 + r)(1 + r − 2rv )
]
− 4r
(1 + r)2
ln 1+r
2rv
1 + r − 2rv +
2r
(1 + r)2v
. (4.43c)
Conformal moments of (4.41).
c
(1,F)
jk =
[
− ln Q
2
µ2F
+ S1(j + 1) + S1(k + 1)− 1− 1
2(j + 1)2
− 1
2(k + 1)2
]
γ
(0,F)
j
2
(4.44a)
−23
6
+
3(j + 1)2 + 1
2[(j + 1)2]2
+ {j ↔ k, µF → µϕ} ,
c
(1,β)
jk =
1
4
ln
Q2
µ2R
− S1(j + 1)− 5
12
+
1
2(j + 1)2
+ {j ↔ k} , (4.44b)
c
(1,G)
jk =
[
2S1(j + 1)− 1
(j + 1)2
][
1 + (−1)k − (−1)k(k + 1)2
∆S2
(
k+1
2
)
2
]
+ ζ(2)− 7
6
(4.44c)
+
[
(−1)k S3(k + 1) +
(−1)k∆S2
(
k+1
2
)
2(k + 1)2
− S3(k + 1) + ζ(3)− (k + 1)2 − 1
2[(k + 1)2]2
]
2(k + 1)2
−2
[
1 + (−1)k] [(k + 1)2 + 1]
[(k + 1)2]
2 −
(−1)j+k
(j + 1)2(k + 1)2
+∆c
(1,G)
jk + {j ↔ k} ,
where
γ
(0,F )
j = 4S1(j + 1)− 3−
2
(j + 1)2
(4.44d)
is apart from the color factor the anomalous dimension (3.46) and we use here the shorthand
S3(n) =
S3
(
n
2
)− S3(n−12 )
8
+
[
S2
(
n
2
)− S2(n−12 )]S1(n)
2
− 2(−1)n
[
S−2,1(n) +
5ζ(3)
8
]
. (4.44e)
This auxiliary function is finite at n = 0 and it vanishes like 1/n4 for n → ∞. The conformal
moments of the addendum (4.41d) are obtained as described above and they read for complex j
and non-negative integer k as following
∆c
(1,G)
jk = ajk
[
S3(j + 1)− ζ(3) +
(−1)k(k + 1)∆S2
(
j+1
2
, k+1
2
)
2
−
k∑
l=0
(2l + 1)(−1)l∆S2
(
j+1
2
, l
2
)
2
]
+
(−1)k(k + 1)2
2
2∑
b=0
(−1)b(2k + 3b) [4 + 3b(3− b) + 2kb+ 2(k + 1)2] ∆S2
(
j+1
2
, k+b
2
)
[3 + (−1)b](2k + 3)
+
(−1)k [(j + 1)2 − 1]
[
(k + 1)2∆S2
(
k+1
2
)− 2]
2(j + 1)2
− 2(−1)
k
(j + 1)2(k + 1)2
, (4.44f)
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where ajk = 2(j − k)(j + k + 3). In the case that the first argument is k we write this addendum
as, see identity (4.37),
∆c
(1,G)
kj = akj(−1)j
[
S3(j + 1)−
S1(k + 1)∆S2
(
j+1
2
)
2
−
k∑
l=0
(2l + 1)∆S2
(
j+1
2
, l
2
)
2
]
(4.44g)
−(−1)
j(k + 1)2
2
2∑
b=0
(2k + 3b) [4 + 3b(3− b) + 2kb+ 2(k + 1)2]∆S2
(
j+1
2
, k+b
2
)
[3 + (−1)b](2k + 3)
−
[
(k + 1)2 + 2 +
(j + 1)2
(k + 1)2
]
(−1)j∆S2
(
j+1
2
)
2
− (−1)
j(k + 1)∆S2
(
k+1
2
)
2
+
(−1)j
(k + 1)2
.
The conformal moments c
(1,F)
jk , c
(1,β)
jk , and ∆c
(1,G)
jk are independent on the signature while the (−1)j
factors for complex valued j in c
(1,G)
jk and ∆c
(1,G)
kj must be replaced by −σ.
4.2.2 Pure singlet quark channel
The pure singlet contribution arises from six contributing Feynman diagrams, see Fig. 2b). Only
two of them have to be evaluated and the rest is obtained using u → u and v → v symmetries.
Our diagrammatical evaluation confirms the result in [20]. In order to obtain a representation that
contains only a branch cut [1,∞] on the real u-axis for 0 ≤ v ≤ 1, we employ the known symmetry
properties of this contribution: the result is antisymmetric under u→ u , symmetric under v → v
and antisymmetric under (u, v)→ (u , v ). The non-separable contributions are collected in
∆pST
(1)
(u, v) =
uu + uv − vv
uv
Li2(u) + Li2(v ) + ln u ln v − ζ(2)
(u− v)2 +
v ln u + u ln v
uv (u− v)
+
Li2(u) + ln u ln v
uv
+
Li2(v )− ζ(2)
uv
. (4.45)
As in the preceding section, this function is finite on the line u = v and the pole at u = 0 is
subtracted, while a pole at v = 1 remains. It can be expressed by the building block (4.26d),
which makes the analytical properties of the addendum obvious. Our results read as follows.
Momentum fraction representation.
pST
(1)
(u, v) =
[
ln
Q2
µ2F
+
1
2
ln u + ln(vv )− 1
]
u − u
uvv
ln u − 2Li2(u)
vv
(4.46a)
−
[
1
2vv
+
ln v
v
+
ln v
v
]
ln u
u
+∆pST (1)(u, v) ,
∆pST
(1)
(u, v) =
1
vv
∂
∂v
v2v
[
1
u
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
. (4.46b)
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u−u
u
ln u ⇔ 1
r(1+r)
⇔ −GΣγ
(0,F)
j
2(j+3)
,
u−u
2u
ln2 u − 2Li2(u) ⇔ ln
1−r
1+r
r(1+r)
− ln 1+r2r
1+r
⇔ [S1(j + 1)− 1]
GΣγ
(0,F)
j
j+3
− (j+1)2+1
[(j+1)2]2
Table 6: Quark building blocks which diverge for u→∞ [left column], their imaginary parts (4.10,4.17a)
[middle column], and conformal moments (4.21) [right column], where GΣγ
(0,F)
j is defined in (4.48c).
The first two terms on the r.h.s. of (4.46a) diverge logarithmically in the limit u → ∞, but the
terms proportional to ln2 u and Li2(u) cancel each other, leaving a constant that vanishes by
antisymmetrization. The remaining divergent term is contained in (u −u) ln(u )/u, which is noth-
ing but the convolution of the LO evolution kernel in the gluon-quark channel with the LO hard
scattering amplitude, see (3.27a). The substitution rules for these functions are given in Tab. 6,
where the j = 0 pole is absorbed in the anomalous dimension of the gluon-quark channel.
Imaginary part of (4.46).
pSt
(1)
(
r, v
∣∣∣Q2
µ2F
)
=
[
ln
Q2
µ2F
+ ln(vv ) + ln
1− r
1 + r
− 1
]
1
r(1 + r)vv
− ln
1+r
2r
(1 + r)vv
(4.47a)
+
[
1
2vv
+
ln v
v
+
ln v
v
]
1
1 + r
+∆pSt(1,F)(r, v) ,
∆pSt(1)(r, v) =
1
vv
∂
∂v
vv
[
2rv
1 + r
ln 1+r
2rv
1 + r − 2rv
]
. (4.47b)
Conformal moments of (4.46).
pSc
(1)
jk =
[
− ln Q
2
µ2F
+ 2S1(j + 1) + 2S1(k + 1)− 1
] GΣγ(0,F)j
j + 3
(4.48a)
−
[
1
2
+
1
(j + 1)2
+
1
(k + 1)2
]
2
(j + 1)2
+∆pSc
(1)
jk ,
∆pSc
(1)
jk =
(k)4
[
∆S2
(
j+1
2
, k
2
)−∆S2(j+12 , k+22 )]
2(2k + 3)
, (4.48b)
where we extracted the color factor from the anomalous dimension (3.59c),
GΣγ
(0,F)
j
j + 3
= −4 + 2(j + 1)2
(j)4
, (4.48c)
in the gluon-quark channel. Note that if we express (4.46b) in terms of the building block (4.26a)
the addendum (4.48b) follows straightforwardly from utilizing the differential operator (4.31c) and
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the corresponding conformal moments, given in Tab. 5. Thereby, an artificial δk0 term appears
only in intermediate steps.
4.2.3 Gluon-quark channel
For the gluon-quark contribution we take the results from Ref. [20] and rewrite them in a compact
form, using symmetry under u ↔ u and v ↔ v , in such a manner that the net results have
the desired analytic properties20, where we prefer functions symmetric under v ↔ v . The LO
contribution GT
(0)
is defined in (3.22) and the NLO part (3.28) can be decomposed as
GT
(1)
(
u, v
∣∣∣Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
,
Q2
µ2R
)
= CA
GT
(1,A)
(
u, v
∣∣∣Q2
µ2F
)
+ CF
GT
(1,F)
(
u, v
∣∣∣Q2
µ2F
,
Q2
µ2ϕ
)
+
β0
2u v
ln
µ2F
µ2R
.
(4.49)
The term proportional to β0, arising from the gluon self-energy insertion, is given by ln(µ
2
F/µ
2
R)
times the LO amplitude, see (3.22,3.36,3.64a). Its imaginary part and conformal moments follow
from
β0
2u v
ln
µ2F
µ2R
⇔ β0δ(1− r)
2v
ln
µ2F
µ2R
⇔ β0
2
ln
µ2F
µ2R
.
We introduce two addenda for the parts proportional to CA and CG,
∆GT
(1,A)
(u, v) =
u − u
4vv
[
Li2(u) + Li2(v ) + ln u ln v − ζ(2)
(u− v)2 +
u ln v + v lnu
u(u− v)v
]
(4.50a)
+
(3− 4v)Li2(u)
4uvv
+
(1− 4v) [Li2(u)− ζ(2)]
4u vv
+
lnu
u
ln v + 1
2vv
+
ln v
2vv 2
,
∆GT
(1,F)
(u, v) =
uv − (u− v)2
2uv
Li2(u) + Li2(v ) + ln u ln v − ζ(2)
(u− v)3 +
u ln v + v lnu
2u(u− v)2v
+
ln u + u
4u(u− v)v +
ln v + v
4(u− v)v 2 −
Li2(u)− ζ(2)
2uu v
− Li2(v )− v ζ(2)
2uvv
. (4.50b)
As before they are finite at u = v, posses only logarithmical cuts on the positive u-axis, and can be
expressed by means of differential operators in terms of the building block (4.26a). Both addenda
posses still poles at v = 0 and/or v = 1. They can be straightforwardly removed, which, however,
would yield more cumbersome expressions.
20To shorter the expression we will allow for one pole contribution at u = 0.
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Momentum fraction representation.
GT
(1,A)
(u, v) =
[
ln
Q2
µ2F
+
lnu
2
+
3 ln(vv )
4
− 3
2
][
1 +
u 2
u2
]
ln u
2u vv
(4.51a)
+
[
ln u
2
− ln(vv )
4
− 3
2
]
ln u
u vv
+
[
1 + ζ(2)− v
2 ln v + v 2 ln v
2vv
]
1
4u vv
−
[
(u − u)Li2(u) + u ζ(2) + u ln2 u
uu
+ [2 + ln(vv )]
ln u + u
4u2
]
1
2vv
+∆GT
(1,A)
(u, v),
GT
(1,F )
(u, v) =
[
ln
Q2
µ2F
+
ln u
2
− 1
u
− (1− 2v ln v − 2v ln v ) u
2u
]
(−1) ln u
4u2vv
− 31
16u vv
+
[
ln
Q2
µ2ϕ
+
ln u
2u
+
ln v
2
+
1
4
]
3 + 2 ln v
2u v
(4.51b)
+
[
v2 ln v + v 2 ln v
4vv
− (v − v) [Li2(v)− Li2(v )] + ζ(2)
2
]
1
2u vv
+∆GT
(1,F)
(u, v) .
Note that ln u /u2, appearing in the first term on the r.h.s. of (4.51a), contains a pole at u = 0.
The addenda, explicitly given in (4.50), read in terms of the building block (4.26a) as
∆GT
(1,A)
(u, v) =
1
vv
∂
∂v
vv (v − v)
4
[
1
uv
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
, (4.51c)
∆GT
(1,F)
(u, v) =
[
∂2
∂v2
− 2
vv
]
vv
4
[
1
uv
L(u, v)
u− v
]sub
. (4.51d)
Imaginary parts of (4.51).
Gt
(1,A)
(r, v) =
[
ln
Q2
µ2F
+
3 ln(vv )
4
− 3
2
] [{
1
1− r
}
+
− δ(1− r) + 1− r
(1 + r)2
]
1
2vv
(4.52a)
+
[{
ln 1−r
2r
1− r
}
+
− (1 + 3r) ln
1−r
2r
(1 + r)2
+
3
1 + r
+
ln(vv )
2(1 + r)
]
1
2vv
+
[
1 + ζ(2)− v
2 ln v + v 2 ln v
2vv
]
δ(1− r)
4vv
+
[
2 ln 1−r
1+r
1 + r
− 2r ln
1+r
2r
1− r2 + [2 + ln(vv )]
r
2(1 + r)2
]
1
2vv
+∆Gt
(1,A)
(r, v) ,
Gt
(1,F)
(r, v) =
[
ln
Q2
µ2F
δ(1− r) + ln Q
2
µ2F
2r
(1 + r)2
+
3− 2v ln v − 2v ln v
2
(4.52b)
×
({
1
1− r
}
+
− 1
1 + r
)
− 35
4
δ(1− r) + 2r ln
1−r
2r
− 2r
(1 + r)2
]
1
4vv
+
[
ln
Q2
µ2ϕ
δ(1− r) + 1
2
{
1
1− r
}
+
+
1 + 2 ln v
4
δ(1− r)− 1
2(1 + r)
]
3 + 2 ln v
2v
+
[
v2 ln v + v 2 ln v
4vv
− (v − v) [Li2(v)− Li2(v )] + ζ(2)
2
]
δ(1− r)
2vv
+∆Gt
(1,F)
(r, v) .
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Note that we utilized symmetry under r → −r (or u→ u ) to reexpress the Dirac function δ(1+r),
which stems from the remaining u = 0 pole [see also discussion below (4.10)],
ln u
u2
⇒ − 2r
(1 + r)2
− δ(1 + r) ⇒ − 2r
(1 + r)2
− δ(1− r) .
The imaginary parts of the addenda (4.51c) and (4.51d) are
∆Gt
(1,A)
(r, v) =
1
4vv
∂
∂v
2rv(v − v)
1 + r
[
ln 1+r
2rv
1 + r − 2rv −
ln 1+r
2r
1− r
]
, (4.52c)
∆Gt
(1,F)
(r, v) =
1
2
[
∂2
∂v2
− 2
vv
]
rv
1 + r
[
ln 1+r
2rv
1 + r − 2vr −
ln 1+r
2r
1− r
]
. (4.52d)
Conformal moments of (4.51).
Gc
(1,A)
jk =
[
− ln Q
2
µ2F
+ S1(j + 1) +
3
2
S1(k + 1) +
1
2
+
1
(j + 1)2
] GGγ(0,A)j
2
(4.53a)
−3 [2S1(j + 1) + S1(k + 1)− 6]
j(j + 3)
+
8 + 4ζ(2)− (k + 1)2∆S2
(
k+1
2
)
8
−∆S2
(
j+1
2
)
2
− 10(j + 1)2 + 4
[(j + 1)2]2
+∆Gc
(1,A)
jk ,
Gc
(1,F)
jk =
[
− ln Q
2
µ2ϕ
+ S1(j + 1) + S1(k + 1)− 3
4
− 1
2(k + 1)2
− 1
(j + 1)2
]
γ
(0,F)
k
2
(4.53b)
+
[
− ln Q
2
µ2F
+ 3S1(j + 1)− 1
2
+
2S1(j + 1)− 1
(k + 1)2
− 1
(j + 1)2
]
j + 3
2
ΣGγ
(0,nf )
j
2
−
[
35− [(k + 1)2 + 2]∆S2
(k + 1
2
)
− 4
[(k + 1)2]2
]
1
8
+
[
[(k + 1)2 + 2]S1(j + 1)
(k + 1)2
+ 1
]
1
(j + 1)2
+∆Gc
(1,F)
jk .
where γ
(0,F)
k is defined in (4.44d),
ΣGγ
(0,nf )
j = −
4 + 2(j + 1)(j + 2)
(j + 1)(j + 2)(j + 3)
(4.53c)
can be read off from (3.59b), and
GGγ
(0,A)
j = 4S1(j + 1) +
4
(j + 1)(j + 2)
− 12
j(j + 3)
(4.53d)
is the part proportional to CA of the anomalous dimension (3.59d) in the gluon channel. The
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addenda follow from (4.52c,4.52d) and they can be cast with a little bit of algebra in the form
∆Gc
(1,A)
jk = −
[
∆S2
(
j+1
2
)
2(k + 1)2
+
(k − 1)∆S2
(
j+1
2
, k
2
)
+ (k + 4)∆S2
(
j+1
2
, k+2
2
)
2k + 3
]
(k)4
4
(4.53e)
+
(k + 1)2 S1(k + 1)− 2
(j + 1)2(k + 1)2
,
∆Gc
(1,F)
jk =
[
∆S2
(
j+1
2
)
2(k + 1)2
− (k − 1)2∆S2
(
j+1
2
, k
2
)− (k + 3)2∆S2(j+12 , k+22 )
2(2k + 3)
]
(k + 1)2[(k + 1)2 + 2]
4
.− (k + 1)2 + 2
2(j + 1)2(k + 1)2
, (4.53f)
where the finite sum, appearing in ∆Gc
(1,A)
jk could be performed, cf. (4.31d).
5 Estimates of radiative NLO corrections
In specific model estimates the size of NLO corrections were reported to be large for DVπ+P [19]
and DVV 0LP in the small-xB region [20]. A comprehensive study, restricted to GPD models that are
build with Radyushkin’s factorized double distribution ansatz (RDDA) [59, 111], was performed
in [101] at a rather large input scale square Q20 = 16GeV2 with three active flavors, where the
authors also reported rather large corrections. Numerical model studies were also given for the
DVCS amplitude, including the consistent treatment of evolution effects [112, 113, 54], where
NLO corrections are more moderate, see also [114]. After all these studies, mainly restricted
to one class of GPD models that is not entirely favored from GPD phenomenology, we have
the desire to understand radiative corrections on a generic level. The basic idea is to identify
terms that vanish if the GPD does not evolve, which is presumable the case in the valence region
(xB ∼ 0.3). Furthermore, we analytically calculate the TFFs in the large-xB (xB & 0.5) and small-
xB (xB ≪ 0.1) region. For shortness we will in the following only discuss radiative corrections
at the input scale, thereby, we concentrate us on DVVLP processes, however, our results can be
easily adopted to DVPSP processes, too.
In Sec. 5.1 we recall for later use a flexible GPD model, based on the CPWE as it is outlined
in Sec. 3.3.1. In Sec. 5.2 we present the technicalities for a generic analysis of NLO radiative
corrections in momentum fraction space. In the remaining Sec. 5.3 we discuss the NLO corrections
in both the flavor non-singlet and singlet channel, where we illuminate generic properties and model
dependencies with numerical predictions from our GPD model. Finally, we compare our DVVLP
results with the NLO corrections in DVCS, providing for the latter also a generic understanding.
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5.1 GPD models and evaluation of TFFs
A flexible GPD model, which is/will be employed for global fitting [55, 115, 116], can be easily set
up in terms of conformal GPD moments. We adopt the common PDF terminology for the parton
species, see (A.8). For simplicity, we take a universal functional form for the various antiquarks
and specify the flavor content of the sea at the input scale
H q¯(· · · ) = 1
2
SqH
sea(· · · ) with Su = Sd = 2
5
S , and Ss =
1
5
. (5.1)
Here, Sq are the sea quark asymmetry parameters, which we took from the MRST parameterization
in [117], and we equate the sea quark and antiquark distributions, i.e., qsea = q¯. Furthermore, the
quark distribution q = qval + qsea is the sum of valence and sea quarks. Hence, we have at the
input scale for charge even and odd quark GPDs:
Hq
(+)
(x, · · · ) = Hqval(x, · · · ) + 2
5
Hsea(x, · · · ) for q ∈ {u, d} (5.2)
Hs
(+)
(x, · · · ) = 1
5
Hsea(x, · · · ) , and Hq(−)(x, · · · ) = Hqval(x, · · · ) .
To overcome the quark-gluon mixing in the charge even sector, we switch to the group theoretical
basis (A.9) and build with the flavor singlet quark and gluon GPDs the vector valued GPD (3.5).
Our PDF models are formulated in terms of Mellin moments, which we also dress with t-
dependence. For sea quark and gluon PDFs we utilize a simple, however, realistic model that is
described in [54, 55]. For both quark and gluon GPDs we use the ansatz
Hj(η = 0, t, µ
2
0) =
N(
1− t
M2
)p Γ(2− α + j)Γ(3− α + β)
(1− α(t) + j)Γ(2− α)Γ(2− α + j + β) , (5.3)
where the normalization N = Hj=1(η = 0, t = 0, µ
2
0) is the momentum fraction, α(t) = α + α
′t
is the effective ‘pomeron’ trajectory with α ≈ 1.1 and α′ ≈ 0.15. The residual t-dependence is
parameterized by a p-pole ansatz with the cut-off mass M . At t = 0 the Mellin moments (5.3)
are obtained from the sea quark or gluon PDF parameterizations (see (3.57) and below){
qsea
g
}
(x, µ20) = N
Γ(3− α + β)
Γ(2− α)Γ(1 + β) x
−α(1− x)β . (5.4)
For valence quarks we take a model which has been discussed in Ref. [49, 60]. It is based on
generic arguments and a simple PDF ansatz, where the t-dependence is now entirely contained in
the leading ‘Regge’ trajectory α(t) = α + α′t:
Hqvalj (η = 0, t, µ
2
0) = N
q Γ(1− α(t) + j)Γ(1 + p− α + j)Γ(2− α+ β)
Γ(1− α)Γ(1 + p− α(t) + j)Γ(2− α + j + β) (5.5)
×
[
(1− h) + hΓ(2− α + β + δβ)Γ(2− α + j + β)
Γ(2− α + j + β + δβ)Γ(2− α + β)
]
.
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Figure 3: A simple GPD model (long dashed), based on the ansatz (5.5), versus Alekhins LO PDF
parameterization [122] (grayed area) [left panel] and Kelly’s [123] (dotted) [Sachs (short dashed)] form
factor parameterization [right panel].
Here, the normalization N q = 2 (1) gives now the number u (d) valence quarks, p determines the
large −t behavior, β and δβ the large j behavior, and h is a phenomenological parameter21. The
valence quark PDFs are then given by an inverse Mellin transform,
qval(x, µ20) = N
q Γ(2− α + β)
Γ(1− α)Γ(1 + β)x
−α(1− x)β (5.6)
×
[
(1− h) + hΓ(1 + β)Γ(2− α + β + δβ)
Γ(2− α + β)Γ(1 + β + δβ)(1− x)
δβ
]
,
where the t-dependent PDF analog can be expressed in terms of hypergeometric 2F1-functions.
Note that such a Mellin moment–to–momentum fraction GPD modeling conveniently allows to
implement form factor data or lattice predictions. This is basically the inverse procedure as chosen
in [119, 120, 121].
We add as side remark that the model22 (5.6) with generic parameter values provides reasonable
results for the isotriplet part of H˜ (also used for E˜) in [49]. To adopt here our GPD H to Alekhin‘s
LO PDF parameterization [122] we choose the Regge intercept α = 0.43, β = 3.2, δβ = 2.2,
and h = −1. For the ‘Reggeon’ slope parameter we take the typically value α′ = 0.85 and to
match with the form factor data we chose p = 2.12. Note that β, δβ, and p only differ slightly
from the canonical values 3, 2, and 2, respectively, and that α(t) = 0.43 + 0.85t is essentially
the ρ/ω trajectory. In Fig. 3 we illustrate that our results (long dashed) for the valence GPD
Hval = (4/9)Hu
val
+(1/9)Hd
val
(left panel) and the electromagnetic form factor F p1 (right panel) are
consistent with Alekhin‘s PDF (band) and Kelly’s parameterization (dotted) [123], respectively.
To parameterize the degrees of freedom that can be accessed in hard exclusive reactions,
21In the case that large-x counting rules [118] are not spoiled by non-leading terms in a 1− x expansion, h×N q
might be interpreted as the probability for a quark to have opposite helicity to that of the longitudinally polarized
proton.
22A slightly different version is used in [49].
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one might expand the conformal moments in terms of t-channel SO(3)-PWs [124], expressed by
Wigner rotation matrices. We denote them as dˆn(η) and normalize them for η = 0 to one, i.e.,
dˆn(η = 0) = 1. Depending on the GPD type, these SO(3)-PWs are either Gegenbauer polynomials
with index ν = 1/2, i.e., Legendre polynomials, or with index ν = 3/2 [9]. Since we will not
discuss in the following the D-term contribution, which might be understood as an integral part
of the SO(3)-PWs that completes polynomiality [54], we can restrict ourselves in the following to
Gegenbauer polynomials with index ν = 3/2. An effective GPD model at a given input scale Q0
is provided by taking into account three SO(3)-PWs, e.g., for integral n ≥ 4:
Fn(η, t) = dˆn(η)f
n+1
n (t) + η
2dˆn−2(η)f
n−1
n (t) + η
4dˆn−4(η)f
n−3
n (t) for n ∈ {4, 5, 6, · · · } . (5.7a)
In the simplest version of such a next-next-leading (nnl) SO(3)-PW model, one might introduce
just two additional parameters by setting the non-leading SO(3)-PW amplitudes to:
f j+1−νj (t) = sνFj(t) for ν ∈ {2, 4} and f j−νj (η, t) = 0 for ν ∈ {6, 8, · · · }, (5.7b)
where Fj(t) ≡ f j+1j (t) are the Mellin moments of a skewless GPD, e.g., specified in (5.3) and (5.5),
and the proper choice of the complex valued SO(3)-PWs is given by representing the Gegenbauer
polynomials with index ν = 3/2 by the following hypergeometric function
dˆj(η) =
Γ
(
3
2
)
Γ(j + 3)
2j+1Γ
(
j + 3
2
) 2ηj+1
1 + η
2F1
(−j − 1, j + 2
2
∣∣∣∣η − 12η
)
. (5.7c)
The TFFs are evaluated by means of Mellin-Barnes integrals (3.61) and (3.62), where the
constraint (5.7a) is taken into account by a shift of the integration variable in the Mellin-Barnes
integral. For technical details see Sec. 3.2 of [55]. Inserting the ansatz (5.7) into (3.61) yields our
model for the flavor non-singlet TFF (3.61a), which reads at the input scale Q = Q0 as follows
FAM(xB, t,Q20) Tw−2=
3CFfM
NcQ0
1− xB
2
2i
∫ c+i∞
c−i∞
dj
[
i±
{
tan
cot
}(
π j
2
)]
(3 + 2j) for σ =
{
+1
−1
×2F1
(−j − 1, j + 2
2
∣∣∣∣xB − 1xB
)
FAj (t)
4∑
ν=0
even
sν
2ν
(
j + 3
2
)
ν
(j + 2)ν
∞∑
k=0
even
σcj+ν,k(· · · )ϕM,k ,
(5.8)
where Fj(t) and ϕM,k (with ϕM,0 = 1) are the moments of our skewless GPD and meson DA at
the input scale, respectively, and the conformal moments (3.63) are specified to NLO accuracy
in (4.3,4.44). We recall that for signature even and odd TFFs c < 1 and c < 0, respectively, is
required while a lower bound for c arises from the requirement that all singularities lie on the
l.h.s. of the integration path. Analogously, one can write down the flavor singlet TFFs (3.62),
c.f. the treatment of CFFs in the small-xB region in Sec. 3.2 of [55].
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In the small-xB region the TFFs can be easily evaluated. Shifting in (5.8) the integration path
to the l.h.s., we pick up the leading ‘Regge’ pole at j = α(t)− 1:
FAM(xB, t,Q20) xB→0=
3CFfM
NcQ0 π
[
i∓
{
cot
tan
}(
π α(t)
2
)](xB
2
)−α(t)
for σ =
{
+1
−1 (5.9)
×2
α(t) Γ
(
α(t) + 3
2
)
Γ
(
3
2
)
Γ(α(t) + 2)
4∑
ν=0
even
sν
2ν
(
α(t) + 3
2
)
ν
(α(t) + 2)ν
∞∑
k=0
even
σcα(t)+ν−1,k(· · · )ϕM,k ResFAj=α(t)−1(t) ,
where ResFAj=α(t)−1(t) is the residue of the skewless GPD. Obviously, the normalization of the TFF
is controlled by both the SO(3)-PW and meson DA parameters. For example, restricting us to
three lowest CPW amplitudes and to LO accuracy the TFF is in the small-xB region proportional
to
4∑
ν=0
even
sν
22ν
(
α(t) + 3
2
)
ν
(α(t) + 2)ν
4∑
k=0
even
σc
(0)
α(t)+ν−1,k ϕk =
(
1 +
24
(
α(t) + 3
2
)
2
(α(t) + 2)2
s2 +
28
(
α(t) + 3
2
)
4
(α(t) + 2)4
s4
)
(1+ϕ2+ϕ4) .
Furthermore, since the two non-leading mesonic CPW amplitudes in [1+ϕ2(Q2)+ϕ4(Q2)] evolve
with different strength, we can use them to control the evolution of the overall normalization,
where their sum at the input scale can be fixed. Rather analogously, the two non-leading SO(3)-
PWs evolve differently, giving us an additional handle to control the evolution flow, too.
5.2 Generic properties of NLO corrections
Having rather simple analytic formulae for the hard scattering amplitudes in terms of our building
blocks at hand, presented in Sec. 4.2, we can easily understand, even quantify, NLO corrections
in an analytic manner. The leading singularities, listed in Tab. 2 and grouped together with
factorization and renormalization logarithms, play a key role. In the momentum fraction repre-
sentation we count them as the 1/u (and 1/v ) poles that are also combined with a logarithmical
[1,∞]-cut (at NLO squared logarithms can appear), i.e., their imaginary parts are given in terms
of +-prescriptions. In the language of CPWs they are identified as the first order harmonic sum
S1(j + 1) [or S1(k + 1)], up to the second power, which grow logarithmically at large j [or k], see
(4.9). Furthermore, the strength of NLO terms proportional to the LO pole is counted by their
residue (times αs/2π) while all other contributions can be considered as moderate or small.
Let us remind that the NLO corrections in the flavor non-singlet channel, given in Sec. 4.2.1,
have been already intensively discussed for the pion form factor, where the signature σ = −1
applies [125, 126, 127, 128, 102, 129, 130]. It was found that the leading singular terms yield a
logarithmical enhancement in the endpoint region or a logarithmical enhancement of higher CPWs
[103]. Consequently, if the DA has a concave shape, sizeable corrections show up and their size is
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directly related to the endpoint behavior of the DA, i.e., it increases with the flatness of the DA.
Note, however, that contributions from separate singular terms may cancel each other and that
such a generic counting may not hold true if the DA has a more intricate shape.
To allow for a straightforward, compact, and rather generic discussion, we express the first
order harmonic sums, appearing in the conformal moments (4.44) of the hard scattering amplitude
(4.41), in terms of anomalous dimensions (4.44d). Hence, in momentum fraction representation
all leading singularities can be expressed as convolution of the LO hard scattering amplitude with
the LO evolution operator,
−γ(0,F)j
2
= 2S1(j + 1)− 3
2
− 1
(j + 1)2
⇔ 2 lnu + 3
2u
=
1
u ′
⊗ V
(0)(u′, u)
CF
, (5.10a)
see, e.g., (3.25b). For the square of anomalous dimensions we obtain the equivalent representation(
γ
(0,F)
j
)2
4
⇔
[
1
u ′′
u′′⊗ V
(0)(u′′, u′)
CF
u′⊗ V
(0)(u′, u)
CF
]
(u) =
(2 lnu + 3)2
4u
+
ln u
u
+
Li2(u)− ζ(2)
u
,
(5.10b)
where the two last terms on the r.h.s. posses only a logarithmic [1,∞]-cut and are considered as
harmless in the endpoint region. However, note that the sum of their conformal moments is given
by −[2(j + 1)2 + 1]/[(j + 1)2]2, see Tab. 3 and 4, and yields −5/4 for the asymptotic DA, while
the second Gegenbauer moment is already suppressed by a factor 5/36 ≈ 0.15.
To quantify the relative NLO corrections in a mostly model independent manner, we define now
two numbers in terms of the convolution integrals (5.10), which absorb the leading singularities,
−γ(0,F)k
2
⇒ ℓ′ϕ ≡
∫ 1
0
dv 3+2 ln v
2v
ϕ(v, µ2)∫ 1
0
dv 1
v
ϕ(v, µ2)
, (5.11a)(
γ
(0,F)
k
)2
4
⇒ ℓ′′ϕ ≡
∫ 1
0
dv
[
(3+2 ln v )2
4v
+ ln v
v
+ Li2(v)−ζ(2)
v
]
ϕ(v, µ2)∫ 1
0
dv 1
v
ϕ(v, µ2)
. (5.11b)
The two numbers ℓ′ϕ and ℓ
′′
ϕ characterize the DAs with respect to their behavior under evolution,
which allows us in return to judge the size of radiative corrections in dependence on the behavior
of the DA under evolution. Furthermore, for a given class of DAs we can easily provide some
bounds for ℓ′ϕ(µ
2) and ℓ′′ϕ(µ
2). Our reference DA is the asymptotic one ϕasy = 6vv¯ for which ℓ′ϕ
and ℓ′′ϕ vanish. If we choose a broader/narrower DA, the value of both −ℓ′ϕ(µ2) and ℓ′′ϕ(µ2) will
become positive/negative. In the following we compare two rather extreme models, which should
provide a good feeling for the possible range of results. The first model DA ϕbroad = 8
√
vv¯/π, e.g.,
suggested in an AdS/QCD model [131]. The second model DA assumes equal-momentum sharing
ϕnarrow = δ(v − 1/2). These two yield the estimates
− 1 (narrow) . −ℓ′ϕ(µ2) . 1 (broad) and − 1 (narrow) . ℓ′′ϕ(µ2) . 4 (broad) . (5.12)
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Finally, we can express the relative NLO corrections in terms of ℓ′ϕ, ℓ
′′
ϕ, the residuum of the pole at
u = 1, counted at LO as one, and more harmless terms. In the latter higher CPWs are suppressed,
see discussion below (5.10b). Thus, we will take into account the contribution of the lowest CPW,∫ 1
0
dv f(v)ϕ(v, µ2)∫ 1
0
dv 1
v
ϕ(v, µ2)
≈ f0
1 +
∑
k>0 ϕk(µ
2)
∼ f0 with
∣∣∑
k>0 ϕk(µ
2)
∣∣ ≤ 1
3
, (5.13)
and neglect the higher order ones, which is for our purpose sufficient.
Analogously as for DAs, we can study the relative NLO corrections to the imaginary part of
TFFs. Replacing in (5.11) the DA convolution integrals by a quark GPD ones and taking the
imaginary part of both numerator and denominator immediately yields according to tables 2–4:
−γ(0,F)j
2
⇔ ℓ′F (ξ, t) ≡
∫ 1
ξ
dx
{
1
x− ξ
}
+
F (x, ξ, t, µ2)
F (ξ, ξ, t, µ2)
+
3
2
, (5.14a)(
γ
(0,F)
j
)2
4
⇔ ℓ′′F (ξ, t) ≡
∫ 1
ξ
dx
[{
2 ln x−ξ
2ξ
+ 3
x− ξ
}
+
− 1
x+ ξ
−
ln x+ξ
2ξ
x− ξ
]
F (x, ξ, t, µ2)
F (ξ, ξ, t, µ2)
+
9
4
.
(5.14b)
These functions characterize the evolution of the quark GPD as function of the two kinemati-
cal variables ξ and t. Analogously, one may define such quantities for gluon GPDs. In doing
so, one should keep in mind that first order harmonic sums appear in the gluonic anomalous
dimensions (3.59d), however, do not appear in the mixed channels. Moreover, a perturbative
‘pomeron’ pole at j = 0 appears in both the gluon-quark and gluon-gluon anomalous dimensions,
see (3.59d,3.59c), which drives the evolution in the small-ξ region. We postpone the discussion of
defining appropriate quantities in the flavor singlet channel to Sec. 5.3.2.
To derive a quark GPD analog of the DA constraints (5.12) for the quantities ℓ′F and ℓ
′′
F , we
consider first the convolution of the GPD in the large- and then in the small-ξ region, which
b.t.w. would allow us to solve analytically the LO evolution equation in these both limits.
• GPD convolution integrals in the large xB region.
In the convolution integrals (3.32a,3.33a) for the imaginary part of a TFF,
ℑmF(xB, t,Q2) ∝
∫ 1
ξ
dx
x
F (x, ξ, · · · ) t(r = ξ/x, v) ,
the argument ξ/x of the hard scattering amplitude remains for large ξ in the vicinity of 1. The
leading xB → 1 behavior is governed by the most singular terms, see Tab. 2, where δ(1−x/ξ) simply
gives the GPD F (ξ, ξ, · · · ) on the cross-over line. Obviously, the regular part of the hard scattering
amplitude t(r) tends for r → 1 to a constant and, thus, the integration gives an additional (1− ξ)
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suppression factor. To evaluate the remaining convolution integrals (4.6), containing a singular
+-prescription, we suppose that for large ξ the GPD behaves in the outer region as
F (x ≥ ξ, ξ, t, µ2) ≃ F (ξ, ξ, t, µ2)
(
1− x
1− ξ
)β
+ · · · ,
where the ellipses stand for terms that die out faster than (1− x)β . Guided by RDDA, we might
even consider β as the parameter that characterizes the large x-behavior of the corresponding
PDF. The convolution integrals are now straightforward to calculate,∫ 1
ξ
dx
x
{
x
x− ξ
}
+
F (x, ξ, · · · )
F (ξ, ξ, · · · )
ξ→1≈ − ln 2ξ
1− ξ − S1(β) , (5.15a)∫ 1
ξ
dx
x
{
2x ln x−ξ
2ξ
x− ξ
}
+
F (x, ξ, · · · )
F (ξ, ξ, · · · )
ξ→1≈
[
ln
2ξ
1− ξ + S1(β)
]2
+ S2(β)− 2ζ(2) . (5.15b)
As one realizes, the result is expressible by the GPD F (ξ, ξ, · · · ) on the cross-over line, where the
subtraction procedure (4.6) causes a logarithmical enhancement effect and the regularized integral
a constant, which depends on the large ξ ≤ x behavior of the GPD, parameterized by the PDF
parameter β. We add that this large-xB discussion can be repeated in terms of the Mellin-Barnes
integral along the lines of Sec. 3.4 in [49].
For the large-xB asymptotics we obtain from the convolution integral (5.15a) that the quantity
ℓ′F , defined in (5.14a), behaves as
ℓ′F (ξ, t, µ
2)
ξ→1≈ − ln 2ξ
1− ξ − S1(β) +
3
2
≈ − ln 2
1− ξ − S1(β) +
3
2
< 0 . (5.16a)
For a realistic β & 3 value the result is negative and decreases with growing ξ. Furthermore, we
find from (5.14) and (5.15) that ℓ′′F can be practically expressed by the square ℓ
′ 2
F ,
ℓ′′F (ξ, t, µ
2)
ξ→1≈ ℓ′ 2F (ξ, t, µ2)− ζ(2) ∼ ℓ′ 2F (ξ, t, µ2) . (5.16b)
• GPD convolution integrals in the small-xB region.
The ‘Regge’ asymptotics of the TFF (5.9), calculated with a given GPD model in terms of confor-
mal moments, tells us that in contrast to the large-xB region the radiative corrections at small-xB
can not be read off from the hard scattering amplitude only and that it depends on the skewness
parameters. Of course, these asymptotics can be analytically discussed in momentum fraction
representation, too. Such NLO discussions were given for PDF-like cases in [20] and [101], in what
follows we incorporate the skewness dependence.
Going along the line of [55], we parameterize a realistic GPD, e.g., for a quark GPD as
F (x ≥ ξ, ξ, t,Q2) x→0= x−α(t)r(ξ/x, t,Q2) + · · · ,
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where α(t) > 0 is the leading ‘Regge’ trajectory, r(x, t,Q2) is a residue function that factorizes
further, and the ellipsis indicates less singular terms. Note that r(η = 0, t,Q2) is the residue of
the skewless GPD and, hence, the normalized ratio
F (x ≥ ξ, η = ξ, t,Q2)
F (x ≥ ξ, η = 0, t,Q2) =
r(ξ/x, t,Q2)
r(η = 0, t,Q2)
quantifies the skewness effect and controls thus the normalization of the TFF in the ‘Regge’
asymptotics. Performing a variable transformation x→ ξ/x in the convolution integral (3.32), we
obtain a more convenient representation for the imaginary part of a quark TFF,
ℑmF(xB, t,Q2) ξ→0∝ ξ−α(t) lim
ξ→0
∫ 1
ξ
dx
x
xα(t) r(x, t,Q2) t(x, v) v⊗ ϕ(v) for α(t) > 0 . (5.17)
If t(x, v)/x is regular at x = 0 we can take the limit ξ → 0 and calculate then the integral.
Otherwise, we consider the lower limit in the convolution integral as a regulator, split the integral
by means of a subtractions procedure, calculate the singular part exactly, and finally take in the
regularized integral the limit ξ → 0.
Let us suppose that t(x, v) behaves in the vicinity of x = 0 as x−p, where the two cases
p ∈ {0, 1} with α(t)− p > −1 are of interest. Then, we find the following relative contribution∫ 1
ξ
dx
xp+1
F (ξ/x, ξ, · · · )
F (ξ, ξ, · · · )
ξ→0
=
1− ξα(t)−p
α(t)− p
r(x = 0, · · · )
r(x = 1, · · · ) +
∫ 1
0
dx
x
xα(t)−p
r(x, · · · )− r(0, · · · )
r(1, · · · ) . (5.18)
The subtraction term is proportional to the residue r(x = 0, · · · ) of a forward GPD, where the
regularized integral, in which we set the lower limit to zero, depends on the skewness ratio r(x, · · · ).
Terms such as (5.18) with p = 1 and an effective ‘pomeron’ trajectory α(t) ∼ 1 appear in the
pure singlet quark channel and with p = 0 and α(t) − 1 in the gluon-quark channel. They have
been viewed as a source of big corrections, e.g., exemplified for the generic ‘pomeron’ intercept
α(t) = 1 [20], which implies that the corrections (5.18) are logarithmically enhanced,∫ 1
ξ
dx
xp+1
F (ξ/x, ξ, · · · )
F (ξ, ξ, · · · )
ξ→0
=
[
ln
1
ξ
+
∫ 1
0
dx
x
{
r(x, · · · )
r(0, · · · ) − 1
}]
r(x = 0, · · · )
r(x = 1, · · · ) ≈ ln
1
ξ
r(x = 0, · · · )
r(x = 1, · · · ) .
Surely, in the ‘soft’ regime α(t)−p < 0, the ratio (5.18) diverges in the small-xB asymptotics, too,∫ 1
ξ
dx
xp+1
F (ξ/x, ξ, · · · )
F (ξ, ξ, · · · )
ξ→0
=
ξα(t)−p
p− α(t)
r(x = 0, · · · )
r(x = 1, · · · ) .
Hence, in both scenarios the naive application of the pQCD formalism might be spoiled and a
BFKL inspired framework might be considered as more appropriate. Fortunately, evolution tells
us that the effective ‘pomeron’ trajectory increases with growing Q2. Hence, once we have reached
the ‘hard’ regime α(t)− p > 0 the NLO corrections are finite in the small-xB asymptotic,∫ 1
ξ
dx
xp+1
F (ξ/x, ξ, · · · )
F (ξ, ξ, · · · )
ξ→0
=
1
α(t)− p
r(x = 0, · · · )
r(x = 1, · · · ) +
∫ 1
0
dx
x
xα(t)−p
r(x, · · · )− r(0, · · · )
r(1, · · · ) .
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However, they are maybe enhanced by a factor 1/ (α(t)− p), see also [101]. Obviously, in the
‘hard’ regime the net value depends on the skewness ratio r(x, · · · ), too.
We add that the case p = 0 and α(t) = α+α′t . 0 can also appear for a ‘Reggeon’ trajectory at
larger −t values in the flavor non-singlet channel. However, since the cross section (2.4) will vanish
in this limit, large or even huge relative radiative corrections are irrelevant for phenomenology.
Note that the approximations are not applicable for α(t) ≥ 0.
The small-ξ asymptotics of popular (quark) GPD models, based on RDDA, is given by
r(ξ/x, · · · )
r(0, · · · ) = 2F1
(
α(t)/2, α(t)/2 + 1/2
b+ 3/2
∣∣∣ ξ2
x2
)
with
r(1, · · · )
r(0, · · · ) =
Γ(2b+ 2)Γ(b− α(t) + 1)
2α(t)Γ(b+ 1)Γ(2b− α(t) + 2) .
(5.19)
This skewness ratio is governed by the positive profile function parameter b and it decreases with
growing b (narrowing the profile function), reaching the value 1 for b→ ∞. Plugging (5.19) into
(5.17) and performing the integration yields a simple functional form∫ 1
ξ
dx
x2
F RDDA(ξ/x, ξ, · · · )
F RDDA(ξ, ξ, · · · )
ξ→0
=
2 (b− α(t) + 1)
(α(t)− 1) (2b− α(t) + 2)
[
1− Γ(b+ 1)Γ(2b− α(t) + 3)
Γ(2b+ 2)Γ(b− α(t) + 2) x
α(t)−1
B
]
.
(5.20)
This result exemplifies that not necessarily a numerical enhancement occurs in the ‘hard’ scenario.
Namely, for small positive b, which, however, is phenomenologically disfavored, the 1/ (α(t)− 1)
factor is partially neutralized by the prefactor (α(t)− 1− b) ∼ (α(t)− 1).
• Constraints for ℓ′F and ℓ′′F .
For RDDA based GPD models the ‘Regge’ asymptotics of the convolution integrals (5.14) is
obtained from straightforward calculations,
ℓ′F (ξ|b, α(t)) ξ→0= −
γ
(0,F)
α(t)−1
2
+ S1(α(t) + 1)− S1(2b− α(t) + 1) + S1(b− α(t)) , (5.21a)
ℓ′′F (ξ|b, α(t)) ξ→0= ℓ′ 2F (ξ|b, α(t)) +
1
2
[
S2(2b− α(t) + 1)− S2(α(t) + 1)− 2S2(b− α(t))
]
(5.21b)
− 1
2
[
∆S1
(
2b−α(t)+1
2
)
2
− ∆S1
(
α(t)+1
2
)
2
− 1− 1
α(t)[1 + α(t)]
]
×
[
∆S1
(2b−α(t)+1
2
)
2
− ∆S1
(α(t)+1
2
)
2
]
,
where we used for shortness the notation (4.13). Our quantities (5.21) for a minimalist GPD
model, which is set up in the Mellin-Barnes representation or ‘dual’ parametrization [132, 133],
are formally obtained by setting b = α(t) [111, 134, 55]. They are then entirely expressed by the
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first and second power of−γ(0,F)α(t)−1/2, i.e., by the anomalous dimension (4.44d) taken at j = α(t)−1:
ℓ′F (ξ|α(t), α(t)) ξ→0=
3
2
+
1
α(t)[α(t) + 1]
− 2S1(α(t)) , (5.22a)
ℓ′′F (ξ|α(t), α(t)) ξ→0= ℓ′ 2F (ξ|α(t), α(t)). (5.22b)
For the ‘Reggeon’ case 0 < α(t) < 1 the quantity ℓ′F (ξ, t) and trivially also ℓ
′′
F are positive, they
vanish for the ‘pomeron’ case α(t) = 1, while for small j + 1 = α(t) their sizes are governed by
the j = −1 pole. These results apply for a whole class of specific GPD models [135, 136] in which
‘Regge’ poles are implemented in the complex j-plane rather in the complex angular momentum
plane [137]. Thus, it can be trivially obtained from the Mellin-Barnes integral, see above (5.9)
with s2 = s4 = 0. Furthermore, in this model class the skewness ratio (5.19) takes the value
F (x, η = x, t = 0)
F (x, η = 0, t = 0)
= 2F1
(
α/2, α/2 + 1/2
α + 3/2
∣∣∣1) = 2αΓ(α+ 32)
Γ
(
3
2
)
Γ(α+ 2)
,
which we consider here us an upper bound for the set of our GPD models23.
If the parameter b increases, the skewness ratio (5.19) decreases and the quantity ℓ′F will
monotonously grow, reaching for a forward GPD with 0 < α(t) the ‘Regge’ asymptotic value
lim
b→∞
ℓ′F (ξ|b, α(t)) ξ→0=
3
2
+
1
α(t)
− S1(α(t))− ln(2) , (5.23a)
where ℓ′′F (ξ|b, α(t)) is bounded from above by ℓ′ 2F (ξ|b, α(t)),
lim
b→∞
ℓ′′F (ξ|b, α(t)) ξ→0= ℓ′ 2F (ξ|∞, α(t))−
S2(α(t) + 1) + ζ(2)
2
− ∆S1
(
α(t)+1
2
)
2
(5.23b)
×
[
1 +
1
α(t)[1 + α(t)]
+ ∆S1
(
α(t) + 1
2
)]
.
For the ‘pomeron’ case α(t) = 1 both of them do not vanish anymore, however, their values ℓ′F ∼ 1
and ℓ′′F ∼ −1 can be considered as rather small. With decreasing α(t), both quantities will grow
and ℓ′′F will change sign, i.e., for ‘Reggeon’ exchange we have the inequality
0 . ℓ′′F (ξ|b =∞, α(t)) < ℓ′ 2F (ξ|b =∞, α(t)) for small ξ and 0 < α(t) . 0.8 . (5.23c)
In conclusion, we can state that the value of −ℓ′F (ξ, t) will be positive in the large-ξ region
and turns negative for common valence GPDs in the small-ξ asymptotics. Obviously, we have at
23This ratio has been viewed as a GPD ‘property’ [136] in the small x-region. In [137] it has been clarified that
such a statement arises from an oversimplified mathematical treatment, which can be defended by the assumption
that ‘Regge’ poles lie in the complex conformal spin plane than the angular momentum one [138].
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least one node ℓ′F (ξ = ξ, t, µ
2) = 0 and, thus we have analogously as for PDFs also for the class
of popular GPD models one stable point ξ at which the GPD does not evolve. Note, however,
that the value of ξ may depend on t. We may consider (5.16a) and (5.23a) as an upper and lower
bound, which yields with common β & 3 the constraint
− 3
2
− 1
α(t)
+ S1(α(t)) + ln(2) . −ℓ′F (ξ, t) . ln
2
1− ξ + S1(β)−
3
2
for 0 < α(t) < 1 . (5.24)
Moreover, in both limits we have in addition the bound ℓ′′F (ξ, t) . ℓ
′2
F (ξ, t), specified further in
(5.16b,5.23c). For the ‘pomeron’ case quark evolution plays no crucial role in the small-ξ region
and we might roughly set
0 ≤ lim
ξ→0
ℓ′F (ξ, t) . 1 and 0 ≤ − lim
ξ→0
ℓ′′F (ξ, t) . 1 for α(t) ∼ 1 . (5.25)
5.3 Generic and model dependent features
As alluded to above, we will now analyze the NLO radiative corrections, stemming from the hard
scattering amplitude, at fixed photon virtuality
Q2 = Q20 = 4GeV2, (5.26a)
where at LO and NLO the GPD and DA models are taken the same. Of course, we are aware that
such considerations, which only sketch the qualitative features of radiative NLO corrections, are
not entirely realistic. An appropriate method, which is beyond the scope of this article, would be
the quantification of reparameterization effects that arise from LO and NLO fits to experimental
data. Furthermore, we will quote NLO corrections with the scale setting prescription
µF = µϕ = µR = Q0 , (5.26b)
where we consistently take at LO and NLO the phenomenological values of the running coupling
αLOs (Q0 = 2GeV) = 0.34 and αNLOs (Q0 = 2GeV) = 0.29 (5.26c)
with four active quarks. We will also shortly discuss ‘optimal’ scale setting prescriptions.
The size of radiative corrections to the imaginary part of TFFs will be discussed using analytic
expressions. To visualize the relative NLO corrections, we employ as in [54] the ratio of the TFF
at NLO to that at LO
FNLOM (xB, t,Q2)
FLOM (xB, t,Q2)
= KM(xB, t,Q2) exp
{
iδφM(xB, t,Q2)
}
, (5.27a)
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parton Eq. N α(0) α′ β δβ h p M2 s2 s4
uval (5.5) 2 0.43 0.85 3.2 2.2 −1 2.12 - −0.26 0.04
dval (5.5) 1 0.43 0.85 3.2 2.2 −1 2.12 - −0.26 0.04
qsea (5.3) 0.152 1.158 0.15 8 - - 2 0.446 −0.442 0.089
G (5.3) 0.448 1.247 0.15 6 - - 2 0.7 −2.309 0.812
Table 7: Model parameters for valence quark, sea quark, and gluon GPDs with nnlo-PWs, where
Regge slope and cut-off mass parameters are given in units of GeV−2 and GeV2, respectively.
which we parameterize by the modulus ratio K and the phase difference δφM. Obviously, both
the deviation of the K ratio from one,
δKM(xB, t,Q2) = KM(xB, t,Q2)− 1, (5.27b)
and the phase difference δφM quantify the relative size of radiative corrections. For our numerical
illustration we utilize a next-to-next-leading (nnl) SO(3)-PW model, where the parameters for the
various parton species are listed in Tab. 7 and the DA is chosen to be narrow, specified by the
CPW amplitudes
ϕ0 = 1 , ϕ2 = −1
4
, ϕ4 =
1
30
, and ϕk = 0 for k ∈ {6, 8, · · · } . (5.28)
We will also utilize a minimalist model, i.e., we take only the leading (l) SO(3)-PW, i.e., s2 = s4 =
0, and the so-called asymptotic DA. For this DA only ϕ0 = 1 differs from zero and the explicit
factorization scale dependence of the hard scattering amplitudes drops out at NLO, however, note
that this DA evolves at the considered order [95, 96].
5.3.1 Flavor non-singlet channel
From the associated color factors of the most singular terms one may conjecture that such terms are
related to the factorization/renormalization procedure or a reminiscence of Sudakov suppression
[139], see also the discussion for the pion-to-photon transition form factor in [140]. Utilizing our
generic findings of Sec. 5.2, we first analyze the NLO corrections to the imaginary part of the TFF
(3.32), where we consider the three different color structures (4.41) to the NLO corrections (4.39),
separately.
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• The CF = 4/3 part.
We express the conformal moments (4.44a) in terms of anomalous dimensions
4
3
[
ln
Q2
µ2F
− γ
(0,F)
j
4
− γ
(0,F)
k
4
− 1
2
]
(−1)γ(0,F)j
2
− 46
9
+
6(j + 1)2 + 2
3[(j + 1)2]2
+ {j ↔ k, µF → µϕ},
where the color factor CF = 4/3 is now included. From the substitution rules (5.11,5.14) we find
the ratio for the imaginary part of the corresponding NLO term to that of the LO one,
ℑmF (1,F)M
ℑmFLOM
=
2
3
[
2 ln
Q2
µ2F
+
ℓ′′F (ξ, t)
ℓ′F (ξ, t)
+ 2ℓ′ϕ − 1
]
ℓ′F (ξ, t) +
2
3
[
2 ln
Q2
µ2ϕ
+
ℓ′′ϕ
ℓ′ϕ
− 1
]
ℓ′ϕ −
163
18
+ · · · ,
(5.29)
in units of αs(Q0 ≈ 2GeV)/2π ≈ 0.05. The ellipsis stands for rather harmless contributions, e.g.,
we neglected (6(j + 1)2 + 2)/3[(j + 1)2]
2, which corresponds in momentum fraction to
6(j + 1)2 + 2
3[(j + 1)2]2
⇔ 2
3
∫ 1
ξ
dx
x
[
2
1 + x
+
ln 1+x
2x
1− x
]
F (ξ/x, ξ, · · · )
F (ξ, ξ, · · · ) . (5.30)
Furthermore, according to the procedure (5.13) we took the expression (6(k+1)2+2)/3[(k+1)2]
2
for k = 0 into account, which gives a comparable small positive correction 7/6 from the lowest
CPW of the meson DA. Hence, the large negative constant −2 × 46/9 = −92/9 from the residue
of the pole at v = 1 slightly decreases to −163/18 ≃ −9. The constant part, which is independent
on the kinematical variables
αs
2π
{
2
3
[
ℓ′′ϕ
ℓ′ϕ
− 1
]
ℓ′ϕ −
163
18
}
e.g., for µ2ϕ = Q2 , (5.31)
contains also the meson DA in terms of the convolution integrals (5.11) with the LO evolution
kernel. Since they vanish for the asymptotic DA, we have for this specific choice a sizeable negative
contribution of −45%. Furthermore, it will only slightly change if the DA gets narrow since
(ℓ′′ϕ/ℓ
′
ϕ − 1)ℓ′ϕ ≈ (ℓ′ϕ − 1)ℓ′ϕ with 0 . ℓ′ϕ . 1 for a narrow DA.
For a broader DA, both ℓ′′ϕ and −ℓ′ϕ are positive, yielding the surprising result that the size of
relative corrections will decrease. For the AdS/QCD model they are, e.g., reduced to -30% or so.
For our class of popular GPD models we can suppose that a stable point xB = xB exists, at
which the GPD does not evolve, and that it lies in the valence quark region. Setting ℓ′F = ℓ
′′
F = 0
and taking µ2ϕ = Q20 in (5.29), we can immediately state from our discussion that relative NLO
corrections are negative and are of the order
− 0.45 (narrow & asymptotic DA) . αs
2π
ℑmF (1,F)(xB, t,Q2)
ℑmFLO(xB, t,Q2) . −0.3 (broad DA) . (5.32)
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Clearly, in the large-xB region the ratio (5.29) is dominated by the positive ℓ
′′
F (ξ, t) ≈ ℓ′ 2F (ξ, t)
term (5.16), providing a (squared) logarithmical grow that overcompensates the sizeable negative
constant. Thus, the shape of the DA influences the strength of the linear term (2ℓ′ϕ − 1)ℓ′F (ξ, t).
Hence, the shape of the DA plays some role in the transition region from the valence to the large-xB
region. Strictly spoken, as in, e.g., deep inelastic scattering or DVCS, the perturbative expansion
breaks down in the xB → 1 limit. Nevertheless, such logarithmical corrections are absorbed by
a slight reparametrization of the β-parameter at the input scale. Note that evolution leads to a
growth of this parameter with increasing Q2, i.e., to a suppression of the large-xB region.
In the small-xB region the positive ℓ
′
F and ℓ
′′
F terms, e.g., evaluated from RDDA in (5.21), are
relatively small for a ρ/ω-pole at low −t where α(t ∼ 0) ∼ 0.5. Thus, for such values the large
negative constant in (5.29) dominates and the relative NLO contribution is still be negative, e.g.,
of the order -20% or so. However, for growing −t the value of α(t) decreases. For our class of
GPD models both ℓ′F ∼ 1/α(t) and ℓ′′F ∼ ℓ′ 2F will increase and the relative NLO corrections (5.29)
may become positive and sizeable for 0 < α(t)≪ 0.5,
∼ αs
2π
2
3
{[
1
α(t)
+ 2ℓ′ϕ −
1
2
+ · · ·
](
1
α(t)
+
1
2
+ · · ·
)
+
[
ℓ′′ϕ
ℓ′ϕ
− 1
]
ℓ′ϕ −
163
12
+ · · ·
}
.
As explained in Sec. 5.2, the full result in the small-xB region also strongly depends on the
remaining terms (5.30) and GPD model details. In particular the case with small α(t) might be
considered to be of academic interest only.
• The β0 = −11 + 2nf/3 part.
In the term proportional to β0 (4.44b) [or (4.41b)] the large-j and -k behavior [or end-point
singularities] are logarithmical enhanced, too, and we may write this expression as
β0
2
{
ln
Q2
µ2R
− γ
(0,F)
j
2
− γ
(0,F)
k
2
− 14
3
}
or
β0
2
{
ln
Q2
µ2R
+
3 + 2 lnu
2u v
+
3 + 2 ln v
2u v
− 14
3uu
}
.
Together with the sizeable β0 (= −25/3 for nf=4) it provides for µ2R = Q2 rather large positive
corrections in the vicinity of u = 1 or v = 1. Employing our definitions (5.11a,5.14a) we can
immediately write down the relative correction to the associated imaginary part
ℑmF (1,β)M
ℑmFLOM
=
25
6
{
− ln Q
2
µ2R
− ℓ′F (ξ, t) +
14− 3ℓ′ϕ
3
}
. (5.33)
Setting µ2R = Q2 and taking our class of popular models, we find that in the valence quark region,
i.e., more precisely for xB = xB, the NLO corrections are as sizable than the LO contribution,
0.8 (narrow) .
αs
2π
ℑmF (1,β)M (xB, t,Q2)
ℑmFLOM (xB, t,Q2)
∼ 1 (asymptotic) . 1.2 (broad) for Q2 ≈ 4GeV2 .
(5.34)
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As expected, a narrow (broad) DA provides smaller (larger) NLO corrections than the asymptotic
one. Outside this region these corrections are determined by the behavior of ℓ′F (ξ, t), i.e., they will
increase further in the large xB-region, cf. (5.16a) and they will decrease in the small xB-region,
cf. (5.21a).
The reader may realize that our estimates are too naive and probably overestimate the true
NLO corrections. If we change from LO to NLO we have also to change the value of αLOs to α
NLO
s ,
which means that the (relative) NLO should be defined as
ℑmFNLOM
ℑmFLOM
− 1 = α
NLO
s (Q)− αLOs (Q)
αLOs (Q)
+
αNLOs (Q)
αLOs (Q)
αNLOs (Q)
2π
ℑmF (1)M
ℑmF (0)M
.
Clearly, the change of αs affects the term proportional to β0 and it reduces the naive estimate
(5.34) of about 30%, e.g., to a relative ∼ 50% effect for the equal momentum sharing DA.
• ‘Optimal’ scale setting prescriptions.
It is very popular to seek for an ‘optimal’ renormalization scale setting prescription [19, 141, 88, 20].
The Brodsky–Lepage–Mackenzie (BLM) scale setting prescription proposes to eliminate the β0
contribution [142], which, e.g., yields the momentum fraction dependent scale
µ2BLM(u , v ,Q2) = e−
5
3 u vQ2 = e− 143 × e 32+lnu × e 32+ln v Q2 . (5.35a)
To avoid a complex valued scale in DVMP expressions or two different ones for the imaginary
and real part, see discussion in [88], we use as above a global scale setting prescription, written in
terms of the functional ℓ′F (ξ, t). To illustrate the analogy between large xB-behavior and end-point
behavior once more, we may also write the BLM scale as a functional of the meson DA,
µ2BLM(ξ, t,Q2) = e−
14
3 × eℓ′ϕ × eℓ′F (ξ,t) Q2 . (5.35b)
In the valence region and for the asymptotic DA we find a very small value µ2BLM ≈ 0.01Q2, which
decreases (increases) for a broader (narrower) DA,
0.003 eℓ
′
F
(ξ,t) .
µ2BLM(ξ, t,Q2)
Q2 . 0.03 e
ℓ′
F
(ξ,t) . (5.35c)
Clearly, for experimental accessible photon virtualities of a few GeV2 the renormalization scale is
pushed deeply into the non-perturbative region. Hence, one has to give a non-perturbative model
prescription for the behavior of αs(µBLM) in the infrared region, e.g., one conjectures that the cou-
pling constant freezes [143] and that the perturbative expansion of the TFF remains meaningful,
e.g., as in [144, 130].
• The CG = −1/6 proportional part.
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The term proportional to CG = CF−CA/2 = −1/6 (4.41c) is suppressed by 1/N2C relatively to the
terms proportional to CF or β0, which strongly suppresses the logarithmical enhancement in the
endpoint region24. As before we replace in the conformal moments (4.44c–4.44g) the corresponding
harmonic sum S1(j+1) by the anomalous dimension. However, in contrast to the two other color
structures, the coefficients of these logarithmical terms posses a more intricate dependence. We
quote the result that provides the correct j-asymptotics for the asymptotic DA
−1
6
{
[2ζ(2)− 2 + · · · ] γ
(0,F)
j
2
+
γ
(0,F)
k
2
− 10
3
− ζ(2) + 6ζ(3) + · · ·
}
,
where the ellipses stand for k-dependent terms, which, however, are of less numerical importance.
Utilizing once more the substitution (5.11,5.14), this expression translates into small corrections
ℑmF (1,G)M
ℑmFLOM
=
1
6
{
[2ζ(2)− 2 + · · · ] ℓ′F (ξ, t) + ℓ′ϕ +
10
3
+ ζ(2)− 6ζ(3) + · · ·
}
. (5.36)
For the valence region, where GPD evolution effects are considered as small, we find for the
asymptotic DA a small negative relative correction (αs/2π){ℓ′ϕ+10/3+ ζ(2)− 6ζ(3)}/6 ∼ −0.02,
which moderately depends on the DA. This small negative correction decreases logarithmically
in the large-xB region, see (5.16a). Since singular terms are absent in the antiquark contribution
(4.43b), the difference between the signature even and odd case is in the valence and large-xB
region small, too. However, in the small-xB region the size of NLO corrections may differ in the
two cases. For instance, for our minimalist model we find in the ‘Regge’ asymptotics
αs
2π
ℑmF (1,G)M
ℑmFLOM
xB→0=
αs
2π
2
3
{
[ζ(2)− 1]S1(α(t))− 1
12
− ζ(2) + 3ζ(3)
2
− 2 + 3α(t)[1 + α(t)]
4α2(t)[1 + α(t)]2
(1− σ)
+
σ
8
[S3(α(t)/2)− S3(α(t)/2− 1/2)] + · · ·
}
, (5.37)
where we neglected numerically small contributions. Clearly, for even signature the j − 1 = α(t)
poles vanish and in the odd signature case they can perhaps cause rather large corrections for
small positive α(t) values.
• Total contribution.
Summing up the three separate estimates (5.29,5.33,5.37),
ℑmF (1)M
ℑmF (0)M
=
[
2 ln
Q2
µ2F
+
ℓ′′F (ξ, t)
ℓ′F (ξ, t)
− 9 + nf + ℓ
′
ϕ
2
+
π2 − 9
12
+ · · ·
]
2ℓ′F (ξ, t)
3
+
[
2 ln
Q2
µ2ϕ
+
ℓ′′ϕ
ℓ′ϕ
− 1
]
2ℓ′ϕ
3
−33− 2nf
6
ln
Q2
µ2R
+ 16(1− ℓ′ϕ/3)−
14nf
9
(1− 3ℓ′ϕ/14) +
42 + π2 − 36ζ(3)
36
+ · · · ,
(5.38a)
24It seems to obvious that not all of this enhancement effects can be associated with the factorization or renor-
malization logarithms.
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allows us to judge the net size of radiative corrections in the flavor non-singlet channel,
ℑmFNLOM (xB, t,Q2)
ℑmFLOM (xB, t,Q2)
=
αNLOs (µR)
αLOs (µR)
+
αNLOs (µR)
αLOs (µR)
αNLOs (µR)
2π
ℑmF (1)M (xB, t,Q2|µR, µF, µϕ)
ℑmF (0)M (xB, t,Q2|µR, µF, µϕ)
+O(α3s) .
(5.38b)
For xB = xB the large positive β0-part is partially canceled by both the negative CF-part and
the reparametrization of the strong coupling, while the CG-part plays practically no role. This
provides for the settings (5.26) a moderate ∼ 25% net correction for the asymptotic DA,
0.1 (narrow DA) .
ℑmFNLOM (xB, t,Q20)
ℑmFLOM (xB, t,Q20)
− 1 ∼ 0.25 (asymptotic DA) . 0.5 (broad DA) , (5.38c)
which is getting smaller for a narrow DA and larger for a broader DA. Independent of the shape of
the DA, in the large-xB region the relative NLO corrections are dominated by the ℓ
2
F ≈ ℓ′′F term,
arising from the CF-part. Hence, they are positive. However, the increase will be strengthened by
the linear ℓ′F term, which only slightly depends on the DA. As before, we observe in the small-xB
region that a ‘pomeron’ behavior provides similar NLO corrections as in the valence region. A
rather flat behavior will strongly increase the relative NLO corrections. For our GPD model the
small-xB asymptotics of the TFF as function of α(t) can be obtained from (5.9),
ℑmF (1)M
ℑmF (0)M
xB→0=
∑
ν=0
even
sˆν(t)
{
−39−2nf−2ζ(2)
6
1− 43ℓ′ϕ − 13γ(0,F)α(t)−1+ν + 43 ln Q2µ2F
39−2nf−2ζ(2)
6
 γ(0,F)α(t)−1+ν (5.39a)
+
309−28nf+3ζ(2)−18ζ(3)
18
1− 18−nf3 ℓ′ϕ − 23ℓ′′ϕ − 43ℓ′ϕ ln Q2µ2ϕ + 33−2nf6 ln Q2µ2R
309−28nf+3ζ(2)−18ζ(3)
18

+
17
6
− σ
2
− 1
3
ζ(2)
(α(t) + ν)2
+
1− σ
3
[(α(t) + ν)2]2
+
σ∆S3
(
α(t)+ν
2
)
12
+ · · ·
}
,
where for shortness we introduced relative skewness parameters
sˆν(t) =
22ν
(
α(t) + 5
2
)
ν
(α(t) + 2)ν
/∑
µ=0
even
sµ
22µ
(
α(t) + 5
2
)
µ
(α(t) + 2)µ
with s0 ≡ 1 . (5.39b)
For the minimalist model, i.e., sν = 0 for ν > 0, we find small/moderate contributions ≈ 17% [24%]
for α(t) ≈ 0.5 [0.6] for signature even [odd]. As explained they diverge for α(t)→ 0.
In Fig. 4 we display this generic behavior of relative NLO corrections (solid curves) for the
imaginary part of the signature even TFF Hu(−)M , which is build from the valence quark ansatz
(5.5). It is evaluated from our minimalist model (leading (l) SO(3)-PW for valence GPD and
asymptotic DA) at the input scale Q20 = 4GeV2 for t = 0 (left panel) and t = −0.5GeV2 (right
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Figure 4: Relative NLO corrections to the imaginary part of the TFF Hu(−)M (solid) broken down to
the CF (dash-dotted), β0 (dashed), and CG (dotted) parts at t = 0GeV
2 (left panel) and t = −0.5GeV2
(right panel) at the initial scale Q20 = 4GeV2 with four active quarks.
panel). Our generic estimates are numerically confirmed. In the valence region we have large
negative, positive, and small corrections for the CF (dash-dotted curve), β0 (dashed curve), and
CG (dotted curve) parts, respectively, which finally yields the net-result of a moderate positive
∼ 30% correction. Furthermore, the reader may easily convince himself that the large-xB behavior
is consistent with our estimates. The analytical values for the small-xB asymptotics (5.9),
−0.10 (CF-part) , 0.29 (β0-part) 0.11 (CG-part) ⇒ 0.3 (net part) ,
are in agreement with the numerical values, which can be read off from the left panel in Fig. 4.
If we lower the value of α(t = −0GeV2) = 0.43 to α(t = −0.5GeV2) = 0.005, the corrections are
huge in the small-xB asymptotics, see right panel.
We add that the NLO corrections to the real part, obtained from the DR-integral, may also
require to calculate theD-term contribution (3.32c). The discussion for the size of NLO corrections
can be adopted from the previous one, e.g., simply by replacing ℓ′F (ξ, t, µ
2
F) → ℓ′d(t, µ2F), where
the function d(u− u , t, µ2F) plays the role of another (generalized) DA. Note that the replacement
ℓ′F (ξ, t, µ
2
F)→ ℓ′ϕ(µ2ϕ) gives the result for the elastic form factor.
• Model dependency.
Let us now illustrate the generic features and model dependency of the relative NLO corrections to
both the modulus and the phase of flavor non-singlet TFFs, see (5.27). In Fig. 5 the relative NLO
corrections for the modulus (left panel) and the phase (right panel) of the TFF Hu(−)M are displayed
for our minimalist model as solid curves for fixed −t = 0 (thick curves) and −t = 0.5GeV2 (thin
curves) as function of xB
25.
25This allows for a simple comparison with the NLO corrections to the imaginary part, displayed in Fig. 4.
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Figure 5: Relative NLO corrections to the modulus (left panel) and phase (right panel) for charge odd
TFF Hu(−)M for our minimalist (l-SO(3) PW, asymptotic DA) model (solid curves) and a nnl-SO(3) PW
model with a narrow DA (dashed curves) at t = 0GeV2 (thick curves) and t = −0.5GeV2 (thin curves)
at the initial scale Q20 = 4GeV2.
The DR (3.29) implies that the NLO corrections to the real part are governed by those of the
imaginary part. In the xB → 1 limit the modulus is determined by the real part, i.e., by the net
contributions to the imaginary part over the whole xB-region. Thus, the relative corrections to
the modulus in the large-xB region are smaller in comparison with those for the imaginary part,
shown as solid curves in Fig. 4, and they remain finite in the xB → 1 limit (which is experimentally
not reachable). In the small xB-region the relative corrections to the modulus are governed for
α(t) > 0 by those from the imaginary part, since the TFF follows simply from its imaginary part
by multiplication with a well-known factor
F(xB, t,Q20) xB→0=
{
i− cot(πα(t)/2)
i+ tan(πα(t)/2)
}
ℑmF(xB, t,Q20) for σ =
{
+1
−1 . (5.40)
This formula is a consequence of the ‘Regge’-behavior we assumed and it can be easily derived from
the DR or the Mellin-Barnes integral. Hence, if radiative corrections in the small-xB asymptotics
do not alter the overall sign of the TFF, the phase difference δφM vanishes and
δKM(xB, t,Q2) xB→0= ℑmF
NLO
M (xB, t,Q2)
ℑmFLOM (xB, t,Q2)
− 1 for δφM(xB, t,Q2) xB→0= 0
is given by the NLO corrections to the imaginary part. As above the values of TFFs in the
small-xB asymptotics, obtained numerically, are reproduced from analytic expressions.
However, note that the experimental accessible variable t − tmin(xB,Q2) and the DVMP requirement −t ≪ Q2
yields an upper bound on xB.
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In the valence region we have rather moderate NLO corrections, which for the moduli are
comparable or even smaller than those of the imaginary parts, see solid curves in Figs. 4 and 5
(left panel). As observed in the DVCS case [112], we also realize from the right panel in Fig. 5
that the NLO corrections to the phase are rather small over the whole xB-region.
For our nnl SO(3)-PW model with an asymptotic DA we find similar corrections (not shown).
As explained above, if we use a narrow DA, e.g., (5.28) with ℓ′ϕ ≈ 0.54, the size of radiative NLO
corrections to the imaginary part decreases and thus also the corrections to the modulus, while the
corrections to the phase are essentially unchanged. These more generic expectations are illustrated
by the dashed lines in Fig. 5, where again we set −t = 0 (thick curves) and −t = 0.5GeV2 (thin
curves).
5.3.2 Flavor singlet channel (even signature and even intrinsic parity)
In the flavor singlet channel the gluon and quark contributions are rather strongly related in the
small-xB region. Thus, and in view of the group theoretical decomposition, cf. TFFs (2.22–2.24),
it is appropriate to study both contributions together. We introduce the ratios of the quark or
gluon contribution to the imaginary part of the flavor singlet TFF in LO accuracy as
RA(xB, · · · ) ≡ ℑmF
(0,A)(xB, · · · )
ℑmF (0,S)(xB, · · · ) with A ∈ {Σ,G} . (5.41a)
Trivially, their sum RΣ +RG = 1 is model independent. The ratios can be directly expressed by
GPDs
RA(xB, · · · ) = F
A(ξ, ξ, · · · )[
FΣ +
nf
CFξ
FG
]
(ξ, ξ, · · · )
×
{
1
nf
CFξ
}
for A =
{
Σ
G
. (5.41b)
In the small-xB region the sea quarks dominate in the flavor singlet quark GPD. Hence, the
RA-ratios in the small-xB region are for our model, set up in Sec. 5.1, approximately given by
RA(xB, · · · )
xB→0≈
ξ−α
A
∑
ν=0
even
sAν
22ν
(
αG+ 5
2
)
ν
(αG+2)ν
{
1
2nf
(αG+2+ν)CF
}
ResFAj |j=αA−1
∑
ν=0
even
22ν
(
αG+ 5
2
)
ν
(αG+2)ν
[
sseaν ξ
−αseaResFΣj |j=αsea−1 + 2nf s
Gξ−αG
(αG+2+ν)CF
ResFGj |j=αG−1
] ,
for A =
{
Σ
G
.(5.41c)
Note that with our choice αG − αsea = 0.089 the ratio RG approaches slowly 1 in the xB → 0
limit, while RΣ slowly vanishes.
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• Large-xB region.
In the large xB-region we rely on the standard scenario in which sea quark and gluon contributions
die out faster than the valence ones and so the large-xB behavior in the flavor singlet channel is
governed by the valence quark content, as defined in (5.2). Furthermore, since the conformal mo-
ments (4.48) in the pure singlet contribution die out at large j, the pure singlet NLO contribution
can be neglected in these kinematics. Consequently, the characteristic size of NLO corrections in
these kinematics arises from the remaining quark part and it can be already read off from Figs. 4
and 5. Nevertheless, we add that the gluon contribution in the large-xB region is governed by
a CA
[
ln 1
1−xB
+ · · ·
]2
term, arising from the +-prescription (5.15b) that enters in (4.52a). Note
that such a squared contribution is absent in the term proportional to CF (4.52b). Finally, we can
conclude that the relative NLO corrections stemming from the gluonic t-channel exchange must
be positive in the (very) large-xB region, too.
• A specific model estimate for the valence region.
In the valence region the generic picture may become more diffuse. As for valence quarks it can
be easily shown that in pure gluo-dynamics the LO evolution suppresses the gluon GPD in the
large-xB region and enhances it in the small-xB region. Hence, a stable point xB = xB must exist,
which, however, not necessarily lies in the valence region. On the other hand, for a minimalist
sea quark GPD model with α(t) > 1 the quantity ℓ′F (xB, t) can be also negative in the small-xB
region, see (5.21). Thus, we can not necessarily assume that ℓ′F (xB, t) vanishes at some given
xB = xB in the quark-quark channel. Moreover, in the small-xB region the evolution of the quark
GPD is driven by the gluonic one while in the large xB-region the driving force is the valence
quark distribution, see discussion above that can be adopted to evolution. In the valence region
we expect that both mixing and model dependence play an important role.
For the sake of simplifying the discussion, let us consider here a model scenario in which we
have a stable point in both, the quark-quark and gluon-quark channel, which is possible for nf ≥ 4.
Let us recall that the LO anomalous dimensions are related to each other in a supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory [145, 146, 147], which imply a QCD relation,
GGγ
(0,A)
j +
β0
3
=
3 + j
j
1
GΣγ
(0,F)
j
γ
(0,F)
j
ΣGγ
(0,nf)
j +
3
j
ΣGγ
(0,nf)
j +
2nf − 6
9
(5.42a)
with
3 + j
j
ΣGγ
(0,nf)
j
GΣγ
(0,F)
j
= 1 , (5.42b)
that can also be formulated in momentum fraction representation. The first term on the r.h.s. of
(5.42a) can be understood as a projection onto the quark evolution operator and will be set to
zero. Since the quark-gluon anomalous dimension (4.53c) is negative and nf − 3 is positive, the
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remaining two terms can add to zero. Hence, as required, we can have a vanishing gluon anomalous
dimension, i.e., (another) stable point in the gluon-quark channel. As we will also exemplify below,
this model scenario is not necessarily true for all popular GPD models.
Apart from the pure singlet contribution, we can use in the quark-quark channel the estimate
from our considerations in the flavor non-singlet channel, given in (5.38b) with ℓ′′F = ℓ
′
F = 0 of
the previous section. These quark corrections are positive and the estimate (5.38c), weighted with
RΣ, tells us that they can be roughly quoted as RΣ × (1− 2ℓ′ϕ/3)× 30%. To obtain an estimate
for the pure singlet quark contribution, we follow the procedure of the previous section and start
with the conformal moments (4.48) in terms of anomalous dimensions (4.44d)
pSc
(1)
jk =
[
ln
Q2
µ2F
− γ
(0,F)
j
2
− γ
(0,F)
k
2
− 5
2
− 1
(k + 1)2
]
(−1)GΣγ(0,F)j
j + 3
− 2
(j + 1)2(k + 1)2
+∆pSc
(1)
jk .
(5.43)
The gluon-quark anomalous dimension (4.48c), weighted with (−1)/(j + 3), reads in momentum
fraction representation as
(−1)GΣγ(0,F)j
j + 3
=
4
j(j + 3)
− 2
(j + 1)2
⇒
∫ 1
ξ
dx
x
2
x(1 + x)
FΣ(ξ/x, ξ, · · · )
FΣ(ξ, ξ, · · · ) , (5.44)
see corresponding expressions in Tab. 6. As already noted this integral is unimportant in the large-
xB region, however, it is sharply peaked due to the 1/x
2 factor at the lower integral boundary.
Thus, we can not exclude that even for xB ∼ 0.3 or so (i.e., ξ ∼ 0.15 or so) the integral is of
order one and so we take now such model dependent contributions, stemming from the j = 0
pole, into account26. Setting the quark anomalous dimension to zero, projecting as above onto
the lowest CPW of the DA in terms proportional to 1/(k + 1)2, and employing the substitution
rules (5.11,5.44), we obtain from (5.43) the estimate
ℑmF (1,pS)
V0
ℑmF (0,S)
V0
xB≈xB≈
∫ 1
ξ
dx
x
2 ln Q2µ2F − 6 + 2ℓ′ϕ − 2x
x(1 + x)
FΣ(ξ/x, · · · )
FΣ(ξ, · · · ) R
Σ(xB, · · · ) (5.45)
for the valence region. The −2x term in the square brackets stems from the expression −2/(k +
1)2(j + 1)2 in the conformal moments (5.43) and can be as above considered as a less important
contribution. Furthermore, we can safely neglect the non-separable expressions, which vanish for
k = 0 and can be considered as small for k ≥ 2. For the scale setting prescription µF = Q one
realizes that we have a negative contribution for our class of models. If the integral (5.44) is of
order one or so, this negative NLO correction is of the order −(1 − ℓ′ϕ/3)RΣ × 30% or so. In
26For the purpose of tracing large NLO corrections it would be still justified to neglect 1/(j + 1)2 terms in the
valence region, which we will, however, include.
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this scenario they would (partially) cancel those of the remaining quark part, quoted above as
(1− 2ℓ′ϕ/3)RΣ × 30%, or even overwhelm them. Note that the pure singlet quark estimate varies
w.r.t. DA dependence only on the 30% level or so.
Our specific model assumptions allow us to express the harmonic sums S1(j+1) in the gluon-
quark channel (4.53) by quark anomalous dimensions, which we finally set to zero, see the anoma-
lous dimension relation (5.42). Analogously as above, we find our specific estimate in the momen-
tum fraction,
ℑmF (1,G)
V0
ℑmF (0,S)
V0
xB≈xB≈
{
5π2
18
+
185− 89ℓ′ϕ
24
−
23 ln Q
2
µ2F
+ (33− 2nf) ln µ
2
F
µ2R
6
+
2
3
[
2 ln
Q2
µ2ϕ
+
ℓ′′ϕ
ℓ′ϕ
− 1
]
ℓ′ϕ
+
[
26π2
18
− 149
12
+
19
12
ℓ′ϕ
] ∫ 1
ξ
dx
x
x
(1 + x)2
FG(ξ/x, · · · )
FG(ξ, · · · ) (5.46)
+ 6
[
ln
Q2
µ2F
− 2 + ℓ′ϕ
] ∫ 1
ξ
dx
x
1 + 13
18
x
(1 + x)2
FG(ξ/x, · · · )
FG(ξ, · · · )
}
RG(ξ, · · · ) .
To quantify this estimate, we use again the settings (5.26). The upper line in the braces on the
r.h.s. provides a positive relative NLO correction,
0.3RG (narrow DA) . 0.52
[
1 + 0.42ℓ′ϕ + 0.06ℓ
′′
ϕ
]
RG . 0.9RG (broad DA) (5.47)
for DA dependence see (5.12) and discussion around (5.31). The middle line contains a less
important contribution, having the prefactor
0 (broad DA) .
αs
2π
1.8(1 + 0.9ℓ′ϕ) . 0.2 (narrow DA)
in front of a harmless convolution integral, which provides an additional suppression and so this
contribution can be safely ignored in our estimate. The lower line contains the j = 0 pole in the
convolution integral and has a rather large negative prefactor in front
−0.9 (broad DA) . αs
2π
12(−1 + ℓ′ϕ/2) ∼ −0.6 (asymptotic DA) . −0.3 (narrow DA).
As in the quark case, the value of the convolution integral is model dependent and because of
the j = 0 pole it is now much more sensitive to the xB value. We expect that this negative
contribution can not compensate the positive one from the upper line and so diminishes the size
of the estimate (5.47).
Let us summarize the situation in the valence region. The NLO correction in the pure singlet
quark channel is negative, however, model dependent. The assumption that we have a stable
point xB = xB in both the quark-quark and gluon-quark channel, allows us to give a more detailed
estimate. Namely, the correction in the remaining quark-quark channel are positive and of order
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(1 −RG) × 30% (for asymptotic DA) or so, and the gluonic corrections are also positive and of
the order of RG × 50% (for asymptotic DA) or so. Hence, the net result is 30% + RG × 20%
for the asymptotic DA, which will increase, i.e., up to 50% + RG × 40%, and decrease, i.e., up
to 10% +RG × 20%, for a broader (narrower) DA, respectively. Further GPD model dependent
contributions, which are associated with the j = 0 poles, in both the pure singlet quark and
gluon-quark channel will decrease these estimates, where compared to the asymptotic DA the
cancelation will be more pronounced for a broader and weaker for a narrower DA.
• Small-xB region.
For the analysis of the NLO corrections in the small-xB region it is realistic to take an effective
‘pomeron’ trajectory α(t) ∼ 1. Thus, in contrast to the ‘Reggeon’ case, negative poles in the j-
plane, i.e., quark convolution integrals such as in (5.30) may contribute to some extent, however,
they are harmless in the group theoretical part of the quark sector. Furthermore, the estimate
(5.25), given in Sec. 5.2, tells us that evolution effects in the quark-quark channel can be neglected.
Hence, if going from the valence region to the small-xB one the estimate (5.38b) will only slightly
change. We recall that this NLO correction, e.g., a ∼ 30% effect for the asymptotic DA, has to
be translated to the net contribution in the flavor singlet channel. As we will see now, it becomes
then a rather unimportant correction.
We may adopt the estimates (5.25) also for the pure singlet quark part and the gluon-quark
channel, which immediately yields the conclusion that the j = 0 integrals (5.18) that appear in
(5.45,5.46) may give the dominant contribution,
ℑmF (1,Σ)
V0
ℑmF (0,S)
V0
xB→0≈ −6
[
1− 1
3
ℓ′ϕ −
1
3
ln
Q2
µ2F
] ∫ 1
ξ
dx
x2
FΣ(ξ/x, · · · )
FΣ(ξ, · · · ) R
Σ(ξ, · · · ) + · · · , (5.48a)
ℑmF (1,G)
V0
ℑmF (0,S)
V0
xB→0≈ −12
[
1− 1
2
ℓ′ϕ −
1
2
ln
Q2
µ2F
] ∫ 1
ξ
dx
x
FG(ξ/x, · · · )
FG(ξ, · · · ) R
G(ξ, · · · ) + · · · . (5.48b)
At our input scale Q0 the ‘pomeron’ is hard α(t) > 1, which is consistent with phenomenological
findings in hard exclusive processes and for t = 0 in inclusive processes. As discussed in Sec. 5.2,
the ratios (5.48) will then remain finite in the xB → 0 limit, however they are enhanced by
relative large 1/(α(t) − 1) factors. Since the prefactors in front of the integrals in (5.48) also
depend on the factorization scale one might be attempted to partially remove them by choosing
a low factorization scale [20, 101], e.g.,
0.05 (broad DA) . µ2F/Q2 = eℓ
′
ϕ−2 ≈ 0.14 (asymptotic DA) . 0.36 (narrow DA)
removes the gluon contribution and reduces the pure singlet quark one. However, as the reader
will realize at such low scale, e.g., 0.14Q20 ≈ 0.5GeV2 for the asymptotic DA, we can not trust
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pQCD evolution. Furthermore, we recall the well-known fact that it is the j = 0 pole of the
gluon anomalous dimension that causes the strong gluon evolution at small xB and drives so also
the quark singlet, yielding an increase of the effective ‘pomeron’ intercepts with growing Q2. A
compromising factorization scale choice 1GeV2 < µ2F < Q20 will only partially remove the j = 0
poles in the hard scattering amplitudes, however, it also softens the ‘pomeron’ behavior of the
GPDs at µ2F. Consequently, the value of the convolution integrals will increase again. The upshot
is that whatever we do the (truncated) factorization scale independence tells us that we can not
avoid this j = 0 pole contribution by ‘optimizing’ the factorization scale.
To understand the transition from the valence to the small-xB region in more detail and its
interplay with the skewness dependence, we approximatively calculate the xB → 0 asymptotics
of relative NLO corrections for our GPD model, specified in Sec. 5.1, in analogy to the flavor
non-singlet result (5.39). In very good approximation the results for the relative NLO corrections
are
ℑmF (1,pS)
V0
ℑmF (0,S)
V0
xB→0≈ −
∑
ν=0
even
sˆseaν
{
12 + 6(αsea + ν)2
(αsea + ν)3
1− 1
3
ℓ′ϕ +
1
6
γ
(0,F)
αsea−1+ν − 13 ln Q
2
µ2F
αsea − 1 + ν +
1
(αsea + ν)2
(5.49a)
− 12δν,0
1− 1
3
ℓ′ϕ − ln Q
2
µ2F
αsea − 1
Γ
(
1
2
)
Γ(2 + αsea)
21+2αsea Γ
(
3
2
+ αsea
) xαsea−1B FΣj |j=0
ResFΣj |j=αsea−1
}
RpS(ξ, t)
for the pure singlet quark part and
ℑmF (1,G)
V0
ℑmF (0,S)
V0
xB→0≈
∑
ν=0
even
sˆGν (t)
{
− 36 + 18(α
sea + ν)2
(αsea + ν)3
1− 1
2
ℓ′ϕ +
1
4
γ
(0,F)
αG−1+ν
− 1
2
ln Q
2
µ2F
αG − 1 + ν (5.49b)
+
55
12
[
1− 7
22
ℓ′ϕ +
9
110
γ
(0,F)
αG−1+ν
− 18
55
ln
Q2
µ2F
]
γ
(0,F)
αG−1+ν
+
5[37 + 8ζ(2)]
24
1− 21ℓ′ϕ − 165 ℓ′′ϕ + 925 ln Q2µ2F − 325 ℓ′ϕ ln Q2µ2ϕ
37 + 8ζ(2)

− 181− 104ζ(2)
12(αG + ν)2
1− 35ℓ′ϕ − 8γ(0,F)αG−1+ν + 16 ln Q2µ2ϕ
181− 104ζ(2)
+ · · ·
− 6δν,0
1− 1
2
ℓ′ϕ − 12 ln Q
2
µ2F
αG − 1
Γ
(
1
2
)
Γ(3 + αG)
22αG Γ
(
3
2
+ αG
) xαG−1B FGj |j=0
ResFGj |j=αG−1
}
RG(ξ, t)
for the gluon part, respectively. The relative skewness parameters read with ssea0 = s
G
0 = 1
sˆseaν =
∑
µ=0
even
sseaν
sseaµ
22ν
(
αsea + 5
2
)
ν
(αsea + 2)µ
22µ
(
αsea + 5
2
)
µ
(αsea + 2)ν
and sˆGν =
∑
µ=0
even
sGν
sGµ
22ν
(
αG + 5
2
)
ν
(αG + 2)µ+1
22µ
(
αG + 5
2
)
µ
(αG + 2)ν+1
. (5.49c)
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The j = 0 pole contribution induce the first and last term in the braces on the r.h.s. of both ratios
(5.49a,5.49b), apparently only in the leading SO(3)-PW, i.e., ν = 0. To proceed, we expand the
ratios in a Laurent series at α = 1, where the first terms in the braces contain pieces,
γ
(0,F)
α−1
α− 1 = −
5
2
+
2π2
3
+O(α− 1) ≈ 4.1 +O(α− 1) ,
which decrease the net result of the constant terms by a factor of two or so. Taking also into
account the remaining quark part (5.39), having no pole contribution, we can quote the relative
NLO corrections for the minimalist GPD model as
ℑmF (1,Σ)
V0
ℑmF (0,pS)
V0
≈
{
−4 1−
1
3
ℓ′ϕ
αsea − 1
[
1− xαsea−1B
]
+ 12.3− 6.1ℓ′ϕ + 0.7ℓ′′ϕ +O(αsea − 1)
}
RΣ(ξ, t) ,(5.50a)
ℑmF (1,G)
V0
ℑmF (0,S)
V0
≈
{
−121−
1
2
ℓ′ϕ
αG − 1
[
1− xαG−1B
]
+ 10.8− 9.4ℓ′ϕ + 0.7ℓ′′ϕ +O(αG − 1)
}
RG(ξ, t) , (5.50b)
Clearly, in this model, e.g., as specified in Tab. 7, the corrections are governed by the j = 0 poles,
−4 1−
1
3
ℓ′ϕ
αsea − 1 ≈ −25.3 + 8.4ℓ
′
ϕ and − 12
1− 1
2
ℓ′ϕ
αG − 1 ≈ −48.6 + 24.3ℓ
′
ϕ ,
however, the positive constants in the Laurent expansion (5.50) already diminish them. Hence,
we can trust in this special case the j = 0 pole approximation27 (5.48) only on a qualitative level.
Taking further SO(3)-PWs will modify sˆΣ0 and sˆ
G
0 , i.e., the residues of the corresponding j = 0
poles, and the constant term in the Laurent expansion. Thus, terms proportional to γ
(0,F)
αG−1+ν
with
ν ≥ 2 are getting important. From the given numbers one can easily imagine that with a special
choice of the sν-parameters one can essentially cancel the j = 0 contributions. Hence, one can
not generally conclude from model dependent findings, see [20, 101], that NLO corrections are
necessarily large in the small-xB region.
Our discussion of the imaginary part for the flavor singlet TFF, evaluated from the minimalist
GPD model, is visualized in Fig. 6 for t = 0 (left panel) and t = −0.5GeV2 (right panel). Here
we display the relative NLO corrections, evaluated analogously to (5.38b), that arise from the
gluonic NLO coefficients (dashed curves), the pure singlet quark (short dash-dotted curves), the
remaining quark part (dotted curves), and the net contribution (solid curves). Clearly, the large-
xB asymptotic arises from the valence content, compare with Fig. 4, where the contributions from
the ‘non-singlet’ hard scattering amplitude dominate the net result. As stated, in the valence
region the non-singlet contribution is moderately positive and the pure singlet is negative, while
it turns out that in our model the gluonic one yields a rather sizeable positive correction. In the
27Of course, (5.48a) gives with (5.20) and b = αsea the same j = 0 contribution as shown in (5.49a). The same
holds true for analogous gluonic expressions.
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Figure 6: Relative NLO corrections to the imaginary part of the flavor singlet TFF FSV (solid) broken
down to the gluon (dashed), pure singlet quark (dash-dotted) and ‘non-singlet’ quark (dotted) at t =
0GeV2 (left panel) and t = −0.5GeV2 (right panel) at the initial scale Q20 = 4GeV2.
small-xB region the gluons dominate in our model and their contributions are essentially governed
by the j = 0 pole. These large corrections increase further with growing −t since the ‘pomeron’
pole at j = 0.247 + 0.15t gets slightly softer. Note that the shape of the curves in the small-xB
region is governed by the functional forms as it arises from the j = 0 pole contributions, e.g.,
shown in (5.50), and R-ratios (5.41c). For our model the quark content vanishes in the xB → 0
limit while the gluon ones is as sizable as −144% [−233%] for t = −0 [t = −0.5GeV2].
• Model dependency.
Finally, let us also demonstrate in Fig. 7 for the modulus (left panel) and the phase change (right
panel), defined as in (5.27), that the NLO corrections in the flavor singlet sector are rather model
dependent. We display again the minimalist model (solid curves) and the nnl-SO(3) PW model
as specified in Tab. 7 (dashed curves) with the narrow DA (5.28) for t = −0GeV2 (thick curves)
and t = −0.5GeV2 (thin curves). For the minimalist model the corrections to the modulus
are smaller than 100% and they become negative in the small xB region. As we have discussed
the reduction of relative NLO corrections to the modulus in the large-xB region is a naturally
consequence of analyticity, i.e., the validity of the DR. Compared to Fig. 6, the relative NLO
corrections to the modulus in the small-xB region are looking rather mild (solid curves). Note
that this is caused by the negative size of the NLO contribution, dominated by the j = 0 pole,
which overcompensates the positive LO contribution and induces a phase difference of π in the
small-xB asymptotic. Entirely different features appear for our nnl-SO(3) PW model. Here the
size of NLO corrections is for t = 0 positive in the small-xB region and gets for a softer ‘pomeron’
behavior at t = −0.5GeV2 negative, where the phase difference slightly increases. On the other
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Figure 7: Relative NLO corrections to the modulus (left panel) and phase (right panel) for the flavor
singlet TFF HSV for our minimalist (l-SO(3) PW, asymptotic DA) model (solid curves) and a nnl-SO(3)
PW model with a narrow DA (dashed curves) at t = 0GeV2 (thick curves) and t = −0.5GeV2 (thin
curves) at the initial scale Q20 = 4GeV2.
hand we have now huge corrections to the moduli around the valence region, see dashed curves,
which are caused by strong evolution effects in the gluon sector.
5.3.3 Comparison of DVMP and DVCS NLO corrections
We add that an estimate of radiative corrections for DVCS can be generically done in an analog
manner, providing us a deeper understanding of various model dependent studies [112, 113, 54,
114]. To adopt it to our notation here, we write the quark conformal moments (127,128) form [54]
as
σcDVCSj = 1 +
αs(µR)
2π
CF
σc
(1,F)
j +O(α
2
s) , (5.51a)
σc
(1,F)
j =
[
ln
Q2
µ2F
− γ
(0,F)
j
4
− 3(j + 1)2 + 1
2(j + 1)2
]
(−1)γ(0,F)j
2
− 27
8
+
(11 + 2σ)(j + 1)2 + 4
4[(j + 1)2]2
, (5.51b)
where signature σ = +1 and σ = −1 applies for the twist-two CFFs F ∈ {H, E} and F ∈ {H˜, E˜},
respectively. Already the similarity of the most singular terms with the TFF estimate (5.38a)
implies that the NLO corrections have similar features. This is not the case in the flavor singlet
channel, where the conformal moments read as follows
σcDVCSj = (1, 0) +
αs(µR)
2π
(
CF
σc
(1,F)
j ,
2nf
j + 3
σc
(1,nf )
j
)
+O(α2s) , (5.52a)
σc
(1,nf )
j =
[
ln
Q2
µ2F
− γ
(0,F)
j
2
− 5
2
]
j + 3
2
(−1)ΣGσγ(0,nf)j
2
+
1 + σ
2(j + 1)2
, (5.52b)
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where we use the notation ΣG
+
γ
(0,nf)
j ≡ΣG γ(0,nf)j and ΣG
−
γ
(0,nf)
j = −2j/(j + 1)2 .
• Flavor non-singlet channel.
Replacing the anomalous dimensions in (5.51) by (5.14) yields the generic estimate
ℑm NSFNLOγ
ℑm NSFLOγ
= 1 +
αNLOs (µR)
2π
2
3
{(
2 ln
Q2
µ2F
+
ℓ′′F (ξ, t)
ℓ′F (ξ, t)
− 3
)
ℓ′F (ξ, t)−
27
4
+ · · ·
}
(5.53a)
for the DVCS flavor non-singlet channel. As in the TFF estimate (5.38a), the behavior in the large-
xB region is dictated by a logarithmical growth of −ℓ′F (ξ, t), where the squared term ℓ′′F (ξ, t) ≈
ℓ′ 2F (ξ, t) is universal. Furthermore, neglecting evolution effects, we find in the valence region a
moderate NLO correction
ℑm NSFNLOγ
ℑm NSFLOγ
− 1 ∼ αs
2π
(−9/2) ≈ −25% for Q20 = 4GeV2 , (5.53b)
which size is comparable with our findings for flavor non-singlet TFFs, however, it is now negative.
In the small-xB region non-singular terms, which contain a pole at j = −1 yield large relative
NLO corrections, however, are phenomenological unimportant. The exact xB → 0 asymptotics
for a minimal GPD model can be trivially found from the conformal moments,
ℑm NSFNLOγ
ℑm NSFLOγ
xB→0= 1 +
αs
2π
2
3
{
4 [S1(α(t))]
2 − 2S1(α(t))
α(t)[1 + α(t)]
− 9 + (4 + σ)α(t)[1 + α(t)] + 2
α2(t)[1 + α(t)]2
}
.(5.53c)
Compared to the flavor non-singlet TFFs, given in (5.39), we have rather similar features, which,
however, differ in some details. Again caused by the first and second order pole at α(t) = 0, they
become huge and positive for smaller values of α(t), they vanish for α(t) ∼ 0.5, while for α(t) ∼ 1
we find that they are negative and smaller than in the valence region. The differences of even and
odd signature sector are not essential.
• Flavor singlet channel for even signature.
In the large-xB region the signature even singlet contribution is as in DVMP entirely determined
by the valence quark content and is positive. Hence, its process independent features may be read
off from (5.53a). In the valence region both the quark and gluonic component yields a negative
correction, which looks rather harmless. For GPD models that only evolve weakly in the valence
region we can immediately quote the crude approximation
ℑm SFNLOγ
ℑm SFLOγ
− 1 xB=xB≈ αs
2π
{
−9
2
− 5
4
nf F
G(ξ, ξ, · · · )
FΣ(ξ, ξ, · · · ) + · · ·
}
for Q20 = 4GeV2 . (5.54)
The gluonic induced correction is determined by the ratio nfF
G(ξ, ξ, · · · )/FΣ(ξ, ξ, · · · ). This
model dependent ratio may be of order one and so the gluonic component gives a moderate
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contribution to the quark induced one, which decreases the flavor non-singlet estimate of ∼ −25%
further. Since a j = 0 pole is absent in the conformal moments (5.52), also the corrections in
the small-xB region possess now different qualitative features than for DVMP. For the minimalist
GPD model they are roughly given in the presence of a ‘pomeron’ pole by
ℑm SFNLOγ
ℑm SFLOγ
− 1 xB→0≈ αs
2π
{
−2− 4
3
nf ResF
G
j |j=αG−1
ResFΣj |j=αsea−1
(xB
2
)αsea−αG
+ · · ·
}
, (5.55)
where different coefficients appear in other models. To describe DVCS or deep inelastic scattering
data from the H1 and ZEUS collaboration in LO approximation, one has usually αG > αsea > 1
at our input scale and so the NLO corrections are sizeable and negative. In contrast to DVMP a
‘hard’ gluon yields now sizeable corrections. However, we should emphasize that the rather large
LO value of αG arise simply from the fact that the role of the j = 0 pole in the evolution operator
is then less important and so the pQCD Q2-evolution can be brought in agreement with the
observed one in deep inelastic scattering. At NLO the gluon PDF/GPD is also directly controlled
which leads in general to a smaller value of αG. Taking the PDF reparameterization consistently
into account in building GPD models, one may expect smaller radiative corrections for DVCS.
What matters for phenomenology is not the estimated size of radiative corrections of some GPD
models, rather how pQCD connects the different processes of interest in the small-xB region. This
is a kind of fine tuning problem and only after data are successfully described on can quantify
reparameterization effects.
6 Summary and conclusions
We have systematized the theoretical framework for the perturbative treatment of the DVMP
process. In particular we have expressed the differential cross section in terms of physically
motivated TFFs. We have also considered the case that the polarization of the final nucleon state
is observed, which offers at least in principle the possibility for a complete measurement of the
TFFs. Furthermore, we have recalculated the pure singlet quark part for DVV 0LP and presented a
set of NLO formulae which allows to easily implement the radiative corrections, which are classified
into flavor non-singlet contributions with defined signature and flavor singlet contributions. Also,
we have considered besides the common momentum fraction representation the dispersive approach
and conformal partial wave expansion in terms of a Mellin-Barnes integral. We have evaluated
the imaginary parts of NLO hard scattering amplitudes and their conformal moments, which are
needed for implementing the radiative corrections into an existing GPD fitting code. In this way,
we represented the conformal moments by common Mellin moments, which allowed us to calculate
them analytically in terms of rational functions and harmonic sums. We also pointed out that
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the analytic continuation can be numerically performed by means of single or double dispersion
relations. Our presentation of the NLO corrections to the hard scattering amplitude, essentially
given in terms of building blocks, can be easily adapted to mixed representations. This is possibly
useful for the case that the meson DA is much broader or narrower than the asymptotic one.
NLO corrections to the hard scattering amplitudes for phenomenologically important DVVLP
and DVPSP reactions were presented in such a manner that they match existing conventions, used
in DVCS and for the evolution operator or kernels. Here, only for DVηP, having odd t-channel
charge parity and odd intrinsic parity, the NLO contributions to the hard scattering amplitudes
for both the singlet quark DA, i.e., its pure singlet part γ∗(qq¯)(−) → (qq¯)pS, and gluonic DA are
still missing. These reactions were measured or are planned to be measured in near future at
COMPASS II and JLAB@12 GeV. Consequently, for the more experimental challenging DVh0P
reaction (h0 = 1
+−), having even t-channel charge parity and odd intrinsic parity, both the pure
singlet quark-quark [γ∗(qq¯)pS → (qq¯)(−)] and the gluon-quark [γ∗gg → (qq¯)(−)] channel remain
unknown at NLO. We also add that for DVf0P (f0 = 0
++), having odd t-channel charge parity
and even intrinsic parity, all NLO ingredients including the corresponding pure singlet quark and
gluon scalar meson DA contributions are obtained from those of DVV 0LP by an exchange of the in-
and out-momentum fraction variables. Whether these reactions can be accessed in high luminosity
experiments at JLAB, remains so far unclear to us. Finally, we emphasize that the NLO formulae
can be also utilized for crossed processes, e.g., for exclusive Drell-Yan processes πN → N ′γ∗L [83].
So far, however, it remains questionable if such reactions can be observed in planned Drell-Yan
measurements at COMPASS II.
Furthermore, we comprehensively analyzed the role of radiative NLO corrections that arises
from the hard scattering part, where for the first time we also gave an analytical discussion that
is based on generally expected GPD properties. We observed that perturbative corrections in
the large-xB asymptotics appear in the same manner in both DVCS and DVMP. We add that
the resummation of so-called soft and collinear contributions, proposed for DVCS in [148], seems
to be only useful in this region. For GPD models that evolve only weakly in the valence region
we found that the corrections in the valence region in both DVCS and DVMP are more or less
harmless, however, they have different sign. In the presence of ‘pomeron’ behavior the size of
radiative corrections in the small-xB region is very model dependent, since it is crucially governed
by the effective ‘pomeron’ intercepts of both the quark singlet and gluon trajectories and also in
a more moderate manner on the skewness effect. Hence, only a fit to data can tell us how large
reparametrization effects are.
To get a handle on GPDs from present (and future) longitudinal DVMP and transversal DVCS
measurements in a reliable manner, one certainly should in the first place utilize the collinear
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framework, where at least factorization was proven. In such analyses evolution must definitely
be consistently included. We add that one usually assumes that the scheme (and framework)
dependent meson DA is known, but even in the case of the pion DA rather different models
were proposed [149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 131, 154, 155] which, unfortunately, can be discriminated
only partially by present experimental pion form factor [156, 157, 158, 159] and pion-to-photon
transition form factor [160, 161, 162, 163] data and lattice results [164]. For light vector meson
DAs only QCD sum rule results [165, 166], see also references therein, and AdS/QCD model
predictions [131] are known to us.
Based on present phenomenological experience in the description of DVCS and DVV 0LP pro-
cesses in the small-xB region [55, 50] we are rather optimistic that a global description of these
processes is reachable at NLO. One arrives at the same conclusion if one considers the results based
on the handbag approach [51, 52] and their confrontation with DVCS data [50, 61]. Analogously,
the phenomenological findings in the handbag approach [51, 52] and its confrontation with DVCS
[50, 60, 61], which indicates that a description of such processes might be feasible in the valence
region. The description of the DVV 0LP data from the CLAS collaboration in the large-xB region
requires a separate study. In the case of DVπ+P we have also phenomenological constraints for the
pion DA that arise from the electromagnetic pion and photon-to-pion transition form factor. A
simultaneous description of these form factor and DVπ+P data in the pQCD framework remains
an interesting problem.
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A Conventions
In order to use the results from the literature or to compare them to our results, it is important to
be aware of the different conventions used. The definitions of GPDs and DAs uniquely determine
the hard scattering amplitudes, evolution kernels and their anomalous dimensions. One often
encounters these elements separately in the literature. In this section we spell out our definitions,
adopted from [22, 107], and show how ours, those in [9], and in [10] are connected to each other.
A.1 GPD definitions
GPDs are defined as expectation values of renormalized light-ray operators, sandwiched between
a polarized in- and out-proton state [1, 2, 3]. The most often encountered definitions for twist-two
GPDs read28 in the notation of [22, 107] for unpolarized partons (parity even operators)
q(x, η, t, µ2) =
∫
dκ
2π
eix(P ·n)κ〈s2, p2|q¯(−κn)γ+q(κn)|p1, s1〉(µ2), (A.1a)
G(x, η, t, µ2) =
4
P · n
∫
dκ
2π
eix(P ·n)κ〈s2, p2|G+µa (−κn)G +aµ (κn)|p1, s1〉(µ2), (A.1b)
and for polarized ones (parity odd operators)
∆q(x, η, t, µ2) =
∫
dκ
2π
eix(P ·n)κ〈s2, p2|q¯(−κn)γ+γ5q(κn)|p1, s1〉(µ2), (A.2a)
∆G(x, η, t, µ2) =
4
P · n
∫
dκ
2π
eix(P ·n)κ〈s2, p2|G+µa (−κn)iǫ⊥µνGν+a (κn)|p1, s1〉(µ2). (A.2b)
Here
P = p1 + p2 , ∆ = p2 − p1 , t ≡ ∆2 , η = −∆ · n
P · n , ǫ
⊥
µν = ǫµναβ n
∗αnβ , ǫ0123 = 1,
nµ and n∗µ are (conventional) light-like vectors with n · n∗ = 1, where a+ ≡ a · n projects on
the +-component. The quark GPD definitions are chosen in such a manner that they coincide
with the PDF definitions in terms of light-ray operators in the forward limit p2 → p1 ≡ p, i.e.,
P = 2p, s2 → s1 ≡ s, while for the gluon an additional factor 1/x appears in the PDF definition,
see, e.g., [167]. We note that the momentum fraction η is often equated with ξ, which plays in
DVMP the role of a scaling variable and that this variable depends on the conventional choice of
the light-cone vector. The sign in the η definition is not chosen uniformly in the literature. Here,
and in the following η is taken to be non-negative. Furthermore, often one denotes with P the
28We ignore a gauge link along the light-cone in bi-local operators, which is absent in axial gauge A+ = 0, and
indicate the renormalization procedure by a subscript (µ2).
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average of p1 and p2. The target spin content of unpolarized (A.1) and polarized (A.2) GPDs is
parameterized in terms of form factors
q = u 2
[
γ+
P+
Hq +
iσ+µ∆µ
P+ 2M
Eq
]
u1 , G = u 2
[
γ+
P+
HG +
iσ+µ∆µ
P+ 2M
EG
]
u1 , (A.3a)
∆q = u 2
[
γ+γ5
P+
H˜q +
∆+ γ5
P+ 2M
E˜q
]
u1 , ∆G = u 2
[
γ+γ5
P+
H˜G +
∆+ γ5
P+ 2M
E˜G
]
u1 , (A.3b)
where Dirac spinors ui ≡ u(pi, si) are normalized as u (p, s)γµu(p, s) = 2pµ. Hence, in the forward
limit the form factors of the target helicity flip contributions vanish and q = Hq,G = HG and
∆q = H˜q,∆G = H˜G GPDs reduce as shown in (A.4,A.5) to unpolarized and polarized PDFs,
respectively. These definitions agree with those in [9] and in [10]. See also remarks in [9] about
some mismatches with other definitions.
Note that GPDs and PDFs from operator definitions have the support x ∈ [−1, 1] and, thus,
a quark GPD/PDF contains both quark and antiquark contributions:
q(x ≥ 0, η = 0, t = 0, µ2) = q(x, µ2) , q(x ≤ 0, η = 0, t = 0, µ2) = −q¯(−x, µ2) , (A.4a)
∆q(x ≥ 0, η = 0, t = 0, µ2) = ∆q(x, µ2) , ∆q(x ≤ 0, η = 0, t = 0, µ2) = ∆q¯(−x, µ2) . (A.4b)
In the forward limit the gluon GPD (∆)G) as defined in (A.1b,A.2b) yields the standard unpolar-
ized (polarized) gluon PDF g (∆g) in both regions x ≥ 0 and x ≤ 0, where, however, gluon PDFs
have an additional x factor:
G(x ≥ 0, η = 0, t = 0, µ2) = xg(x, µ2) , ∆G(x ≥ 0, η = 0, t = 0, µ2) = x∆g(x, µ2) . (A.5)
Because of Bose symmetry gluon GPDs (PDFs) have definite symmetry behavior under x→ −x
reflection,
G(−x, · · · ) = G(x, · · · ) and ∆G(−x, · · · ) = −∆G(x, · · · ) . (A.6)
Gluon GPDs have even charge parity, while a quark GPD basis (3.1) with definite charge
parity reads explicitly as
F q
(±)
(x, · · · ) ≡ F q(x, · · · )∓ F q(−x, · · · ) for F ∈ {H,E} , (A.7a)
F q
(±)
(x, η, t) ≡ F q(x, · · · )± F q(−x, · · · ) for F ∈ {H˜, E˜} , (A.7b)
where F q
(+)
and F q
(−)
refer to even and odd charge parity, respectively. A quark GPD F q can
be decomposed in antiquark (−1 ≤ x ≤ −η), meson-like (−η ≤ x ≤ η ), and quark (η ≤ x ≤ 1)
contributions, which one may write in analogy to PDF terminology (A.4) as
F q(x, · · · ) = ∓F q(−x ≥ η, · · · ) + F q(|x| ≤ η, · · · ) + F q(x ≥ η, · · · ) , (A.8a)
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where − and + applies for unpolarized quark GPDs F ∈ {H,E} and polarized quark GPDs
F ∈ {H˜, E˜}, respectively. Hence, charge even (odd) GPDs contain for η ≤ x the sum (difference)
of quark and aniquark GPDs,
F q
(±)
(x ≥ η, · · · ) = F q(x ≥ η, · · · )± F q(x ≥ η, · · · ) . (A.8b)
We note that in PDF terminology a quark PDF is decomposed into valence and sea quark con-
tributions, where the latter is equated with the antiquark ones. In phenomenology it is common
to adopt this PDF terminology and we, therefore, write the charge even quantities in terms of
valence quarks and antiquarks:
F q(+)(x ≥ η, η, · · · ) = F qval(x, η, · · · ) + 2F q¯(x, η, · · · ) , (A.8c)
F q(−)(x ≥ η, η, · · · ) = F qval(x, η, · · · ) , (A.8d)
where charge odd GPDs have only valence quark content.
Finally, a group theoretical SU(nf) decomposition of quark GPDs, e.g., for nf = 3 (nf = 4)
F 0 = F u + F d + F s (+F c) (A.9a)
F 3 = F u − F d (A.9b)
F 8 = F u + F d − 2F s (A.9c)
(F 15 = F u + F d + F s − 3F c) . (A.9d)
is utilized to solve the mixing problem of charge even quark and gluon GPDs. For flavor singlet
0(+) quark and gluon GPDs we utilize a vector valued GPD, defined in (3.5). Note that the
unpolarized 0(+) GPD in the charge even sector is labeled by the superscript Σ. Hard scattering
amplitudes and evolution kernel may also contain a pure singlet quark part. In our notation Σ
refers always to the net contribution, containing both the group theoretical part 0(+) and the pure
singlet quark piece, see the TFF decomposition for a neutral vector meson TFF decomposition
(2.23). The sum of gluon and Σ contribution is labeled by superscript S.
A.2 Evolution kernels
The scale dependence of flavor non-singlet or charge odd DAs is governed by the well known
Efremov-Radyushkin-Brodsky-Lepage (ER-BL) evolution equation which has the following form
µ2
d
dµ2
ϕA(u, µ2) = V (u, v|αs(µ))
v⊗ ϕA(v, µ2) , f v⊗ g ≡
∫ 1
0
dv fg (A.10)
for A ∈ {NS(+), q(−)}. In this case we have the restriction 0 ≤ v ≤ 1, and the support of the
evolution kernel simplifies to
V (u, v|αs) = θ(v − u)f(u, v|αs) + θ(u − v)f(u, v|αs) +
{
u→ u
v → v
}
. (A.11)
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Here, the f -part stems from quark-antiquark mixing and appears at NLO [1]. Due to the appear-
ance of f , the evolution kernels for symmetric or antisymmetric DAs differ in higher orders from
each other, i.e., it depends on the signature. The LO approximation of the ER-BL kernel, known
from 1980’s, (see [85] and references therein) is given in (3.23).
For flavor non-singlet or a charge odd GPD F the evolution equation can be obtained from
the quoted one by replacing the 0 ≤ v ≤ 1 restriction by the support of the kernel [104]:
θ(v − u)→ Θ(u, v) = θ
(
1− u
v
)
θ
(u
v
)
sign(v) .
In the variables we are using, i.e., u = (η+x)/2η and v = (η+y)/2η, the evolution equation reads
µ2
d
dµ2
FA(x, η, t, µ2) =
∫ 1
−1
dy
2η
σV
(
η + x
2η
,
η + y
2η
∣∣∣αs(µ))FA(y, η, t, µ2) (A.12)
with the proper signature σ(A) for A ∈ {NS(±), q(−)}.
In the flavor singlet channel the evolution of our vector valued GPD F , given in (3.5), reads
µ2
d
dµ2
F (x, η, t, µ2) =
∫ 1
−1
dy
2η
V
(
η + x
2η
,
η + y
2η
; η
∣∣∣αs(µ)) · F (y, η, t, µ2) . (A.13)
The quark entry of the GPD vector is the sum over all charge even quark GPDs (A.7) and it reads
together with the evolution matrix as
(∑
q F
q(+)
FG
)
(· · · ) and V (u, v; η|αs) =

ΣΣV ΣGV/2η
2η GΣV GGV
(u, v|αs) , (A.14a)
respectively. Exploiting symmetry of the GPDs the entries can be represented as
ABV (u, v|αs) = θ(v − u) ABv(u, v|αs)±
{u→ u¯
v → v¯
}
for
{
A = B
A 6= B , (A.14b)
where the quark-quark channel consists of the charge even non-singlet, with definite signature,
and the pure singlet part
ΣΣv(u, v|αs) = σv(u, v|αs) + pSv(u, v|αs) σ =
{
+ for F ∈ {H,E}
− for F ∈ {H˜, E˜} . (A.14c)
With the GPD conventions (A.1,A.2) the LO kernel reads as in [85], shown for unpolarized parton
GPDs in (3.24). Various other authors published these LO kernels, too. Be aware that the
functional form can differ, which only should affect the non-physical sector29. Those in (3.24) are
29This is certainly true if the evolution equations are used for symmetrized GPDs. If one exploits symmetry to
map all GPDs into the region −η ≤ x ≤ 1 [168], it is possibly necessary to symmetrize the GPDs afterwards.
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the kernels from [169], while the improved ones provide for both kinds of moments (even and odd)
polynomials [170]. These kernels were used as one ingredient to construct the NLO corrections
for the entries in (A.14a) [107].
With these specifications, we have checked that the forward limit of the evolution equation
(A.13) yields for positive x nothing but the flavor singlet DGLAP equation,
µ2
d
dµ2
(
Σ(x, µ2)
xg(x, µ2)
)
=
∫ 1
x
dy
y

ΣΣp
(
x
y
|αs
)
1
y
ΣGp
(
x
y
|αs
)
x GΣp
(
x
y
|αs
)
x
y
GGp
(
x
y
|αs
)
 ·
(
Σ(y, µ2)
y g(y, µ2)
)
, (A.15)
where the well-known expressions of LO kernels, see, e.g. [171], follows from (3.24), showing that
definitions and diagrammatical results as we use them here are consistent. The same holds true
for the NLO corrections to the entries given in [107] and those for splitting kernels from Ref. [171].
Be aware that the flavor singlet evolution kernels for H/E and H˜/E˜ type GPDs are different.
Other forms of evolution equations are also known, e.g., with non-symmetrized quark GPDs
(A.1a,A.2a). However, as long as one respects the proper symmetry for gluon GPDs, only charge
even quark GPDs have cross talk with gluonic GPDs, while the charge odd quark part decouples
and evolves autonomously. Often the normalization remains confusing, if conventions are not
entirely spelled out. By rescaling of quark and gluon GPDs with constants a and b, respectively,
the off diagonal entries in the evolution kernel change, too,
(∑
q F
q(+)
FG
)
→
(
a
∑
q F
q(+)
b FG
)
implies:

ΣΣV ΣGV/2η
2η GΣV GGV
→

ΣΣV a
b
ΣGV/2η
2η b
a
GΣV GGV
 ,
(A.16a)
and also the coefficient functions gets modified:
(TΣ, TG)→ (TΣ/a, TG/b) (A.16b)
(analogous for singlet DAs, see e.g., Ref. [172]). Apart from checking factorization logarithms
in hard scattering amplitudes by means of evolution kernels, one may take the forward limit of
kernels or use the energy-momentum sum rule for H/E GPDs. The case a = 1, b = 1 is taken in
[101], too, while a = 1, b = 1/2 is quoted in [10] and we also use it in conformal space. In all cases
the charge even quark GPDs F q
(+)
(x, η, t) are defined as in (A.7).
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A.3 Anomalous dimensions
Local conformal operators in the flavor singlet sector may be defined as in [85]
Onl =

1
2
(i∂+)
lC
3
2
n
(
↔
∂+
∂+
)
ΣO(κ1, κ2)
(i∂+)l−1C
5
2
n−1
(
↔
∂+
∂+
)
GO(κ1, κ2)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
κ1=κ2=0
, (A.17a)
where ∂+ = ∂κ1 + ∂κ2 ,
↔
∂+= ∂κ1 − ∂κ2 and the bare non-local light ray operators read in light-cone
gauge as follows
O(κ1, κ2) ≡
(
QO(κ1, κ2)
GO(κ1, κ2)
)
=
∑
q
(
q(κ2n)γ
+q(κ1n)− q(κ1n)γ+ψ(κ2n)
1
Nf
G+µa (κ2n)gµνGν+a (κ1n)
)
, (A.17b)
where its entries appear also in the GPD definition (A.1). An analogous definition holds true for
operators with intrinsic odd parity (γ+ → γ+γ5, gµν → iǫ⊥µν , symmetrized quark operator), see
GPD definition (A.2). The matrix valued anomalous dimensions are defined by the renormalization
group equation
µ
d
dµ
Onl(µ) = −1
2
n∑
m=0
n−m even
γ [85]nm(αs(µ))Oml(µ) , (A.18)
and read explicitly
γ [85]nm(αs) =

QQγnm
QGγnm
QGγnm
GGγnm
 (αs) with QQγnm = σγ [85]nm + pSγ [85]nm . (A.19)
Note that for flavor singlet operators with intrinsic even (odd) parity the non-negative integers n
and m are odd (even) and the signature of the flavor non-singlet anomalous dimensions is σ = +1
(σ = −1). To LO accuracy the anomalous dimensions are diagonal while at NLO the off-diagonal
entries are evaluated to NLO accuracy in [85]. The explicit expressions for the complete NLO
result in the minimal subtraction scheme are summarized in [173].
The conformal moments of GPDs or DAs are the (reduced) expectation values of conformal
operators. However, some care is needed here with respect to their overall normalization. Taking
just Gegenbauer polynomials, entering in (A.17), it follows from the GPD definitions (A.1,A.2),
〈s2, p2|QOnn|p1, s1〉(µ2)
(P+)n+1
=
1
2
∑
q
∫ 1
−1
dx ηnC3/2n (x/η)
[
q(x, η, t, µ2)− q(−x, η, t, µ2)] , (A.20a)
〈s2, p2|GOnn|p1, s1〉(µ2)
(P+)n+1
=
1
4
∫ 1
−1
dx ηn−1C
5/2
n−1(x/η)G(x, η, t, µ
2) , (A.20b)
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which satisfy the renormalization group equation (A.18). Note the factor 1/2 in the quark singlet
entry (A.17a) and the factor 4 in the gluon GPD definitions (A.1b,A.2b) are explicitly displayed
here. Consequently, one finds from the evolution equation (A.13) for quark singlet GPDs that
the Gegenbauer moments of the evolution kernel (A.14) are given by the anomalous dimensions
(A.19)∫ 1
0
duC
ν(A)
n+3/2−ν(A)(2u− 1) ABV (u, v|αs) = −
1
2
n∑
m=0
ABγ
[85]
nm(αs)C
ν(B)
m+3/2−ν(B)(2v − 1) , (A.21)
where ν(Σ) = 3/2, ν(G) = 5/2, Q ≡ Σ, and G ≡ G.
As said in Sec. 3.3.1, our (integral) conformal GPD moments are defined in such a manner
that in the forward limit they coincide with the common Mellin moments of PDFs. This is the
convention of Ref. [54], where also the solution of the evolution equations is written down. Here
we repeat only that the transformation from the reduced matrix elements (A.20) to our conformal
GPD moments (3.57) is given by
N j =
Γ(3/2)Γ(j + 1)
2jΓ (j + 3/2)

1 0
0 6
j
 , which implies γjk =N jγ [173]jk N−1k (A.22)
or explicitly written as
γjk =
2kΓ(j + 1)Γ(k + 3/2)
2jΓ(k + 1)Γ(j + 3/2)

QQγ
[173]
jk
k
6
QGγ
[173]
jk
6
j
GQγ
[173]
jk
k
j
GGγ
[173]
jk
 . (A.23)
For the case of interest here, i.e., for vector valued singlet GPDs H/E, assigned with signature
σ = +1, they are obtained from the analytic continuation of odd moments. The diagonal entries
γjj(αs) =

ΣΣγj
ΣGγj
GΣγj
GGγj
 (αs) with ΣΣγj(αs) = +γj(αs) + pSγj(αs) (A.24)
coincide with the anomalous dimensions as used in unpolarized deeply inelastic scattering and are
to LO given in (3.46) and (3.59).
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B Building blocks for separable contributions
In this appendix we study some single variable building blocks, which will appear in the pertur-
bative expansion of (exclusive) hard scattering amplitudes. In particular, we consider powers of
logarithms and dilog functions that are accompanied by negative powers of u or u ,
f p1 (u|a, b) = −
lnp u
uau b
, f 12 (u|a, b) =
Li2(u)
uau b
, where a, b, p ∈ {0, 1, · · · } . (B.1)
Our notation is adopted from the standard convention Li1(u) ≡ − ln u and we may generalize
these definitions to functions that include higher order polylogarithms, which appear beyond the
NLO approximation. The building blocks possess [1,∞]-cuts on the real axis in the complex u
plane and essentially behave at infinity as u−a−b, modified by some logarithmic corrections (except
for p = 0). Moreover, they may possess poles at u = 0, which we remove below by subtraction.
B.1 Relations among building blocks
Numerous relations among these building blocks (B.1) exist, which can be exploited:
• The algebraic decomposition of the denominator in these functions implies for a ≥ 1 and
b ≥ 1 the recurrence relation
f pi (u|a, b) =
a∑
m=1
f pi (u|m, b− 1) + f pi (u|0, b) , for a ≥ 1 and b ≥ 1, (B.2a)
which allows us to reduce immediately these functions to f pi (u|a = 0, b) and by successive
application to f pi (u|a, b = 0) ones.
• f p1 functions, i.e., powers of logarithms, are generated from f1(u|a, β) ≡ f p=01 (u|a, β) func-
tions by means of derivatives w.r.t. the parameter β which is now taken as a continuous
variable,
f p1 (u|a, b) = (−1)p
∂p
∂βp
f1(u|a, β)
∣∣∣
β = b
with f1(u|a, β) = u−a exp{−β ln u } . (B.2b)
• Differentiation (integration) w.r.t. u can be used to reduce (increase) the power of logarithms
in f1 functions and to a simultaneously increase (decrease) of b,
u−a u −b
p + 1
d
du
uau bf p+11 (u|a, b) = − f p1 (u|a, b+ 1) . (B.2c)
• Since dLii+1(u)/du = Lii(u)/u, we employ for the case p = 1 integration (differentiation)
w.r.t. u to increase (reduce) the index i ≥ 1 of f p=1i functions and simultaneously decrease
(increase) the value of a:
f 1i+1(u|a, b) = u−au −b
∫ u
0
dv vav bf 1i (v|a+ 1, b) for i ≥ 1 (B.2d)
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and
d
du
uau bf 1i+1(u|a, b) = uau bf 1i (u|a+ 1, b) for i ≥ 1 . (B.2e)
Let us introduce a generating function for the building blocks (B.1) in which a subtraction of
u = 0 poles is performed in such a manner that the above quoted relations remain true,
f1,+(u|a, β) = u−a
[
u −β −
a−1∑
i=0
Γ(i+ β)
i!Γ(β)
ui
]
=
Γ(a+ β)
Γ(1 + a)Γ(β)
2F1
(
1, a+ β
1 + a
∣∣∣u) . (B.3)
This function is nothing but a hypergeometric function which for non integer β possess only a
[1,∞] cut. Note that the algebraic relation (B.2a) holds true for this subtracted functions, too,
which proofs an identity for a finite sum of hypergeometric functions.
B.2 Values on the cut
We can easily find the value of the building blocks (B.1) on the cut by means off the generating
function (B.3). On the real u axis it reads for non integer β
f1,+(u± iǫ|a, β) = u−a
[
θ(u )u −β + θ(−u ) exp{∓iβπ} (−u )−β −
a−1∑
i=0
Γ(i+ β)
i!Γ(β)
ui
]
, (B.4)
where the cut arises for u ≥ 1 and the sign of its imaginary part depends on whether the cut is
approached from above (+iǫ) or below (−iǫ).
For the b = 0 case with arbitrary non-negative integer a we find by differentiation w.r.t. β, see
(B.2b), that powers of logarithms multiplied by u−a and subtracted u = 0 poles have the values
−f p1,+(u± iǫ|a, 0) = θ(u )
lnp u
ua
+ θ(−u )
p∑
l=0
(p
l
)
(∓iπ)l ln
p−l(−u )
ua
+ (−1)p
a−1∑
i=1
ui−a
i!
dp
dβp
Γ(β + i)
Γ(β)
∣∣∣
β=0
.
Consequently, the real and imaginary parts of these functions, introduced in Sec. 4.1.1 by the
symbolic shorthand [lnp(u ± iǫ)/ua]sub, read
ℜe
[
lnp u
ua
]sub
=
lnp |u |
ua
+ (−1)p
a−1∑
i=1
ui−a
i!
dp
dβp
eln
Γ(β+i)
Γ(β)
∣∣∣
β=0
+ θ(−u )
p∑
m=2
even
( p
m
)
(iπ)m
lnp−m |u |
ua
,
and (B.5a)
ℑm
[
lnp(u ∓ iǫ)
ua
]sub
= ∓πθ(−u )
p∑
m=1
odd
( p
m
)
(iπ)m−1
lnp−m |u |
ua
, (B.5b)
respectively, where as indicated the sum over m is restricted to even and odd m values. Note that
apart from the additional subtraction term the sums arise also from the well known formula
lnp(u ± iǫ) = [ln |u | ± iπθ(−u )]p .
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Employing the integration (B.2d), we can now successively generate from the p = 1 case of
(B.5) the value of f 1i+1,+(u|a, 0), i.e., subtracted polylog functions. For the dilog we quote the real
part while for the imaginary parts of polylogs a closed formula is quoted:
ℜe
[
Li2(u)
ua
]sub
=
θ(u )Li2(u) + θ(−u ) [ζ(2)− ln u ln |u | − Li2(u )]
ua
−
a−2∑
i=0
ui−a
(i+ 1)2
,
(B.6a)
ℑm
[
Lii+1(u± iǫ)
ua
]sub
= ±πθ(−u ) ln
i u
i! ua
for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · } . (B.6b)
Utilizing (B.2c), we can now obtain the b > 0 cases. First, we remind that the generating
functions for non-negative integer b are considered as generalized functions in the mathematical
sense, which are defined according to the ±iǫ prescription [108]. Therefore, in some given space
of test functions τ(u), the relation (B.2c) reads for the b = 1 case∫ ∞
−∞
du f p1,+(u± iǫ, a, 1)τ(u) =
1
p+ 1
∫ ∞
−∞
du uaf p+11,+ (u± iǫ, a, 0)
d u−aτ(u)
du
. (B.7)
Applying the differential operator to the generalized functions uaf p+11,+ (u± iǫ, a, 0), in the following
denoted for simplicity as θ(u )f(u) + θ(−u )f(u), yields a new generalized function. We denote
the differentiation in the region u ≥ 1 as a +-prescription,[[
θ(−u )f ′(u)]]
+
≡ d
du
[θ(−u )f(u)] = lim
ǫ→0
[θ(−u )f ′(u+ ǫ) + δ(u )f(1 + ǫ)] , (B.8a)
where the (infinite) constant, concentrated in u = 1, is regularized by ǫ and can be represented as
f(1 + ǫ) = −
∫ u1
1
du f ′(u+ ǫ) + c(u1) with c(u1) = f(u1) . (B.8b)
Obviously, it cancels the non-integrable singularity at u = 1 in the integral that contains f ′(u)
and so the limit ǫ → 0 can be interchanged with the integration. Certainly, some care is needed
in formal manipulations. However, since one set of generalized functions, defined by the ±iǫ
prescription, is expressed by another one, a potentially ambiguous constant that is concentrated
in the point u = 1 is actually fixed. Still we have the freedom to change the upper integration
limit u1 in (B.8b) which alters then also the value of the finite constant c(u1) = f(u1). Fi-
nally, if we include the region u ≤ 1, the differentiation provides us θ(u )f ′(u) + θ(−u )f ′(u) for
limǫ→0 [f(1− ǫ)− f(1 + ǫ)] = 0, which is nothing but the principal value prescription for f ′(u),
d
du
[θ(u )f(u) + θ(−u )f(u)] ≡ Pf ′(u) . (B.9)
Utilizing (B.7), we are now in the position to express, e.g., the functions f p1,+(u ± iǫ|a, b) by
differentiation of f p+11,+ (u± iǫ|a, b− 1) in terms of the +-prescription (B.8) and the principal value
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(B.9). Differentiation of (B.5) yields the real and imaginary parts for the b = 1 and a = 0 case:
ℜeln
p(u )
u
= P ln
p |u |
u
+
p∑
m=2
even
(iπ)m
( p
m
) [[θ(−u ) lnp−m |u |
u
]]
+
− ℜe(iπ)
p+1
p+ 1
δ(u ) , (B.10a)
ℑmln
p(u ∓ iǫ)
u ∓ iǫ = ±π
p∑
m=1
odd
( p
m
)
(iπ)m−1
[[
θ(−u ) lnp−m |u |
u
]]
+
± ℑm(iπ)
p+1
p+ 1
δ(u ) , (B.10b)
where again the sum runs over even and odd m values, respectively. Besides the principal value
P logp |u |/u additional terms appear in the real part (B.10a). They are the difference to the prin-
cipal value of our original function, which was not defined in terms of the modulus. Analogously,
one may also derive the results for b > 1, which yields then +-definitions that generate a truncated
Taylor expansion of the order b− 1. The subtraction constant in this +-prescription [[f ′]]+ is fixed
from the requirement (B.8b). It reads as function of the integral limit u1
cf ′(u1) =
lnp+1(u1 − 1)
p+ 1
for f ′ =
lnp(u− 1)
u
. (B.10c)
We can now employ the integral relation (B.2d), to find from the p = 1 case of (B.10) the
real and imaginary values of Li2(u± iǫ)/(u ∓ iǫ). Alternatively, we can use the identity (4.23) to
evaluate both parts
ℜeLi2(u)
u
= Pℜe Li2(u)
u
, (B.11a)
ℑmLi2(u± iǫ)
u ∓ iǫ = ∓θ(−u )
π ln u
−u ±
π3
6
δ(u ) , (B.11b)
where the imaginary part arises from ln u and the real part of the dilogarithm can be written as
ℜe Li2(u) ≡ θ(u )Li2(u) + θ(−u ) [ζ(2)− ln u ln |u | − Li2(u )] . (B.11c)
We also encounter the b = 2 case in the flavor non-singlet channel. It can be treated in an
analogous manner, most easily by considering the subtracted function (4.16),
Li2(u)− ζ(2)− u ln u + u
u 2
,
and the known results (B.10) for the subtraction terms (b = 1, a = 0, p ∈ {0, 1}),
ℜeLi2(u)− ζ(2)
(u )2
= Pℜe Li2(u)− ζ(2)
u 2
+
π2
2
δ(u ) , (B.12a)
ℑmLi2(u± iǫ)− ζ(2)
(u ∓ iǫ)2 = ±θ(−u )
π[ln u+ u ]
u 2
± π
[[
θ(−u )
−u
]]
+
∓ πδ(u ) , (B.12b)
where one subtraction is still used to remove the second order pole. Note that in convolution
integrals the pole at u = 1, appearing in the real parts (B.11a) and (B.12a), is treated as Cauchy’s
principal value integral.
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f(u+ iǫ)
(u− iǫ)a(u − iǫ)b ℜe
f(u+ iǫ)
(u− iǫ)a(u − iǫ)b
1
π
ℑm f(u+ iǫ)
(u− iǫ)a(u − iǫ)b
x
2ξ π
ℑm f(u+ iǫ)
(u − iǫ)a(u − iǫ)b
a ∈ {0, 1, 2}, b = 0
ln(u − iǫ)
(u− iǫ)a P
ln |u |
ua
−θ(−u )
ua
− δa,2 δ(u) − (2r)
a−1
(1 + r)a
+ δa,2 σ δ(1− r)
ln2(u − iǫ)
ua
ln2 |u |
ua
− π
2
ua
θ(−u ) −θ(−u ) 2 ln |u |
ua
−2(2r)
a−1 ln 1−r2r
(1 + r)a
Li2(u+ iǫ)
(u− iǫ)a P
ℜe Li2(u)
ua
θ(−u ) lnu
ua
+ δa,2 δ(u)
(2r)a−1 ln 1+r2r
(1 + r)a
− δa,2 σ δ(1 − r)
a = 0, b = 1
1
u − iǫ P
1
u
δ(u ) δ(1− r)
ln(u − iǫ)
u − iǫ P
ln |u |
u
+
π2
2
δ(u )
[[
θ(−u )
−u
]]
+
{
1
1−r
}
+
ln2(u − iǫ)
u − iǫ P
ln2 |u |
u
+ π2
[[
θ(−u )
−u
]]
+
[[
θ(−u ) 2 ln |u |
−u
]]
+
− π
2
3
δ(u )
{
2 ln 1−r2r
1− r
}
+
Li2(u+ iǫ)
u − iǫ P
ℜe Li2(u)
u
θ(−u ) lnu
u
+
π2
6
δ(u ) − ln
1+r
2r
1− r +
π2
6
δ(1− r)
a = 0, b = 2
Li2(u+ iǫ)− ζ(2)
(u − iǫ)2 P
ℜe Li2(u)− ζ(2)
u 2
θ(−u )[lnu+ u ]
u 2
2r ln 1+r2r − 1 + r
(1− r)2
+
π2
2
δ(u ) +
[[
θ(−u )
−u
]]
+
− δ(u ) +
{
1
1− r
}
+
− δ(1− r)
Table 8: Equivalence of selected general functions, where the explicit expressions for real and imaginary
parts arise from (B.5,B.6,B.10,B.11,B.12). The [[· · · ]]+-prescriptions is defined in (B.8). In the forth
column we give the imaginary part in the notation of the main body of this paper for 0 ≤ r = ξ/x ≤ 1,
see for example (3.32), and the σ signature factor (3.10), where the {· · · }+-prescriptions are defined
in (B.13) and they are explicitely given in (4.6). Note that the principal value is only needed to treat
remaining 1/u or 1/u singularities and that it can be dropped for a ∈ {0, 1} of the b = 0 case.
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In our NLO case, considered in Sec. 4.1.1, the non-negative integer p of f p1 (u|a, b) is limited
to p ≤ 2 and we can restrict ourselves to the cases a ≤ 2 for b = 0 and b ≤ 1 for a = 0. The
same choices we need for f 12 (u|a, b) and in addition the case b = 2 for a = 0. To be very explicit,
we finally collect the results for the cases of interest in the common nomenclature in Tab. 8 for
the original building blocks (B.1). Here, we take the −iǫ prescription according to the variable
u = ξ+x−iǫ
2(ξ−iǫ)
, see Sec. 3.2. Consequently, we have u = ξ−x−iǫ
2(ξ−iǫ)
and set
lnp(u − iǫ)
(u− iǫ)a(u − iǫ)b , however ,
Li2(u+ iǫ)
(u− iǫ)a(u − iǫ)b .
In passing from the considered functions, having only a [1,∞] cuts, to the building blocks (B.1)
we also include poles at u = 0, which appear in the a = 2 case:
ln(u − iǫ)
(u− iǫ)2 =
ln u + u
(u− iǫ)2 −P
1
u
− iπδ(u) , Li2(u+ iǫ)
(u− iǫ)2 =
Li2(u+ iǫ)− u
(u− iǫ)2 + P
1
u
+ iπδ(u).
We also include in the Tab. 8 the expressions for the imaginary part in terms of the variable
r = ξ/x as introduced in Sec. 3.2, i.e., u = (1 + r)/2r, and used in the presentation of NLO
corrections in Sec. 4. For convenience we use in the main body the +-prescriptions{
θ(r)
1− r
}
+
=
1
2r
[[
θ(−u )
−u
]]
+
with cf = ln
1− ξ
2ξ
, (B.13a){
θ(r) ln 1−r
2r
1− r
}
+
=
1
2r
[[
ln |u | θ(−u )
−u
]]
+
− ζ(2)δ(u ) with cf = 1
2
ln2
1− ξ
2ξ
− ζ(2) , (B.13b)
in which the additional ζ(2) term is absorbed in the subtraction constant cf and they are fixed in
such a manner that GPD convolution integrals (4.6) take a simple form. Note that the support
restriction r ≤ 1 of {· · · }+ is not explicitly indicated.
C The non-separable function L(u, v)/(u− v)
As explained in the main text, in momentum fraction representation the non-separable contribu-
tions are proportional to 1/(u− v)n, which can be expressed in terms of the function
L(u, v)
u− v with L(u, v) = Li2(v )− Li2(u ) + ln u ln v − ln u lnu ,
= Li2(v ) + Li2(u) + ln u ln v − ζ(2) . (C.1)
C.1 Representations and holomorphic properties
To introduce an integral representation of the function (C.1), we may follow [103] and expand this
function as
L(u, v)
u− v =
∞∑
m=0
∞∑
n=0
[
1
(n+m+ 1)2
− ln u
n+m+ 1
]
um v n . (C.2)
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To convert now this sum into an integral, we employ the “kernel” method. Expressing the coef-
ficients in the expansion by the convenient integrals
∫ 1
0
dz zm+n and
∫ 1
0
dz zm+n ln z and noticing
that
∑∞
m=0(u z)
m = 1/(1− u z) one gets rid of the sums and we obtain
L(u, v)
u− v = −
∫ 1
0
dz
ln(u z)
(1− u z)(1− v z) . (C.3)
Finally, to convert this integral into a double dispersion integral, we plug in the representation
ln u z
1− u z =
∫ 1
0
dy
−1
y + z − yz
1
1− uy =
∫ 1
0
dy
−1
1− z y
1
1− uy (C.4)
into the integral (C.3) and find the desired representation
L(u, v)
u− v =
∫ 1
0
dy
∫ 1
0
dz
1
1− uy
1
1− z y
1
1− v z , (C.5)
where we use the shorthand notation y ≡ 1− y and z ≡ 1− z. In this representation the u↔ v
symmetry is manifest.
We add that from the symmetric integral representation (C.5) one can easily write down a
symmetric sum representation. The expansion of the integral kernel in (C.5) in powers of z y
yields simple integrals that allow to express the expansion coefficients of the sum representation
in terms of hypergeometric 3F2 functions
L(u, v)
u− v =
∞∑
m=0
∞∑
n=0
3F2
(
1, 1, 1
m+ 2, n+ 2
∣∣∣1) um v n
(m+ 1)(n+ 1)
. (C.6)
In the class of 3F2 functions with unit argument this function can be represented in various manner,
e.g.,
3F2
(
1, 1, 1
m+ 2, n+ 2
∣∣∣1) = Γ(m+ 2)Γ(n+ 2)
(2 +m+ n)Γ(2 +m+ n)
3F2
(
m+ 1, n+ 1, m+ n + 1
m+ n+ 2, m+ n + 2
∣∣∣1) ,
which follows from Thomae’s identity. However, it is not given as a ratio of Γ functions rather it
can be expanded in terms of subtracted harmonic sums.
Next the unsubtracted double dispersion relation (C.5) can be derived in the common manner
where one may start from
L(u, v)
u− v =
∫ ∞
−∞
du′
∫ ∞
−∞
dv′
1
u′ − u
(
1
π2
ℑmu′ℑmv′L(u
′, v′)
u′ − v′
)
1
v′ − v . (C.7)
Obviously, (C.5) tells us that the function L(u, v)/(u− v) contains in the complex u and v planes
cuts along on the real axes u ≥ 1 and v ≤ 0, which we may directly evaluate from the ln u ln v
term of the representation (C.1),
1
π2
ℑmu
(
ℑmvL(u, v)
u− v
)
=
1
π2
ℑmuℑmv ln u ln v
u− v =
θ(u− 1)θ(−v)
u− v ,
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where we used u± iǫ (or u ∓ iǫ) and v± iǫ prescriptions. Plugging this into the dispersion relation
(C.7) and mapping the integral regions 0 ≤ u′ ≤ ∞ and −∞ ≤ v′ ≤ 0 to 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ z ≤ 1
by the SL(2,R) transformations
u′ =
1
y
and v′ = −1 − z
z
,
respectively, yields the integral (C.5), where the imaginary part, i.e., 1/(u′ − v′), translates into
the integral kernel 1/(1− y z ).
The double dispersion relation (C.5), used here to represent L(u, v)/(u − v), appears in the
first place as a mathematical construct. We are interested on its physical value on the branch cut
u ≥ 1 (or positive x ≥ ξ) for 0 ≤ v ≤ 1, which arises from the ξ − iǫ prescription. Hence, the
following term in the double DR (C.5) has to be decorated with a −iǫ prescription
1
1− uy ⇒
1
1− ξ−iǫ+x
2(ξ−iǫ)
y
⇒ 1
1− uy − iǫ′ ,
where ǫ′ = ǫ(2−y)/2ξ is a positive quantity in the integration region. Consequently, the imaginary
part of the integrand is iπδ(1− uy) and we obtain
1
π
ℑmL(u, v)
u− v = θ(u− 1)
∫ 1
0
dz
1
1− u z
1
1− v z =
θ(u− 1)
u− v ln
u
v
. (C.8)
According to this finding, the physical value of the L(u, v) function is given by the prescription
L(u, v) = Li2(v ) + Li2(u+ iǫ) + ln(u − iǫ) ln v − ζ(2) ,
= Li2(v )− Li2(u + iǫ) + ln(u − iǫ) ln v − ln u ln(u − iǫ) . (C.9)
We add that the same exercise can be repeated for the function L(u , v )/(u − v ), which now
possess an imaginary part for negative u ≤ 0 or for negative x ≤ −ξ. The result for the physical
value of this function arises simply from (C.9) by the replacement u → u and v → v . For the
function H0(u, v) = L(u, v)− L(u , v ), we have then
H0(u, v) = Li2(u+ iǫ)− Li2(u + iǫ)− Li2(v) + Li2(v )− ln(u− iǫ) ln v + ln(u − iǫ) ln v , (C.10)
and thus the imaginary part of
1
π
ℑmH0(u, v)
u− v =
θ(u− 1)
u− v ln
u
v
− θ(−u)
u− v ln
u
v
=
θ(−u )
u− v ln
u
v
+
θ(−u)
u − v ln
u
v
. (C.11)
is symmetric under u → u , v → v exchange. Note that the non-separable terms in the diagram-
matical results30 can be expressed also in terms of the antisymmetric function (C.10) which has
30The H and R functions from [20] read H(z, y) = L(u, v)− L(u , v ) and R(z, y) = vv ∂ (L(u, v)− L(u , v )) /∂v
with z = v and y = −u , while in [102] the functions H and R have quite different definitions.
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now [−∞, 0] and [1,∞] cuts on both sides of the real axes. If we allow for an analytic extension
in v, the function can be also understood as symmetric under u↔ v exchange. This is explicitly
implemented in the DR representation,
H0(u, v)
u− v =
∫ 1
0
dy
∫ 1
0
dz
1
1− z y
(
1
1− uy − iǫ
1
1− v z − iǫ +
1
1− u z − iǫ
1
1− vy − iǫ
)
. (C.12)
C.2 Diagrammatical origin
The origin of non-separable terms in the hard scattering amplitude can be traced back to the
appearance of scalar three-point Feynman integrals that occur in several Feynman diagrams con-
tributing to γ∗Lq → (qq¯)q and γ∗Lg → (qq¯)g subprocesses.
The scalar three-point integral
I3(p
2, k2, 2pk) =
∫
d4l
(2π)4
1
[l2 + iǫ][(l − p)2 + iǫ][(l − k)2 + iǫ] (C.13)
with p2 6= 0, k2 6= 0, 2p · k 6= 0 6= p2 + k2, i.e., (p − k)2 6= 0 is a (UV and IR) finite integral. We
give here the most simple form derived in [174]:
I3 =
i
(4π)2
1
ν3(x1 − x2)
{
2Li2
(
1
x2
)
− 2Li2
(
1
x1
)
+ln(x1x2 + iǫ sign ν3)
[
ln
1− x1
−x1 − ln
1− x2
−x2
]}
, (C.14a)
where x1,2 are solutions of the equation
xν1 + (1− x)ν2 − x(1− x)ν3 = 0 , (C.14b)
D is its discriminant, while
{ν1, ν2, ν3} = P(p2, k2, (p− k)2) , (C.14c)
is a permutation chosen such that x1,2 6∈ [0, 1] – in practice, ν3 should have the smallest absolute
value or opposite sign. Note, ν3(x1−x2) =
√
D = ν21 + ν
2
2 + ν
2
3 − 2ν1ν2− 2ν1ν3− 2ν2ν3 is invariant
under ν1,2,3 permutations, and x1x2 = ν2/ν3. Alternatively, one can express (C.14b) as
(q2 + xq3)
2 = 0 , (C.15a)
where q1 + q2 + q3 = 0 and
{q1, q2, q3} = P(p,−k,−(p− k)) , (C.15b)
while q2i = νi.
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In our process of interest one encounters {ν1, ν2, ν3} = P(−Q2,−uvQ2,−u v Q2) and one can
take ν3 = −u v Q2 or ν3 = −uvQ2. For u ∈ R while 0 < v < 1, the result takes the form
I3 =
i
(4π)2
1
u− v
[
Li2(v)− Li2(1− v)− Li2(u+ iǫ)− Li2(1− u+ iǫ)
+ln(u− iǫ) ln(1− v)− ln(1− u− iǫ) ln(v)] ,
i.e.,
I3 = − i
(4π)2
H0(u, v)
u− v , (C.16)
with H(u, v) given by (C.10) (i.e., the expression is in agreement with the ξ − iǫ prescription).
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